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ABSTRACT

This study examines fictjon from Vjrgìnia Woolf's middle
period

in order to

show what

role imagery played in her program to

"re-form" the novel "
The

tradítional novel tended to portray a character complet'ing

a series of actions in chronological

tjme.

These actions were so

related to each other as to form a coherent plot which

became

the

main

for giving shape and unity. Virginia Woolf forged other methods,
based on the use of images for creating structure and character. She
saw character as a complex and ever-shift'ing mode of existence rather
than as a fixed state existing ìn a moment of time. As a result, she
employed her images to get at the mysterious reality of persona'lity in
flux, to set down an accurate record of consciousness as it is real'ly
device

experi enced.

Chapter One discusses Virg'inja Woolf's vjsion
and

art

and the manner

of both life

in which this vision leads her to rely

upon

ímages. Chapter Two discusses as experiments toward the new novel three
short stories and Jacob's Room. The latter Ís analyzed as an attempt

to create significant form; attention is also given to

how

Virginia

Woolf's ph'ilosophìcal skepticism affects the method of characterization"
Chapters Three through Fjve discuss

in turn Mrs. DalLoaay"

To the Light-

house and The reaz.s, concentrating on the ways the'images are

in relation to structure and characterization.

emp'loyed

Chapter Three examines

iii
how j n Mrs DaLlouay

the 'imagery js used to create a moral dimension.

Chapter Four argues

for a further

expansion

in

To the Lighthous¿

of

the

in portraying character and hutnan relationshjps, and
Chapter Five illustrates how, at its most fecund, Virginia Woolf's
use

of

imagery

image-making

facu'lty creates structure and character in The Waues.

Conclus'ion draws

attention to

some

The

recurring themes and assesses Virg'inia

Woolf's development over the period under consideration.
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I NTRODUCTION

Virginia Woolf arrests her reader's attentjon wjth a s'ingle,

ìs thjs done, what steps are taken to
prepare the reader, and what vision of realjty ìs conveyed? Such an
interest in epiphany -- what she herself called the "moment of being"
-- leads to an awareness of the centrality of the image in her work.
intense ìmage. But how and why

It

becomes

clear that in order to anaìyze the

"re-form" the novel and so make
one must study

it

methods she develops to

take the shape of the modern mind,l

the imagery. The approach taken to these questions

is first to examine Virgin'ia Woolf's

here

aesthetic and phiìosophical re-

latjonships to her predecessors and contemporarìes in order to expla'in
why

the

image

is

so important

novels themselves

to her,

and then go on

to analyze the

in detail.

To focus on Virginia Woolf's

fiction after Night and Day and

is to examine the middle and most successful period
of her work. It is difficult to argúe with Quent'in Bell's assessment
that Jacobts Room marks the beginníng of both her maturity and her
fame.2 0n the other hand, The Years, it is generally agreed, marks a
before The vears

noticeable falling off.

Rairbou
i j,

lVirginia t{oolf , "The Narrow Bridge of Artï i n Gz'o.nibc

(New

2Quentin
BB.

and.

York, l95B), pp. lB-20.

Bell, viz'ginia tloolf:

A Bíographg, (London

"

1g72)"

2

Any new study must,

of course, take into

account the work of

predecessors. J.K. Johnstone's study of Bloomsbury has been of great

help in understandìng Virgin'ia

Wooìf

's position withl'n the British

tradition, as has to a lesser extent Irma Rantavaara's Viz,ginia t^loolf
and Bloomsbury. The work of James Hafley and John Graham are most
important to anyone interested in Vjrg'in'ia Woolf's handl'ing of time.
Joseph'ine

0'Brien Schaefer and Wjnifred Holtby provide bas'ic insìghts

to Virginia Woolf's search for rea.lity, while Jean Guiget's
virginia
'ings

WooLf and Hen l'lov,ks

reveals in a most scho'larly way the work-

of the artist's mind. I also

Freedman's The

Lyrical

exhaustive

NoueL,

found

of particular interest

Ralph

in which he analyzes the same four

I shall be discussing.
It is difficult to keep ahead of one's contemporaries'
cases

in point are the chapters on ¡y'l"s. DalLouay

November,1972 l{ari

lyn

Samue'ls pubì i shed an

Studies in which she analyzes as
touchstone

in

I first

Two

lúaues. In

art'icl e j n Moderm Fietion

do the use of the sun image as a moral

Mz,s. DaLLot':ay. Her study does

point out that other important
since

I

and The

novels

images

not, however, go on to

are used

in the same way. Also,

drafted the chapter on The llaues, Harvena Richter

has

is similar to but
not identjcal with what I have done. However, the reader will still
fìnd many new things in this study to jnterest him. I would hope,
schematized the characters

of that novel in

also, that

of looking at

emerge:

beyond new ways

first,

and second,

how

that

of

these novels, two thjngs vri'lì

abso'lutely central the'image

is to Virgìnia Woolf;

she was an experimenter who was never jnterested in

returnjng to once-conquered
was one

a way that

steady advance.

terrìtory.

The decade under consideration

3

There remains the quest'ion

discussion

of

I

why

have omitted any detaìled

of )rLando, despìte the fact that it

was pubìished between

To the Lighthouse and The \laues. As Jean Guiget has carefuj'ly demonstrated,

the author herself djd not regard

it

as a

novel. From the time of

Jacob's Room on, she worked simultaneousìy on novels and less intensjve
books wh'ich relieved the pressure generated by the more jntense compo-

sition.

fits into the second caregory, along
with such books as A Room of }ne's Oùn and Three Guineas. It is true
Guiget shows that hrlando

that S.P. Rosenbaum suggests a contrary view
}an
on

was

when he says,4 Room

written right after Orlandp and provides a kind of

of

2ne's

commentary

jt in the way that Tlu,ee Guineas comments on The ynon"3,and that John

of the intensive works, arguing that as
ìt progressed, talent yieìded to genius.4 However, I find myself more
persuaded by Quentin Bell who points out that aìthough for a while
Graham

also sees

)z.Lando as one

)z,Landp shoved everything

usual vicissitudes

else aside, and although

of her novels,"5

though

intended.

)z.Lando simply does

and Guiget's

it

went through "the

in a shorter

than most, Virginia lloolf saw well enough that
was surprised when Leonard Hoolf took

it

it

was

space

of

time

not'important,

and

more serious'ly than she had

not have the intensìty of the major novels,

origÍnal analysis remains correct.

3S.p. Rosenbaum,
"The Philosophìca1 Realism of Vìrg'inia Woolf,"
EngLish Litez,ature and Brí,t¿sh Philosophy, ed. S.P. Rosenbaum (Chicago,
I 971

), p.

346"

4John Graham,
"The Caricature Value of Parody and Fantasy jn
)r.Lando,t' IJniuersity of Toronto QuanterLy, 30 (Ju1y l96l ), pp. 346-48.
SQuentin

Bell, Vitgínia

WooLf: A Biognaphy"

ii ,136.
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for the subsequent detailed analyses will be given
in Chapter One under the three headings of (a) Re-forming the Novel,
(b) Image and Form, and (c) Image and Character. Under the first headìng
The basis

I shall begin by discussing what Virgìnia bloolf meant by "re-form'ing" the
novel. The discussion will then go on to comment upon the personal vision
which provides the foundation for Virg'inia l^Joolf 's 'image-based method by
to the similarity of her pos'ition to that of lnJalter
Pater. The discussion will next turn to her use of 1e'itmotifs, her
handling of time and the "moment of being" through imagery, and final'ly
drawing attention

to the particular nature of her imagery.
discuss the relevance

of

Roger

Under

I

the second heading

shall

Fry's aesthetic theories to her novels,

third head'ing I shall
her skepticjsm about one's knov¡ledge of what is really goinq on in
using Jacobts Room as an example. Under the

another person's mind, again referring particularly to Jacob's

discuss

Room.

CHAPTER

ONE

THE VISION: RE-FORMING THE NOVEL

As early as l90B Virg'inia Woolf formulated her desire

form" the

to

"ne-

novel. In a letter to Clive Bell she wrote:

I think a great deal of my future, and settle what
books I am to write -- how I shall re-form the
novel and capture multitudes of things at present
fugitive, enclose the whole, and shape jnfinite
but tomorrow, I know, I shall
strange shapes
be sitting down to the inanimate o1d phrases. I

dual concern for the capabil jties of the novel and the deadness of the old phrases made Virgìnia Woolf a tireless experimenter"
Thus we see her in the period from Jacob's Room to The Waues reaching
new conclusions about the nature of language and jts Ínadequacies, as
Bernard finally not only'longs for a s'impìe language such as children and
lovers usg but even goes beyond this posit'ion into the silence that
follows his final cry against death.
Her revolt against the established British novel of the early

Her

twentieth century was based on her belief that the Edwardjan materialists
both include too much and leave out what
worthy, and WelIs do not, she argues

is essential.

Bennett, Gals-

in "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown"

(1924), give us Mrs. Brown herself but rather the socìal details that

lVirgin'ia Woolf, "A Letter to Clive BeII," quoted by Quentin

Bell in Viz'ginia WooLf: A

Biography,

i,

137

"

6

m'iss the

central mystery of the personaììty of the character. Life

escapes from

the houses they buìld because they follow conventions

are no'longer

relevant.

Descrìb'ing the novels

rvhich

of her predecessors she

says:
seems constrained, not by his own free will
some powerful and unscrupu'lous tyrant who has
thrall, to provide a plot, to provide comedy,

The

writer

him

in

but by

tragedy, love jnterest, and an air of probability embalming the whole so 'impeccably that if all his figures
were to come to life they would find themselves dressed
down to the last button of their coats in the fashion
of the hour. 2
The word "embalmìng"

novel.

These

is the key to Virg'in'ia Woolf's attitude to such a

tools of the older generation are no 'longer

because they do

not portray

human experience

adequate

as 'it is:

Examine for a moment an ord'inary mind on an ordìnary
The mind receives a myriad of impressions -trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or engraved with the
sharpness of steel. From all sides they come, an
incessant shower of innumerable atoms" 3

day.

Since these atoms are the contents

of

consciousness

at

any one moment,

to record them will betorecord accurately the true nature of

conscious-

NESS:

Let us record these atoms as they fa1'l upon the mind
in the order in which they fall, let us trace the
pattern, however djsconnected and jncoherent jn
appearance, which each s'ight or incident scores upon
the consciousness. 4
2Vìrginja Woolf , "l,lodern Fictjon" i n The Common Reaclez.: Itirsl;
Series (New York, 1925), pp. 153-54.

3tbid., p.154.
4tbid.

, p. lss.

7

As t,lilliam Davenport comments,

thjs'idea led V'irginia Woolf to the

so-

called "stream of consciousness" technique. Her method, showjng the
quick transitions

in the characters'minds, reveals character through

uncovering consciousness rather than through a

pìot and scenes

"whjch

in a less jntimate way."5
We should also note that the atoms that fal'l upon the mind

might bring out their character

come

not only from without but from within

too.

Harvena

this point when she points out that Virginia Woolf
memory, and

Rjchter develops

sees the body, the

the outer world as together forming one gestaìt that

Ímpinges upon consciousness.6 Thus i n The llaues Bernard speaks of

the arrows of sensation strik'i ng from the spine.
A.P. Mendilow attributes the modern concentration upon the
depiction of develop'ing consciousness to the influence of Bergson's
theories of du:râe. He djstinguishes between the older presentation

of "character"
His point

and

the twentieth century presentatjon of "personality""

is that the creation of a "character" is based upon the idea

that the history of the consciousness'is
and

composed

of a series of states,

that the consciousness js at any one point in time set; to describe

it at the present moment is to describe the last of its

series of

states, in the same way one would descrjbe an oak without mentioning
the acorn. The creatjon of fictional "persona'lity", on the other

is

based upon

St,li

the idea that there are no discrete states of

il iut

6Huru.nu

1970),

p. xi.

consciousness

Davenport, To the Lighthouse (Oxford, 1969),

Richter, Vinginia WooLf:

hand,

p.

10.

The Inuard Voyage (Princeton,

8

but instead a flux containing simultaneously past, present, and future.

At the same time,

of

modern

writing tends to investigate al'l the levels

consciousness, including subconsciousness, unconsciousness. Tracing

this personality view of character back far beyond Bergson to the
beginnings of Engtish Romanticism, Mendilow quotes Coleridge's descríption of Charles Lloyd: "Every hour new-creates him; he is his own
posterity in a perpetuaily flowing
retaining an external

similar

sense

identity.

series,
n7

of the impermanency of

his

body unfortunately

Virginia Woolf expresses

character when she says

in

a

Jacobts

that it is no use trying to sum people up.
Concentration upon consciousness, particularìy when it is

Room and l,Ít,s. DaLlouay

seen as

a flux,

removes

plot

frorn

its central historical positíon by

focusing not upon the event but upon the character's reaction to the

just as in a simiìar way it is not the object but the consciousness created by the impression of the object which becomes important.
As long as our novelists believed in the validity of identifying
character with pubìic1y observable actions, the novel retained its
event,

plot.

But once the gulf between outer appearance and inner reality

dominated

their thinking, the public world gave way to the private

and action became

discontinuous. As Mendiiow

says,

7R.p. Mendi
1ow, Time øtd. the NoueL (London, 1953),

p.

150.

For the modern novelist, therefore, the event loses
interest as an event in itself; 'it serves rather as
a point de nepêrè for the portrayaì of the character
as he is in the present of the novel. 8
Character

is at this point

presented through the manifold techniques

usualìy ìumped under the term "stream of consciousness."9 In the
stream

of

consciousness novel we

world rather than the

outer.

are, of course, dealing with the inner

This shift of emphasis lessens our

sense

of causality of action, and. in this way lessens the importance of plot.
The idea of cause more easily deve'lops when action is viewed from the,
outside,
we are

because

while we attribute causes to the actions of others,

often too caught up in the performance of our

be aware

of causes.

What appears from

feels from the inside to be free.

own

acts to

the outside to be determined

It is not a question of which is the

correct view, whether we are free or determined, but which is a more
accurate reflection

of

consciousness as

it is experienced.

far Virginia Woolf's intention to "reform" the novel" but not why she relies so heavily on imagery to accomplish that task.
l,le have discussed so

Ùtb¿d.,

p.

z1g.

9Robert Humphrey provides
an anaìysis of the various modes
of stream of consciousness in Sty,eatn of Conseiousness in the Nouel
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1954). The best detailed analysis of
Virginia Woolf's method is provided by Eric Auerbach in "The Brown
Stockingl in his book uimíses: The Repz,esentation of ReaLity (New
York, I 957).

l0

Virginia Woolf is a descendant of Pater.
consciously influenced by hjm
two

are'in

some respects

is not so'important

Whether she

was

as the fact that the

so s'imjlar that an examination

of

Pater's

theories as expressed in The Renan-ssanee helps exp'lain Vjrgìnia Woolf's
extensive use

of imagery.

The "Preface"

to

The Rennissanc¿ argues as

follows:

As

aesthetic philosophers we should be concerned w'ith defining beauty not

in abstract terms but in the most concrete ones. Therefore, the first
step is to know our own impressjon as it real'ìy is. þJe must look at it
so intensely that we seem to particìpate

us, at the

same

time not

falling into

in the obiect it

any habits

represents for

of percept'ion.

ever experiences impressions strongly and analyses them direct'ly

not question what beauty is

in itself, or its

These are metaphysicaì questions and

Who-

need

exact relation to truth.

are as unprofitable as metaphysical

is that the critic should
possess the power of being deepìy moved by the presence of beautiful
objects. If he is, he will be able to trace the active princip'le or
virtue in the work of art and mark the degree to which it penetrates
questions elsewhere. What

is

important

the object considered"

In his "Conclusion" Pater

expands upon

his ideas, making

them

just to the critic but to all men. As an atomjst, he sees
the world as a flux and believes that even our physicaì exjstence is a
perpetual motion of phosphorous and lime. The clear, supposedly perpetual outline of a face is but an image of ours under which we group many
perceptual elements. That face is really a desìgn in a web, the actual
threads of which pass out beyond it:
"This at least of flamelìke our
relevant not

ll
life

it'is but the concurrence, renewed from moment to moment,
of forces part'ing sooner or later on their^ *ays."l0 When we turn to
the inward world of thought the wh'irìpoo1 is still more rapid. The
has, that

objects in the world

seem

to call us to act'ion but as reflection

upon these objects they are dissipated under
them as

a group of impressions. The world

its'influence

is

plays

and v¡e see

smaller than we

knew:

if we continue to dwell in thought on this world,
not on obiects in the solidity with which language
jnvests them, but of impressions, unstable, flickering,
inconsjstent, which burn and are extinguished with our
consciousness of them, it contracts still further: the
whole scope of observation is dwarfed to the narrow
chamber of the individual mind. Experience already
reduced to a swarm of impressions, 'is ringed round
for each one of us by that thick wall of persona'l'ity
through whjch no real voice has ever pierced on its way
to us, or from us to that which we can only conjecture
And

to

be

without. (p.

To Pater, we are

of nothing

more

all

157)

prisoners of ourselves. An experience

is

composed

solid than momentary impressjons until, in the end,

life fines itself down to impressìons. if this is so, then it must be
experience itself and not the fruit of experience that is our end. The
end of life is to pass swift'ly from point to point so as to "be present
a'lways at the focus where the greatest number of vital forces unite in
their purest energy." (p. 197) We are, in the famous phrase, "to burn
always with thjs hard, gemlike flame." (p. 197) l^le fajl when we form
habits of perception. 0n1y roughness of eye, inaccurate s'ight, tells

l0wulter
Further reference

,
to this
Pater

The Rena'tssanee (New York, rì.d. ), pp. 195-96.
book will be'included in the text.

12

us that two persons or two things are
around us we must grasp
knowledge,

at

alike.

As the world dissolves

any exquis'ite pass'ion, contribution to

stirring of the senses through art:

Not to discriminate every moment some passionate
attitude in those about us, and jn the very brilliancy
of thejr gifts some tragic div'id'ing of forces on their
way is, on this short day of frost and sun, to sìeep
before evening. (p. 197)

If

we

live thus conscjous of brevity

and

mutability

we

will not have time

to make up theories to expìain the things we see and touch:

"What

we

to do is to be forever curiously testing new opinìons and courting
new'impressjons, never acqu'iescing in a facile orthodoxy of Comte, or
of Hegel , or of our own." (p. 197) l.ie are all condemned to death and
have

is in expanding the interval. The surest
way to do this is through the love of art, not for extended reasons but
therefore the only salvation

for art's

sake.

all this in relation to Virginia
Woolf's novels is the concentration upon the impression.
The impression is as close as we can get to the obiect in life, while
the image is the closest thìng to the obiect jn art. Since the image
is the artistic equivalent of the basjc element of consciousness, the
impression, it js with the'image that Virginia Woolf begìns, and'it is
The most

salient feature of

through imagery that her novels are best approached. Through ìmagery
she constantly holds the object before

us, thus

embodying

the idea

rather than sp'inn'ing theories. The idea which she embodjes is the
rather platonic one that beyond the flux there'is an ultjmate reaìity"
She sees

that this reality can be reached onìy through an intense

l3
relationship with

some

object or objects of this world. Thus, tn

ù12,s.

sjts in Regent's Park in a state
of euphorja we read: "A child éried. Rightly far away a horn sounded.
All taken together meant the birth of a new religion""ll
To see how Virg'inia Woolf handles the Paterian fIux, Iet us
look at one passage, typical of many in Mz.s. DaLLoaay" Elizabeth is on
DaLLouay, when Septimus Warren Smjth

her excursion along the Strand:
A puff of wind (in spite of the heat, there was quite a
wind) blew a thjn black veil over the sun and over the
Strand. The faces faded; the omnibuses suddenly lost
their 91ow. For although the clouds were of mountajnous
whjte so that one could fancy hacking hard ch'ips off
with a hatchet, with broad golden slopes, lawns of celestial pleasure gardens, on their flanks, and had all the
appearance

conference

of settled habitations assembled for the
of gods above the world, there was a perpetua'l

movement among them. Signs were interchanged, when, as
to
some scheme arranged already, now a summit
dwindled, now a whole block of pyramjda] size which had

fulfil
kept ìts station jnalterab'ly

if

advanced into the midst or
graveiy led the processìon to fresh anchorage. Fixed
though they seemed at their posts, at rest in perfect
unanimity, nothing could be fresher, freer, more sensjtive
superficially than the snow-white or gold-kindled
surface; to change, to go, to dismantle the solemn
assemblage was jnmediately possible; and in spite of the
grave fixity, the accumulated robustness and solidity,
now they struck light to the earth, now darkness. (pp. 153-154)

Here

is

the Paterian flux in a world of apparent fixity, and also the

of being" through which, for an instant, the perceìver holds
tjme frozen and touches the eternal" Expressing the paradox of the
still moment within the flux" we have the clouds which seem fixed at
"moment

11.,.
"Virginia

26" All further
text.

Woolf, Mrs. DalLouay (Harmondsworth, 1964), p.
reference to this book wil I be 'included in the

t4

their posts, yet are totally free" In a moment everything
Everything

still

will

be changed, moment

to

moment,

exis.ts, and for Virginia hloolf, through

of time and be in

touch with

There are other

Pater.

can be changed.

but the distinct

moment

it

all

one can touch

parts

all reaìity.

affinities

For instance, when Septimus

between

is

Virginia !.loolf and l,lalter

so overcome by beauty in

Regent's Park that tears run down his cheeks" beauty

Ís stressed is

is not defined but

ability
to see. In Chapter Three of this study we shall note that this quaìity
is extremely important and that one of the ways we can judge the various
characters is by whether, to recalì Pater's words, they real1y see the
object. Holmes, for instance, does not, whereas others such as Clarissa,
E'lizabeth, or Peter do, at least some of the time, and it seems not to
matter whether the object is a street, a natural object, or a person.
The characters that Virg'inia bloolf approves of have that Paterian
quality of seeing c'lear'ly enough to mark the particular "virtue" or
"active principle" in whatever they encounter, be it from man's world
or from nature's. Peter l,,lalsh, for instance, dispìays it when at the
end of the novel he is struck forcibìy simply by Cìarissa's being.
A further affinity between Virginia Woolf and l^lalter Pater
is revealed in her essay "Modern Fiction" referred to earlier, where
she states that the writer's job is to record the atoms as they fa'lì
presented through images, and what

upon the

Septimus's

mind" Like Pater, she clearly feels the artist's job is to

render the moment whole rather than to engage

in

metaphysica'l specuia-

tion. Clarissa's rejection of Doris Kilman's religion reflects

l5

virginia woolf's

own impatience

with

such an abstract approach to

existence" The danger of any metaphysica] system

is its tendency to
exclude those perceptions which do not support it. It appears therefore,
that what to Pater is necessary for the critic, that he have the faculty
of being deepìy moved by beautiful objects, seems to be for virginia
Woolf necessary for any person who is fulty alive. Peopìe like Septimus
perceive the "active principle" in many parts

of the world around them.

It is the god of his new religion.
this discussion of Virginia l^loolf's affinities
with the nineteenth century Romanticism of Pater, we should note that
Pater's term "virtue" seems to stand for much the same thing as
Before leaving

force". I think,too, that when Clarissa Dalloway speaks
of "divine vitality", she is speaking of the same principle of reality.
Ruskin exp'lains that a smal I flower growing in the snow and a spind'ly
Ruskin's "moral

tree growing above the tree line on a mountainside exhibit this force,
not because they are in some way morally praiseworthy for overcoming

-- to hold such a view would be to be guilty of the pathetic
fallacy -- but because they illustrate so clearìy the vitality of the

obstacles

universe" In short, as Ruskin uses the term, the

vitality,

word moral

refers to

not ethics.

further proof of Virginia l^loolf,s relationship to the
Ruskinian tradition we note Clarissa's ability to slice "like a knife
As

through everything." (pp.

l0-ll)

Thís intuitive power, most noticeable

in Mrs. Ramsay, but shared by a number of Virginia l^loolf's characters,
usually women, is akin to Ruskin's "penetrative imagination" which
plunges past the phenomena

of existence.

of our world into the reality at the centre

Ruskin comments:

l6

is the mode in which the highest imaginative faculty seizes its materials. It never stops at
crusts or ashes, or outward images of any kind; it
pìoughs them all aside, and p'lunges into the very
fiery heart "
12

Such always

It is this

imaginative power which one needs in order to see the flame

in the heart of the crocus"
l,le have seen that in a world of flux, the object, represented
in art by the image, is the momentariìy fixed point upon which all

burning

knowledge, however inadequate, must be
moves two ways,

into the one reality

built"

beyond

penetratíve imagination, and back into the

of

consciousness through a1'l

hand, the unity

of reality,

Thus, while many

time"

the object the

mind

the object, by use of the

se]f,

through the

movement

The images thus create, on the one

and on the

of the images

From

other, the unity of

such as the sun

consciousness.

or waves become

cosmic

for the movement of consciousness.
In both cases unity is achieved through the patterning of images into
leitmotifs. However, before going further into this subject, I should
like to expand on the nature of the individual image.
Harvena Richter comments that our "common sense" view of the
obiect is rather different from the way Virginia Woolf thinks of it
because her view stresses subjectivity. The object is shaped by the
symbols, they are also springboards

individual's thoughts,

memories, and sensations:

"In other words, i¿

is the emotionaL eæpez"ience of the object" r,ather than the object
ítself, uhieh is krnum."13 Since the object becomes a mirror image
of the mind, it will be very difficuìt to break out of the bonds of

t970), p.

l2John Ruski n, Modernx Paintez,s, j1 (London, .l903), p.
250.
3Huru.nu Richter
, Vírginia WooLf: The fru¡oyd Vogage (Princeton,

69.
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personality into the one reality beyond. Nevertheless, Virgìnia Woolf
believes

it ís poss'ible to do so jn moments of illumjnation. As we shall

later in this chapter, in the discussion on image and character,
again her position is similar to Pater's.
see

Richter concludes her discussion
towards the object by noting

as an example Jinny
She seems

in

The

here

of Virginja !^loolf's attitude

that jt is an ordering devjce.

She uses

Waues

to center everything; round her tables,

lines of doors, windows, ceilings, t^ôy themselves, like
round the star in the middle of a smashed window pane.
She brings things to a point, to order. l4

rays

sitting in the corner, can become for
a moment the most real thing in the world, what Peter lllalsh feels at the
end of /i/i"s. DalLouay when he looks at Clarissa, what Li'ly Briscoe
experiences when the Ramsays for a moment symbolize marriage for her,
or what the attraction of Percival is for the six speaking characters
in The Waues. In each case one person, or in the case of the Ramsays,
a couple, becomes the momentary centre of all reafity. Richter's concluding remark on this topic is that "Much of what we looseiy term
imagination is this mysterious abiìity of the object (as percept) to
become the focus of a pattern and meaning."l5
Raìph Freedman in his book The Lyric I¡toueL arrives by a
different route at much the same conclusion as Richter. The lyric,
he suggests, differs from the epic and drama in being seen as an
ìnstantaneous expression of feel'ing or as a spatial form:
This passage expìains

how Jacob,

''Ib¿d., p. 86.
p. 14.

15rb¿d."

-l?;
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'

The reader approaches the ìyric the way an onlooker
regards a picture: He sees compiex details in juxtaposition and experiences them as a.whole. In Pound's
famous phrase, the. very notion of the image is defined
as the rendering of an emotional and intellectual
canplex in an instant of time.16
The reader must experience

the same kind of emotional and

in an instant of time if he is to be able to
identify with the experience of the character. This effect in the
inteìlectual

comp'lex

is achieved through patterning the images into leitmotifs so
that, a single moment in the reader's experience is linked with a ìarge
nunber of other moments. since I shall be using the word leitmotif
in the looser of the two ways it can be empìoyed let me explain
what I mean by it.
reader

In Aspeets of the NoueL E.tt{" Forster distinguishes

of a novel by pointing out that
is not there all the time and that it is not used in a formal

lrlagnerian

rhythm
way

to

leitmotif

between

announce

and the rhythm

characters. An example of

Wagnerian

leitmotif in

Virginia Woolf's work nould be Louis's association with the stamping
beast in rhe Wotses. Rhythm, says Forster,
and does

not harden into symbol.

is used in a freer way

I shalì use the term leitmotif to

include this kind of handling of imagery. (This

is common enough in

other instances, as witnessed, for example, by the considerab'le

amount

of material written on the use of bird, water, rose, light,

girl

imagery

in A PorLzait of the A-rtist as a Ioung Man.)
l6nulph

Andne Gidé

Freedm

an, The Lyz,ieaL !i:-.,eL:

and

Thomas Mann's

Studíes ín Herrnan Hesse,

md Virginia Woolf (Princeton, i963), p.

6.

l9

leitmotjf explain the function of this freer
the method. He says there is a kind of writer who

comments,

about the

of

use

strives to overcome the laws of time and continuity.
He tries to produce himself compìeteìy in each thing
he writes, but only actuaì1y does so in the way The
Magic Mountain does jt; I mean by use of the Leitmotif,
the magic formula that works both ways, and links the
past w'ith the future, the future wìth the past" The
Leitmotif is the technique employed to preserve the
inward unìty and presentness of the whole at each

moment. I 7

Any discussjon

of a writer's

use

of le'itmotif therefore obvious'ly

involves

us in a discussion of his attitude toward time"
There has been considerable discussion

handling

of timelS and particuìarìy of

whether

of V'irgìnia

Woolf's

or not she was d'irectly

of her handling of
rather than as a fixed state. According to

influenced by Bergson's concept of duz,êe because
consciousness as
James Haf'ley

a process

(rhe class Roof), Virginia Woo.lf did not read Bergson and

according to Jean Guiget (Virginia WooLf

anÅ. Hez,

Works)

it is doubtful

that she even read Karin Stephen's translation of Bergson's
the

Mind.

Harvena Richter argues

Misuse

of

that one could with equal validity

establjsh a case for the influence of

Edmund

Husserl as

since there was then a widespread re-examination

for

Bergson,

of the nature of

time.

Virginja Woolf concentrates on the experience of tjme rather than on its
17
"Thomas
-,

lûagíc Mountain,

Mann, "The Making

of

trans. H.T. Lowe-Porter

The Magic Mountain,"
.l969), pp.in The
(New York,
717-

718.

of the most ìnteresting studies js John Graham's
exam'ination of Virgìn'ia l^Joolf's changing methods of relating outer
and inner time in his article "Time jn the Novels of Virginìa Þloolf,"
tJniuersity of Tononto QuarterLy, l7 (January, 1949), pp" 186-201.
Other studies such as James Hafley's The Glass tloof (New York, 1963),
lBOnu

tend to concentrate on the "Bergson question".

20

is not experienced as a succession of past, present
and future, but as "an all inclusive now."l9 Therefore, aìthough

measurement. Time

Virginia Woolf did not consciousiy follow Bergson, her handling of
recalls his concept of

duz,âe which sees

the experience of time as

time

a

quality of consciousness, what Richter calls the "r,ate of eæpenienee
the rate of beirg.rr2Q Duration, Bergson expìains, is the physical
state of becoming; time

of time is

is

experienced us

.hang..21

such an experience

in literature through the leitmotif,
and future in the moment of being.

achieved

past, present,

Having examined the reasons why Virginia Woolf
upon imagery, and the nature

of the imagery

employed,

oy

I

which unites

relied heavily

wish now to

in a general way about the two topics which will be the
subjects of the main body of of this study: the subjects of imagery

'say something

and formo and imagery and character"

Image and Form

llilìiam Davenport, in commenting upon Virginia Woolf's
of stream of consciousness, says:

lo

''Richter, p.

use

38.

20-..
--rbid., p" 39.
21^
-'See
Henri Bergson, Mattez, and Memony, trans. Nancy Margaret
Paul and l^1. Scott Palmer (New York and London, l9l l ), pp . 177-178.
See also Richter pp. 38-39 for a discussion of the ;ergsonian elements
in Virginia Woolf's handling of time.

2t

0nly through an expìoration of the inner reactions
of her characters could she hope to represent what
life was to hero a mixture of opposites, an evanescent
fusion of trivial and important, random and meaningfu'l,
transitory and enduring. 22
He

points out that to do this she had to invent a freer form of the

of her contemporaries. Having abandoned
of happenings,she had to find a new shaping

novel than that used by most

the usual chronology

spirit.

As

virginia woolf herself wrote in

phases

of Fietion

(1929):

The novel it is agreed, can follow life: it can
amass details. But can it also select? Can
it symbolize? Can it give us an epitome as well

as an inventoryi

23

of form, thinking of it as a !,Jay of proceeding for the artist and as an experience for the reader rather than
a visual structure. Her ideas are therefore related to those of
She has an organic conception

coleridge, Roger Fry, and clive Bel'1, and antagonistic to those of

in her diary for 26 January,
the following idea for "a nelv form for a nelv novel":

Percy

Lubbock.

Thus she records

1920

Suppose one thing shou'ld open out of another -- as in
an unwritten nove'l -- only not for 10 pages but 200
or so -- doesn't that give the looseness and lightness
I want; doesn't that get cìoser and yet keep form and
speed, and enclose everything, everything? My doubt is
how far it will enclose the human heart -- Am I sufficient'ly mistressof my dialogue to net it there? For I
figure that the approach will be entirely different
this time: no scaffolding; scarceiy a brick to be seen;
all crepuscuìar, but the heart, the passion, humour,
everything as bright as fire in the mist. Then I,ll
find room for so much -- a gaiety -- an inconsequence --

22w¡lliam
23vi

Davenport,

p. lo.

rgi ni a l{oolf, "Phases
(New York, 1958), p. I 4s.

of Fiction" in Graníte and. Rainhou

as

22

.ligh!

spirited stepping at my sweet wiil. whether
sufficientìy mistress of thing¡ -- that's the ¿ou¡t; I'm

but conceive Maz,7< on the waLL, K.G. and t¡nw,itten NáueL
taking hands and dancing in uñity. t^that the unity lnáil -.24
I have yet to discover; the themä is a brank to mä . .' : n"
The stress here

is

of movement. Her intention to escape
the restrictions of the weil-made plot showS up, for instance, in her
desire to include even the inconsequential. She stresses not a theme
upon freedom

or a structure but a way of.proceeding. As Quentin Bell notes, this
entry in the diary states the program for a whole decade. A few months

Iater, in the spring of

1920, Jacobts Room began

to take

shap.?S

virginia l,loolf thought of the form of the novel as being',not
form which you see, but emotion which you fee'l

is concerned,

form

.

"26 As far as the reader

is the result of his emotional engagement r,rith the

book. For this reason she took exception to the idea of form put forward
by,Percy Lubbock in The craft of Fietion, because he considers form
to be something interposed between the reader and the real book:
There

is vision

and expression. The two brend so perfect'ly
Mr. Lubbock asks us to test the form witi.r our
eyes we see nothing at all. But we feel with singuìar
satisfaction, and since our feelings are in keepiñg, they
form a whole which remains in our minds as the boo[-itseir.eT

that

when

Mark Goldman

is

no doubt

right in

saying that

can be traced back through Fry and

this

conception

Bell to Coleridge's

of

form

farnous organic

z4Vi.ginia tlool f
, A writez,,s Díazy (London, .l953), p. 23.
25^
--Quentin
Bell, Virginia ttrooLf : A Biograp?ty, ii, 73.
26"0n

.
1947), p. 130.

Re-Reading Nove1s,,, The Moment and

27_.-' IbiÅ,.

, p. t iî,

hther

Essags (London,
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theory "with

its

its

subjective appeal to the.powers of the imagination

objective reference to the organic relation between the parts

the whols""28 Although
cant form",
who, as

it

it

was

clive Beil

who coined

and

the term,,signifi-

was Roger Fry who wrote most cogentìy on

the subject,

and

J. K. Johnstone has demonstrated, influenced virginia woolf.
central to Fry's thinking is the autonomous nature of art.

Like the other

members

of

B'loomsbury, he accepted

that in pz,ineipia Ethiea

G. E" Moore had provided the intellectual basis

for this position

that art be judged on aesthetic

onìy, and never in

demands

and

grounds

which
terms

of some exterior consideration such as a particuìar ethical system.29
Art, says Fry should be not only self-êonsistent but self-contained.

28Mu.k

Gol dman, "Virginia lloolf and the Critic as Reader,,'
1965), p" 280.
29Moo...begins
by pointing out that people commoniy confuse
two-questions: a) what things are good in themseives, and b) what
actions ought one to perform. Questions of aesthetics are related to
the first and not to the second. He then criticizes theories which
lry to define beauty by its universal'ly accompanying characteristics.
Most of these theories suffer from the "naturalistið faìlacy',, that is,they treat goodness as if it were a "natural object" such ai ñred" or
upleasure", whereas in truth it
is a sinfile, uñanarysab'le qual ity
that can be predicated only to certain slátes of consciousness. Íhere
are only two such states of consciousness: a) the contemplation of
beautiful objects, and b) the pleasures of human intercouise. These
are the only two things which are good in themselves. Moore then argues
that "..,to-prove that a whole, to which it bears a particular relatíon
3:-1.part,-is truiy good. " (G. E. Moore, pr,¿ncipi.a. Etþiqa(Canbr.idge,

PMLA(June

]903)'p.?0l.)Hávingestablishedthiscm¡eãutv"aña

goodness, he says that art is both moral (because it is necessariiy
related to goodness) and free from moral considerations, that is, iree
from.ethical judgments. (A work of art could be socialiy evil but still
aestheticaliy successful.) C'learly the word "moral" is used in two senses
here, the first related to discussions of what things are good in
themselves, and the second having meaning on'ly when applieã to questions
of what actions ought one to perform.

24

all art depends upon cutting off the practical responses
to sensatiorsof ordinary life. This sets the spirit free. In actual
life a person usually only reads the labels, as it were, on the objects
He argues

that

around him, and troubles himself no

a cap of

further.

Thus, things usually wear

invisibitity. "It is only when an object exists in our lives

for

no other purpose than

But

if

the

artist relies

to

be seen

that

we

really look at it,..."30

on the associated ideas

of the objects

which he represents, he then implies imagined practical

activity at
the teast, and instead of freeing our spirits, binds us to the necessities of our actual existence. The disadvantage of such an art of
associated ideas is that its effect really depends on what we bring
with us;

it

quently,

when

adds no

the

entire'ly

first

new

shock

of

work produces an ever lessening

by freeing the
becomes

spirit,

allows

factor to our experience.
wonder

or delight is exhausted,

the

reaction. True art, on the other

hand,

for true aesthetic appreciation and thus

for the time the spirit's universe.

new and otherwise

conse-

Such

unattainable experience, and

art

communicates

a

its effect, therefore, is

likely to increase, not lessen, with familiarity.
This differentiation between art and life leads very naturally
for Roger Fry into the importance of form. Morality appreciates emotion
only if it leads to appropriate action, but art appreciates emotion for
itself. The emotion art creates is not about sensation, objects,
persOns' or events in themselves, but about the relations that are seen
30Rog., Fry,
Vision qnd. Design, (New York),

p.

.16.
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to exist

between these

thìngs in a work of

art.

To describe the

structure that creates the aesthetic emotion, Roger Fry adopts Cl'ive

Bell's term "sìgnificant form". But Fry po'ints out that it is the
sìgnificance that gives birth to the form. He says we al 1 agree that
we mean by

significant form

arrangement

of form,

something other than nere'ly the agreeable

harmonious

patterns, and the

ljke.

We

feel that

it is the outcome of an endeavour to express
an idea rather than to create a pìeas'ing ob¡ect.3l It'is the idea,
the state of mind behind a work that gives it significance and causes
us to feel, if the idea is well expressed, that everything is jn its
a work which possesses

appointed p'lace, and

that not a colour could be changed or an object

disturbed.32 This is what Fry means when he speaks of

emotional

in art or of the emotional unity of a work of art. Form is
the completjon of the vjsion. We should feel at every point the
impregnation of matter with idea. Good art is aesthetic, significant
in form, and based on vision. Bad art is unaesthetic (kinetic),
harmonies

defjcient in form,

and

not founded

upon

vision.

These

are the essential

tl

"'Fry's idea has been stated in the nineteenth century by Ruskin
who in Queen of the Ain saysz
This force, now properly called life, or breathing, or spirit, is
continually creating its own shells of defjnite shape out of the
wreck around it: and this is what I mean in "tthics of Dust":-"you may always stand by form against force. " For the mere force
of junction ìs not spirit; but the power that catches out of chaos
charcoal, water, ìime, or what not, and fastens them down ìn a given
form, is properly called "sp'irit"; and we shalI not diminish, but
strengthen our conception of thjs creatjve energy by recognizing
its presence jn lower states of matter than our own.
(John
Ruskin, Queen of the Aír (London, 1905), p. 49).
32^
-"Again
Fry'is working w'ithìn the Ruskjnian traditjon. "Theoria,
Ruskin's term for the faculty that apprehends beauty, not on'ly delights
in the sensuousness of fornrs but perce'ives "'the 'irrrnediate operabion of
Jle

the IntelIigence,' which created them." (John D. Rosenberg, r'he Darkening

GLass (London,

l96l), p.

20).
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points of Bloomsbury aesthetics.

I

to illustrate in

that in Jacobts Room
virginia l,loolf attempted to create aesthetic (static) art with
significant form based on vision. To do this, I shall analyze in detail
hope

Chapter Two

of the images showing how they are used in a way that reminds one
of the form of the novel itself. This method of approach will, I hope,
illustrate clearly and specifically that, for Virginia woolf, form was
some

a way of proceeding and not a structure to be filled
form

will

out.

Significant

then be seen as the signature we are to read.

Image and Character
The main

point in virginia l^loolf's attack

upon the way the

is that they miss the central
mystery of personality. Mr. Bennett tells us what Mrs. Brown's rent
is, l^lells what it ought to be, and Galsworthy that she cannot possibìy
pay it' but none give us Mrs. Brown herself" Virginia Woolf tries to
get at this central mystery -- the essential and multipìe consciousness
that cannot be reduced to sociologicaì or political components -- by
Georgian novelists handled imagery

expìoiting the

images

of

consciousness.

Her method depends, as

Phiìip Rahv has pointed out,

disengaging the ego "from concrete situations

in life

upon

and converting

it into a vehicle of poetic memory."33 She retains, he adds, only
enough

of the traditional fictional material that fixes time, character,

is necessary to identify the scene and its inhabitants,
and all the rest is sensation and reverie -- the habitual forms of
and place as

33pt'r'ilip

Rahv

, rmage and. rd.ea, (Norfolk, Conn.), .l949, p. l69.
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ìyricism.

istic in that it

Overstated and simp'l

for what virginia woolf

vras

does

ljttle to account

trying to do by wrìting "from the outside"

for instance, Rahv's position does draw attention to
obvious quaì'ities of Virg'inia l,loolf's writing developed durìng the period
of her career being considered in this study. virgìnia woolf sees
in

The Ieaz.s,

consciousness as something which radiates
Thus the

fictive

mind

is

seen creatìng

out from the sense impression.

a halo of associations

around

the image. Consciousness js seen as both a mjrror and a'lamp, "both
as Plato's passive reflector and as Plotinus' actjve pro¡ector'J34 [,lrit'ing wh'ich

tries to trace these operat'ions of the mind is, of course,
"stream of consciousness", although the word "stream" is too restrictive,

mìsleadingly implying both a sing'leness of direction and a necessary
purpose

or intention

which might,

in fact,

since l^lilliam James coined the term,

also talks about the "halo, or

Kumar, "nothing eìse than those

process whjch mark the merging

fading
But

total'ly absent.

But

has been widely accepted.

fringe" of consciousness,

halo".

woolf calls the "luminous

it

be

These haloes

transitional

which Virginia

are, according to

phases

of the past into the present,

and the

of the present into the future, thus makìng experience a continuum':35

in Virg'in'ia l^Joolf's work the halo joins not only past

culty of distilling a clearimage of the mental act from
34Rantavaa"a,
24.

SShiu
(New

Shiv

of our mental

and present,

but mind and body. Ralph Freedman notes that by emphasizìng "the

p.

James

f.

15.

involvement

Vzrginia tÌooLf ts "The t{aues" (He1s'ingfors, 1964),

Kumar

York, 1963), p.

its

diffi-

,

Bergson and. the Stz,eam

of

Consciousness NoueL
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with the body, Virginia l,^loolf focused sharply on the implications of

the 'semi-transparent envelope."'36 In "0n Being Ilì"

that literature

had a'lways treated the body as

she complained

a sheet of gìass through

through.l.u..37 But the body has a memory of
its own. Our history is that of our sensibilities, which involve both

which the soul looks

the mind and the body.

If,

on the one hand, the "lumjnous halo"

is Virginia Woolf's

of the continu'ity of our being, it is, on the other, her representation of our isolation withjn the matrix of our own minds, feeìings,
image

and

bodies.

The term "lum'inous halo" thus

also

becomes

of her Paterian-like solipsism; it is Pater's "wali of
When

the novelist

comes up

an indication

personaf

ity".

agajnst this wall she faces the problem of

to portray character when, in fact, it js always hidden. It is
this problem which particularly concerned her in Jacob's Room.
how

I 948)

,

36rreedman,

p" l98.

37"0n Bei ng

Ill,"

p. 9.

The Ì"loment and 7ther llssays (New York,
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CHAPTER Tl,lO

EXPERIMENTS TOI,JARDS THE NEI.J NOVEL

When

Virginia Woolf conceived of "The Mark on the Wa'lì," "Kew

Gardens," and "An Unwritten Novel," "taking hands and dancing
she was

thinkjng of a novel quite different from lvhat she had been writing.

Although, as she acknowledges

of this

in unity,"l

new

in her diary,

she cannot

yet see the

form

novel, the three experimental short stories she mentions

exemplify the philosophical position and the image-based method of Jacob's
Room

as well as introduce other ideas to be taken up and developed in

subsequent novel s.
The theme
know

of "An Unwritten

other people.2

l^le

build a

life

Novel"
and

is that we do not real'ly

a character up for

the outward signs available to us, but what we construct
be a measure

is likeìy to

of ourselves, not them. Similarly, in Jacobts Room the

main character
ends

them from

is

seen mostìy from

the outside, and the search for

Jacob

with a pair of empty shoes, the real person having escaped us.

In both "An Unwritten Novel" and Jaeob's Room, Virginia

Woolf

is questioning the conventions of characterjzation in the novel. If
in life it is impossible to know another person then why do readers
1A

Mark on
325.

Iunilrnr's Diary,

p.

22.

2S.P. Rosenbaum describes both "An Unwritten Novel" and
"The
the hlall" as epìstomo'logicaì tales. (See Rosenbaum, pp. 324-
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of the reality of hjs characters? In "An
Unwritten Novel", the narrator sìts opposite a middle-aged woman jn
a train compartment and constructs a life and character for thìs person
she calls l4innie Marsh. At the end of the story Minnie is met by her
accept the novelist's view

son, an event that destroys the

lífe

and character

invented. In an altered form this story
Room

where Mrs. Norman, who

is

the narrator

has

incorporated 'into Jacob's

like Minnie Marsh is

met

at the end of

her

journey by her son, shares a compartment with Jacob. Jacob enters her

life like

a moth, attracts her attention, then vanishes forever.

the incident in Jacob's

Room

of

vjew.

Minnie Marsh's point

The 'implication

of

is a rewríting of

Thus

"An Unvlritten Novel" from

"An Unwritten Novel" and the scene from

is not simply that we don't know chance aquaintances very
well, but that all our encounters are of this sort. No matter how long

Jacobts Room

the aquaintanceship,

life

some

incident can always arise to

and character we have constructed from

the signs

show

is

that

the

inaccurate or

too namow, Thus in The llaues Bernard speaks of "'these minute objects

call optímistically,'characters of our friends" ""3
In "Kew Gardens", the action is reduced to a flow of images.
The light strikes through the red, ye'llow,and bìue petals of the
flowers, stain'ing for a moment the grey rocks, the brown earth and the
snail, and the clear water drop. Meanwhile, couples -- a married

which we

3virginia

Wool f, ?he Waues in Jacob's Room: The Waues (New
York, 1964), p. 345. Al I further reference to this book wil'l be
included in the text.
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couple wìth children, an oìd and a young man, two elder'ly women,
two lovers

--

pass the flower bed

before being "enveloped
The

life

as

it is

with "'irreguìar and aimless movernent"

in layer after layer of

green-b'lue vapour"

story sets up a polarìty between the ephemera'l beauty of
known

to the human consciousness

and the purposeful under-

ìying reality of the universe. This reality is
Images

and

bound

to absolute tjme"

of flowers, colours, (partícularly red, Vel'low, and blue, the

colours which predominate again in Jaeob's Room), a dragonfìy, a green
'insect, and the people who pass by "like the white and blue butterflies

turf i n zig-zag fligl"rts from flowerbed to flowerbed"
(p. 35) -- all these represent the world of flux. The brown earth,

who

fcross] the

the brown snail, and the grey rock represent the world of absolute
time into which al1 beauty crumbles. While everything e'lse
and people

alike --

moves onward

move through

insects

the garden erratically, the snail

like absolute time.

momentary moths

--

Meanwhile, the peop'le,who are the

of the snail's world,

move

like the old man, with

gestures "isolate and pointless". The snail functjons as a symbol

of reality in much the way Big Ben functions in Mrs.
lighthouse in Io the Lighthouse.
In both

"Kew Gardens" and To

DaLLoua.y

or

the

the Lighthouse ìight colours

are used to signify the creation of beauty" The brown and grey reaìity

of the floor of the garden is transformed into a beautiful p'lace by
the addjtion of the colours from the flowers. In To the Lt,ghthouse"
4Virginia l,loolf,

worth, 1973), p.

41.

"KevJ

Gardens"

in A Haunted. House (Harmonds-

,4
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Lìiy Briscoe

beg'ins her paìnting

then adds the colours

with a serjes of brown strokes

and

of the imaginatjon, her artist's vision

transforming the world as she adds the blues and greens.
Colour

is also used in

reality to the ephemeral.

flies,

"Kew Gardens"

to give a sense of

The people, who pass by

like bright butter-

are enveloped'in the mjsts so that they lose colour and the

sense

of reality, ephemeral as that reality m'ight be. Colour is used in thjs
way in The Waues where the interchapters show the world being created
as the grey of chaos takes on colour, weight; and substance. At the
end of the book the cycle is complete and the world returns to greyness"
Like rhe Waues, "Kew Gardens" moves toward abstraction.

Shortìy before writing The Weles, Vìrginia Woolf recorded jn her d'iary
an idea

for a new p'lay-poem and set down a paradigm which consists of

phrases such as "he said","she

tion

between

the two elderìy

said", and "they missed""

women

in "Kew Gardens" approaches this:

'Nell, Bert, Lot, Cris, Phil,

says,

'I

'My

says,

I

says

--

he says,

I

says,

she

'

Bert, Sis, Bil'1, Grandad, the old man, sugar
Sugar, f1our, kippers, greens,
Sugar, sugar, sugar.'(p" 38)

This movement towards abstraction
behjnd the

The conversa-

is an attempt to find the universal

particular and is consistent with the desire Bernard expresses

to view life from "the third story window"" In a scene
whjch I shall dìscuss jn detail 'in Chapter F'ive, Bernard sees two semí-

in

The Waues

abstract figures standing before a window. These doomed yet eternal
figures w'ithout features are "robed in beauty". The same kind of
featureless figures pass by the flowerbed

in Kew Gardens"

As we shall
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see, the

doomed

figures Bernard sees silhouetted in The llaues are

death. Simjìarìy, the figures without features who
pass by the flowerbed are soon enveloped in the green and blue mists
where they lie in the shadows, speaking to us as if from the under'world,
associated with

with wordless, disembodied voices. This world of semi-ghosts,

touched

by both beauty (colour) and death (the mist) ent'ices Virgin'ia l,loolf,
her writÍng aìways maintaining a tension between the two"
While "An Unwritten Novel" deals with the theme of our
knowledge

of others

and "Kew Gardens" shows us VÍrginia Woolf reìying

heavily upon images to juxtapose flux and permanence, "The Mark on the
Wall" introduces another theme found throughout her works: the relation
between

outer reality and our experience of

variation of the

theme

ít.

This

of "An Unwritten Novel."

is real'ly a

Here she records the

turns of consciousness, concentrating not on outer reality but the
reaction to

it"

The narrator sees

speculate on what

it is.

a small mark on the wall and begins to

this point of departure
is wholly forgotten" Then

Her thoughts eddy from

until the fact that began the mental process

the mark calls the narrator back to the factual world and the process
begins

again. Eventually someone comes along

and comments on the snail

on the wall.
A'lthough

a closer look reveals the mark to be a snail, just

as a neu/ fact destroyed the narrator's

l'ife of

Minnie Marsh

in

"An

is not that "reality" has been
established but that our mentaì processes have little to do wjth the
world of hard fact, in this case represented by the snail. Both
stories function as parables of the nature of human knowledge. ToUnwritten Novel", the important po'int
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gether, "An Unwritten Novel" and "The Mark on the Wall"
our contact with everything beyond the wall of our

own

tell

us that

persona'lity is

life, far from being ordered like "whitaker's Table
of precedency", is not at al1 symmetrical but gratuitous. We never know
what will come through the door next.
tenuous, and that

three short stories, because of their questioning of

These

the nature of

human understanding and

the reliance upon imagery in

Gardens", provide an excellent introduction

to Jaeobts Room' In

"Kew

the

analysis of the novel which foilows,I hope to show how Virginia Woolf
tried to provide the structure that she could not yet visualize in
January,1920 when she recorded her idea
"Kew Gardens" and "A Mark on

will

This structure

handles imagery

The Search

for

"An Unwritten Novel",

the wall" take hands and dance in unity.

be seen to be largely the result

of the way she

in the novel.

Jacob

Jaeobts
development aS

Night ard Day

of having

Room

marks a major step fon,rard

a novelist. The break it

makes

in Virginia

with The

Woolf 's

Voyage Out and

is seen immediateìy in the greater subtlety

and

flexibility

in the use of imagery. Consider for instance, the following passage
which begins with the second paragraph of the novel:
Slowly welling from the point of her gold nib, pale
blue ink dissolved the full stop; for there her pen stuck;
tears sìowly filled them. The entire
tt.i .yàr fixed, and'lighthouse
wobbled; and she had the
Uay qi,ivered; the
Mr.
Connor's little yacht was
of
mast
the
that
iliudion'l
y.
Uenài ng i ke a wax candl e i n the sun . She wi nked qu'ickl
Accideñts were awfuì things. She w1nked again. The mast
was straight; the waves were regular; the lighthouse was

upright; but the blot

had sPread.
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"o

" nothing for it but to ]eave,', she read.
" l,lell if

Jacob doesn't want to pìui,, (tñe-itu¿o"
of Archer, her eldest son, fell across the'notepaper
and looked blue on the sand, and she teti-crriiil -- it
was the third of september arready), "ifJaàob äoesn,t
want to pìay "-- what a horrid brót! it must be getting
late" 5

welling from the point of the nib suggestiveiy leads into the tears
that appear in Betty FJanders' eyes. Those tears, apparently caused by
The

the memory of her dead husband Seabrook, ("Accidents are awful things,,

refers to his premature death which is mentioned a littìe farther on),
well as her sense of isolation and helplessness (','there was nothing

as

for it but to leave,"') create the illusion that Mr. connor's yacht is
bending like a wax candle in the sun. The wax candle looks forward
to
the lighthouse,whose form and symbolic function

it shares. The light-

in various permutations, is used in Virginia l^loolf's work as a
symbol of civilization, order, and meaning. Just as the blot on
the page
housen

threatens the meaning

of the words, the meaning of the wor.ld is threatened
by Betty Flanders' grief and sense of isolation, and, as a resuìt, the
wax candle bends as order threatens

to disintegrate.

Thus s.p.

cal'ls Betty's tear "an epistemological thing".6 Death and
meaningiessness surround Betty Flanders for a moment, but she winks away
Rosenbaum

the tears; the mast straightens up and the lighthouse

focus. But the btot
The

comes back

into

has spread.

blot represents that part of the reality which

she cannot

control and which perception cannot alter, somethíng which is

non-

tr
-Virginia
.l964), Woolf, Jaeobts Room in Jaeob,s Room and The llaues
(New York,
p. 7. All further references to this book will be
included in the text.
J..

.

6Rosenbauffi,

p.

33.l.
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personal.

blot,

The lighthouse and mast are affected by perception

but the

unperceived while the tears come to Betty's eyes, has continued to

life of its own" This blot was first
associated with the tears and Seabrook's death. Its spreading suggests

,grornt,

having, as

it

were, â

the omnipotence of death, an idea reinforced by the appearance of Archer
who

casts a blue (ink-coìoured) shadow on the sand in which his mother's

heels are s¡rmbolical]y rooted; she too, under the shadow

return to dust" Archer casts a
even the name Flanders

is

shadow

forebo¿ing7

of

of death, wiìl

death and Betty Flanders

-- feels the chill

--

as she senses

mortality. But Virginia tloolf gíves a natural explanation for
this psycho'logical or even spiritual activity that takes place within
Betty. Since it is the third of September, the declining autumn sun is
responsible for the cold. It is this aspect of the experience that
Betty consciously fastens upon. The other level of meaning of the
her own

experience

is presented only indirectly

through the imagery.

The

of the blot gives a deeper meaning than is at first
apparent to Betty's cry, "'-- what a horrid blot! It must be getting
late,"' In particular, it is getting late for Jacob who, although
still a child, is death-bound from the beginning. Archer, unable to
get much co-operation from his preoccupied mother, goes off to look
.for Jacob by himse'lf . He calls rr ¡Ja--cob! Ja--cob! "' his cry hanging
disembodied in the air" The voice has an "extraordinary sadness,"
symbolic power

and when

it

goes

7A

out into the world "pure from

all

body,

number of critics have drawn attention to the obvious
association of Jacob's last.l9.name to the Belgium cemetery. See,
for instance, Richter, p.
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body, pure from

all

passion

... solitary

and ùnanswered, breaking

against rocks," (pp. 8-9) the search for Jacob has begun.

Some Images

The

narrative line of Jacob's

joy to adulthood and death.

of

"open out

The events

one another" so as

is not necessitated
determine what follows.
scene

life

!^Je

merely pick up the

and what he does

in

any

one

this action, nor does it
The various scenes of Jacob's life are, howby what preceded

ever, held together by the repetition of
Ïhere

and

of the novel do not, however,

to form a p]ot.

action at various points of Jacob's

from childhood

Room moves

images.

is a lot of colour imagery in Jacobts Room, particularly

in the first five

chapters and the penuìt'imate Chapter Thirteen. Purpìe,

green, and white are mentioned frequently, and brown and black

occasionaì]y. But of particular interest

is

the repeated use of the

primary colours; red, yellow, and blue, which are used

in such a way as

to juxtapose the two ends of the narrative line -- Jacob's youth and
Jacob's death. These images are often used so that a singìe vehicle
has a dual

tenor, in this case the two tenors being diametricalìy

opposed.

Each

its
of

of

these colour images contains, therefore, because of

ambivalence, a paradigm
image and

narrative

line.

the detailed examinatjon of
Such

of Jacob's existence.
That

some

of

this is

so

Thus there

will

become

is a unìty

evident in

these 'images to follow.

a unity of part and whole (image and narrative line)

suggests Vìrginia Woolf here aims

at what Roger Fry would say has

3B

signìficant form, whjch, the reader will recall, is achieved when
at every pojnt matter has been permeated by'idea, the'idea here being

all beauty and joy is fleetìng, and that death and disintegration
aìways lie close to life and meaning. I shall also discuss why, despite
this attempt to create sign'ificant form, Jacob's Room js not a wholìy
satisfactory noveì, after I have examined the treatment of character.
I have already commented on how, in one passage, the colour
blue is used to prepare the reader for Jacob's death. Red and yellow,
that

the other primary colours, are also used to construct leitmotif

patterns that prophesy

death.

when Jacob

is

about to jump from the

large rock where he has just caught a crab, he sees a couple rying
on the beach
and

iust in front of him.

They are enormous, frightening,

their faces are red:
The large red faces ìying on the bandanna handkerchiefs
stared up at Jacob. Jacob stared down at them. Holding
his bucket very careful'ly, Jacob then jumped del iberately
and trotted away very nonchalantly at first, but faster
and faster as the waves came creaming up to him and he had
to swerve to avoid them, and the gulls rose in front of
him and floated out and settled agaìn a little further
on. (pp. 9-.l0)

In his fright he runs crying "'Nanny! Nanny! "' But he is lost. what
he took for a person is onìy another rock. The waves swirl round it
and we are remjnded

rocks. But,

of Archer's cry

being young, Jacob

is

which was described as breaking

upon

immediately distracted by a sheep's

skull which protrudes from the black sticks and strau¡ under the cliff"
The obvious symbol

of death is the skull, yêt, through association,

of the coup'le and the waves become linked with death
also. Red is associated with Jacob's frjght, and as he runs his cry
both the red faces

comes on

the cres'b of each breath.
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Let us look at another scene, this time centring our
attention on the use of the colour

yelìow.

is an aquarium'in
Scarborough, but no one has ever been cheered by'it. Men wheel
triangular hordings of red, bìue,

There

and yellow through

the streets adver-

tising this place where a monster shark is to be seen. The combjnation
of colours recalls Jacob's fright on the beach in cornwall, Archer's
chilling shadow, and the sheep's jaw with the ye'l1ow teeth Jacob
found

sticking out of the rubble at the

Woolf's description

base

of the cliff.

virginìa

of the'lugubrious aquarium is rather interesting:

So that was a reason for goíng down into the Aquarium,
where the sallow blinds, the stale smell of spirits

of salt, the bamboo chairs, the tables with ash-trays,
the revolving fish, the attendant knitt'ing behìnd six
or seven chocolate boxes (often she was quite alone
with the fish for hours at a tìme) remained in the mind
as a part of the monster shark, he himself being only
a flabby yellow receptac'le, like an empty Gladstone
bag in a tank. (p" lB)
The experience has

is expressed in the shift
in the room to the shark. There is a

a dream-like quality which

of attributes from the objects
slight sense of horror centred in the fish, and yet,
upon it, this evil turns out to be emptiness.
There are other places

when

the eye turns

in the opening chapters where primary

colours are obvíousìy associated with the as yet submerged sense of

horror that

is woven into the texture of the book. For instance,

takes to collecting butterflies when he grows older:

fritillaries flaunted along the hedgerows. The blues
settled on little bones'lying on the turf with the sun
beating on them, and the paìnted ladies and the peacocks
feasted upon bloody entra'i1s dropped by a hawk" (p" 24)

The

Jacob
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To yeìlow

could

teeth and bones, Virginia l,loolf

seem more gay and

and Jacob, who

this

now adds

innocent than a day

red

entrails.

What

full of brjght butterflíes

collects them, watching? But death has jntruded

upon

idyi ì .

lie might note how well the primary colours are related to the
subiect matter of childhood. R'ichter had pointed out that the child's

life

seems

to be dominated by the appearance of things and that Virginia

Woolf has made excellent use

of this fact:

Through young Jacob in Jacob,s Room, Cam, Nancy, and
James in To the Lighthouse, the children in The Waues,
and Isa's son in Betueen the Acts, the reader's vjsion
is accommodated to the vivid clarity of childhood, its
ability to infuse the perceived object with emotion,
its delight with the isolated object which'is experienced

whoì'ly and separateìy.
Thus we can see

8

that in terms of both the subject of childhood and the

of juxtaposing life and death, the choice of the primary colours
as central leitmotifs is a particularly happy one"
theme

not, however, push these associations so hard that
we betray ourselves into saying that each time virg'inia woolf uses
þle must

one

of

these coJours

it is associated onìy with death.

colours recur often, partjcu'larly

in the early

give the novel an undeniable freshness"

It

The primary

chapters where they

would be

difficult for

Virginia woolf to create the sense of youth and vita'lity of the early
part of the book if each time red were always b1ood, yeìlow teeth in

grbid.,

p.

79.

4t

a skull, and blue coldness.

One tends

with the primary colours simply
instance, there

to associate life and liveliness

because they

are so strong. For

is a purely joyful celebration of colour in the yelìow

flower nodding outside the kitchen window.

It

seems

Betty and her children are free white poor Mr. F'loyd

principal of Maresfield House. But for the

to be saying that

is

becoming the

part, virginia ¡¡oolf
the reader will make the naturally joyful associations

simply assumes

most

without prompting and goes out of her way, as

it

to provide the
darker associations. Thus when Jacob is catching butterflies, a whiff
of rotten eggs vanishes the yellows that come peìting across the orchard.
were,

captain Barefoot attends Mrs. Flanders in his blue serge. He is
and lacks two fingers on

his

left

hand

--

lame

defects that draw attention

to his morta'lity" Also, the fact that his physica] deformities are
the result of serving his country presages what will happen to Jacob.
The sense

of horror that is

introduced by these colour images is

reinforced by certain ominous signs.

Exampìes

of these are the aster

to the ground by the rain, the crab futileìy trying to climb
out of the bucket throughout the night, and the sound of carpets be.ing
beaten

beaten,which turns

into the sound of the v,rar cannons.

colour images are arso used to give the novel a sense
of roundedness. Images of red, yellow, and blue are used often and
These

with considerable force in the early parts of the novel when Jacob is
young' but when be grovus up they tend to disappear. However, they
make

a reappearance near the end of the novel, particularly in

Thirteen which
images as

is set just

the recurring

Chapter

before Jacob's death. Along with such

sound

of nocturnaì

women

beating carpets,
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to the beginning of the
novel . We will see Virgin'ia l,loolf repeating this method in The Waues.

these colour images cast the reader's mind back

Although there are approximately ten'images

of red, yelìow, or blue in

the last half dozen pages of Chapter Thirteen, their associations

to be w'ith the adult world,

tend

at the begìnn'ing of the novel they
were assocjated with childhood. Thus in Chapter Thirteen there is a
red light on the Parthenon, Fanny looks at a large yellow globe marked
with steamship lines, e'lderly people in Whitehall follow the "goìd
lettering of their creed" (p. l7l) and a giìt clock strÍkes five. Time
passing is always a part of the adult consciousness and so the hour is
also recorded by Big

whereas

Ben"

The very mention

of Big Ben brings to mind Mns. Dallouay"

In Chapter Thirteen images are used as they are in that novel to

facilitate the movement from one consc'iousness to another,

as when, for

instance,Peter l.lalsh, Septimus Smith, Rezia, and other bystanders are

all linked by the airplane. In Chapter Thirteen of Jacob's Room a runaway horse moves us from Clara Durrant to Julia Eliot" Julia Eliot js
expected

at

Lady congreve's

at five

and then Florjnda stares

at

the

it strikes five.
the extensive use of imagery in the earìy chapters

clock at Verrey's while
Desp'ite

to create a sense of foreboding,
early

images

book.

in

the return to

some

of the novel's

Chapter Thirteen, JacobÌs Room remains an unsatisfactory

The prob'lem

lies in Chapters Six through Twelve where Virginia

woolf's'imagination
ìmages

and

seems

to

have flagged

with the result that

the

are relativeìy scarce. Thus, although the early chapters jn

particular

make

a good stab at s'ignìficant

form,

the imagery, and
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therefore the design, js weak jn the mjddle, and the novel , whjle

interesting experiment, is onìy

a

parti

al

success

an

.

Characteri zation

is not used in Jacob's Room in the extens'ive way that
it is in the other three novels I will be analyzing to tell us much
about what kind of a person Jacob is. The imagery'is associated with
Imagery

what he does and with the world, natural

rather than with

horv

he

reacts.

As a

or social,that

result,

we

are

surrounds him,

left to guess at

his interior existence. However, before venturing ìnto the area of
guessing at Jacob's jnterior life I shall discuss the pojnt of view
from whích

his story is told jn an attempt to explain

why

is not used to reveal character direct'ly. I shall first

the

imagery

discuss

Virginia Woolf's attitude to the creation of character in this
and

illustrate the resulting point of

show how

view that emerges and shall then

the ambiguity we have already noted in the colour

turns up'in one of the characters.

novel

l^Je

shall

images

see once again

that life

is not symmetrica'l and rational, but djscontinuous and impossible
sum up. At the end of the chapter I shall specuiate upon Jacob's

to

interior I ife.
Basic

to the method of

Jaeobts Room

we know another human being, his mind,

Virgìnia Woolf presents her

main

we see hìm from the outsjde only,

is this question: can

his emotions? In this

novel

character so that, with few exceptions,

just as in life

we see others from
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the outside

onìy. consider, for instance, the epjsode jn the third

chapter of Jacobts

Room

where Mrs. Norman shares her railway compartment

Jacob. As he bursts through the door she says, "This is not a
smoking carriage." (p. 30) but he doesn't hear and she suddenly finds

r¿¡ith

herself shut up alone with a powerfuììy built young man with his back
to her putting his bag in the rack. she fears he might attack her.

will

of the window with her right hand
and pull the cord with her left. But Jacob onìy sits down. Later, Mrs.
She

Norman

throw her scent bottle out

notices that his socks are loose, his

fixed on the landscape.

tje

shabby, and

that his

of her own son
so she feels more friendìy towards him. l,Jhen the train arrives at
cambridge her son meets her and Jacob is lost to her mind, "as the
crooked pin dropped by a child into the wishing-well twirls in the
eyes are

He now reminds her

water and disappears forever." (p. 3l)

This scene captures our

this novel

own response

to JacobÌs Room,

we see Jacob the way Mrs. Norman does, as a

impression. Virginia |llolf

makes

In

fleeting

the point exp'ljcit:

as he is, let alone an elderly lady
opposite a strange young man in a raiìway
carrìage. They see a whole -- they see all sorts of
things -- they see themselves. It is no use trying to sum people up.One must follow hints, not exacily
what is said, nor yet entirely what is done.
Nobody sees any one

sitting

(pp"

A passage in the fourth chapter returns again
and Timmy Durrant, who are

coast

fi

to this idea.

:

Jacob

saiìjng near the Sciììy Isles off

of Cornwall at the time, have been discussing

ndi ngs

30-31 )

Tìmmy's

the

scientific
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It follows ." said Jacob. Onìy half a sentence
followed; but these half-sentences are like flags on
top of buildings to the observer of external events
down below. (p. 50)

"

Therefore, Virginia þloolf has placed herself in an

artistically dífficult

relationship with her main character because she can never rea'lly
us Jacob

directly,

and because she can show him

only, he remains something of a "crooked pin
we'|1

"

o

show

to us from the outside

dropped . into the wishing

"

As one would expect, the

relation

between

narrator

and

character shows up in the point of view from which the story
Consider,

for

example, the passage

which again discusses the idea

of the omnibuses at

proximity

at the beginning

is told.
of the fifth chapter,

of our tenuous knowledge of others.
Mudie's corner

in Oxford Street

The

gives

the outside passengers a chance to stare into each other's faces, but,
because they have

their

own business

to think of, few take advantage of

the opportunity:
Each had his past shut in him like the leaves of a book
known to him by heart; and his friends could on'ly read
the title, James Spalding, or Charles Budgeon, and the
passengers going the opposite way could read nothing at
all -- save "man with a red moustache", "a young man in
grey smoking a pipe". (pp. 64-65)

The paragraph continues
ence

of

with an incident similar to Mrs.

Norman's experi-

Jacob:

.

and little Johnnie Sturgeon took the chance to swing
the staircase, carrying his large mysterious parcel,
and so dodging a zig-zag course between the wheels he
reached the pavement, started to whistle a tune and was
soon out of sight -- forever. (p. 65)
down
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l,le

are not told Jacob saw the Sturgeon boy, or

if

he

his experjence of the boy with the mysterìous parcel
that described by the narrating voice. But
boy and could have

traffic.

The

did see hjm that
was the same as

Jacob could have seen the

felt a tinge of regret as the boy disappeared in the

poìnt of view in this passage js one used frequently in

It involves a centre of consciousness that moves close to
Jacob's but is not identical with it. It therefore approx.imates the
the novel.

angìe

of vision of the character.

The centre

of

consciousness

tends to move between the omniscient narrator ancl the character

without taking up a fixed position in

either.

is a
tentative point of view. However, because the point of view of the
narrator is only tentative'ly the point of view of the character, we must

make

r^rhat emerges

reservations about identifying the two as one. This situatjon

parallels our

of vision upon others in the sense that we do
our best to approximate their experience through imagination; but while
own angle

our assumptions and methods are reasonable, our knowledge is never
certai n.

In the passage quoted above, where we read thaI

each person

his past shut in his heart, the centre of consciousness is certainly
with the narrator. But near the end of the same paragraph it has
had

apparentìy moved close to Jacob: "0h yes, human life

of

is very tolerable

in Holborn, when the po]'iceman holds up h'is
arm and the sun beats on your back.
." (p. 65) But "your back"
on the top

an omnibus

generalizes the comment and so the pojnt

of view is not identical r,rjth
Jacob's. The comments that follow -- that if there is any pìace where
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man has secreted
Thames where

a shell that

fits

him,

it is on the banks of the

the great streets join and St" paul's cathedral "like

volute on the top of the snail shell, finishes

that

changes

of

mood wear

us out

--

a

it off," (p. 65) and

are cìearly editorial and belong

to the narrator"
effect of the handling of the point of view is to
lessen the dramatic force of Jacob's condition by generaìizing reactions
The general

rather than .centring them in his consciousness. This movement away

into the impersonal "one" reinforces the tendency to abstraction in Virginia tloolf's writing which I mentioned in the discussÍon of
from Jacob

the short stories at the beginning of this chapter, but
method she continued

If
Roomwe

we

use

in later novels.

follow carefulìy the handling of point of view of Jaeob's

notice that there are times when it shifts so far into the

impersonal "one"
see

to

it is not a

this

process

that

Jacob seems

in the following

Then two thousand hearts

in

to

be comp'letely

left behind. We can

passages:

semi-darkness remembered,

anticipated, travelled dark labyrinths; and Clara
Durrant said farewell to Jacob Flanders, and tasted
the sweetness of death in effigy; and Mrs. Durant,
sitting behind her in the dark of the box, sighed a
sharp sigh; and Mr. Wortley, shifting his posit.ion
behind the Italian Ambassador's wife, thought that
Brangaena was a trifle hoarse; and suspended in the
galìery many feet above their heads Edward Whjttaker
surreptitious'ly heìd a torch to his miniature score
(p.68)
Here the

point of view is clearly omníscient. Jacob sees Clara but he

knows nothing

of her enjoyment of

death

in effigy. ¡rrs. Durrant's

sigh may or may not reach his ears; Mr. woriley's movement probably
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escapes

his

eye. certainly he knows nothing of Edward t.lhitaker,s

surreptitious pleasure. The next paragraph
consciousness even

further

moves

the centre of

away from Jacob:

In short, the observer is choked with observations.
to prevent us from being submerged by chaos,

0n1y

nature and society between them have arranged a system
of classification which is simpìicity itself; stalls,
boxes, amphitheatre, galìery. (pp. 68-69)
Here the narrator

is not iust a detached observer but an ínterpretor,

and one senses the
ment away from a

direct intrusion of the author herself. This

fictive

move-

voice culminates towards the end of the para-

graph: "But no -- we must choose. Never was there a harsher necessity!
or one which entails greater pain, more certain disaster; for wherever

I

seat myself,

I die in exile." (p. 69)

The

"I" of the author has

the "one" of the narrator.

now replaced

At the other extreme, the point of view can move so far into
Jacob's consciousness that one must forget
never know what

for the while that

one can

is reaily going on in a person's mind. such a passage

as the following presents Jacob,s mind direcily:
But when she looked at him, dumbly, half-quessing,
ha'lf-understanding, apo'logizing perhaps, anyhow saying
as he had said, "It's none of my fault,', straight àndbeautiful in body, her face like a shell withiñ its
côp, then he knew that cloisters and classics are no
use whatever. The problem is unsoluble. (p. g2)

Substítution

of "he must have

the tentative point of view.

known"

for

"he knew" would have preserved

0n the other hand, the use

of the present

of the past in "cloisters and classics are no use" turns
the statement into a general truth rather than leaving it as something
Jacob felt to be true at that .moment.
tense instead
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shifts in point of view suggest virginia l,loolf is
struggling to fjnd a suitable artìstic form which wjll allow her to
These

create character while

at the same tjme

of other peop'le.

we know

impressing us with how

Her preoccupatìon

'is responsible for so much of the

method

lit¡e

with the skepticjsm

of Jacob's

Room

which

js most

eloquently expressed in the well-known passage near the end of Chapter
Five where we see that the reason it is so difficult to create a

point of view within which to place the narrative
such thing actually exists. There is no ideal observer:
detached

It

is that no

that a profound, 'impartía'l , and absol utely just
op'inion of our fel low-creatures is utterly unknown-.
Either we are men, or h/e are women. tither we are cold
or we are sentimental. Either vle are young, or growing
old. In any case lÍfe is but a procesiion-ót shãdows,"
and God knows why it is that we embrace them so eageriy,
and see them depart with such anguish, being shadoús.
And why' if this and much more tñan this is true, why are
w9 vet surprised in the window corner by a sudden viiion
that the young man in the chair is of ail th'ings in the
world the most real, the most solíd, the best [nown to
us -- why indeed? For the moment after we know nothing
seems

about him.
such is the manner of our seeing. such the conditions

of our love. (pp. 71-72)

Virginia lioolf expresses here a Paterian-like solÍpsism. Like pater,
she is sure only of impressions, and they are shadowy and unsubstantial.
A face, as Pater said,

forces

is but the pattern we impose upon the active

in the universe.

to the questjon of vthy Jacob,s Room is not
a wholly satisfactory novel. Although part of the failure can be
attributed to the lack of ímagery ín the mjddle sections, equally
important is the refusal to centre the narrative in the central character"
l.le can

return

now
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A novel whìch almost does away w'ith

plot must provìde other entertain-

for instance, letting the reader empathize with what the character
experiences. Yet this is just what the disp]acement of the point of
view from Jacob does not allow. Because we do not get suffic'ientìy

ments,

involved with Jacob from the outside (what he does) or from the insjde
(what he experiences), he remains shadowy. Too seldom does the young

sjttìng in the corner become the most real thìng in the world.

man

is one more point that should be raised before specuìating
upon Jacob's inner.life. l,Je have seen above how the imagery touches on
There

both beauty and death. Individuals too are composed of ambiguities

contraries. Virginia Woolf uses Florinda to make the point. l,lhile
Jacob is talk'ing to Richard Bonamy, he sees Florinda for a moment in
the l'ight cast by his idea of the civjlization of Greece:
and

. as he tramped into London it seemed to him that they
were making the f'ìagstones ring on the road to the Acropolis,
and that if socrates saw them coming he would bestir himself
and say 'my fine felìows,' for the whole sentiment of Athens
was entirely after hjs heart; free, venturesome, hjgh-spirjted
She [Florinda] had called h'im Jacob without asking
his leave. She had sat upon his knee. Thus did alì good
women in the days of the Greeks. (p" 76)
But Jacob can't realìy force his Greek ideal onto Florinda because
aìthough she

is pretty,

she

the mind-body problem, not
whom

He puzzles hjmself about

in the abstract, but jn

terms

of

Florinda

to his rooms. He questions too why beauty
go hand in hand w'ith stupìdity. Rational specuìation seems to

he has brought back

should
him

is, alas, stupid.

to break down when confronted with ljfe, and,

inexp'licable conjunction of beauty

to the
and stup'idity, hjs idea of Greek
compared

--..:".,

- -.:t.t:.-.:.;:i

5ì

rationalism

seems

foolish.

Jacob

feels a revulsion from the classics,

life of Cambridge, from the cloistered rooms which protect one
from the disturbing knowledge of the lack of order and symmetry in life.
from the

He

feels an anger growing towards whoever created this

universe. There is the

dream

of

Greece,

anomalous

but there is also Florinda,

pretty, sentimental, a bit sordid, with her hand upon his knee. Jacob
reflects it is not her fault that such contraries are met in her, or
that she is so depressing. But there she is,

him: "It's not catastrophies,

ki'lt us; it's
omnibuses."

and the thought saddens

murders, deaths, diseases, that age

and

the way people look and laugh, and run up the steps of

(p. 82)

When she stands

before him, half guessing what

is thinking, saying, as he has said himself, ',It's

none

of

my

he

fault,"

then he knows that cloisters and classics with their protection from

incongruity are no

use. In the last

ana'lysis, at least so

it

seems

at this moment, rationalism and Greece are routed and, faced
by the reality of FlorÍnda, he realizes that the problem of understandto

him

ing the confused and apparently unpatterned nature of existence is

insoluble.

He can

find no valid reading of the

meaning

of

existence.

At other times virginia l,loolf presents a brighter picture.
There

is at least art to give life

meaning. The narrator considers

the changing coìours of the buildings on the Acropolis:

. this durabif ity exists quite independentiy of our
admiration. Aithough the beauty is sufficiently human
to weaken us, to stir the deep deposit of mud -- memories,
abandonments, regrets, sentimental devotions -- the

Parthenon is separate from all that; and if you consider
how it has stood out alì night, for centuries, you begin
to connect the blaze (at midday the g'lare .is dazzlingand the frieze almost invisible) with the idea that
perhaps it is beauty alone that is inmortal. (p. l4B)
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But the sum total

of

statements about beauty, ugljness, and the incon-

gruity of the universe leave us vijth nothjng certain, and jt

seems

there should be more.

this'in mind, perhaps we can speculate on why Jacob
collects butterflies. It is not just that they are the traditional
Keeping

of the romantic pursuit, as in, for instance, Lo,d ¡im.9 while
they are, on the one hand, suggestive of beauty, and, on the other,
symbol

associated with death, they are, beyond these po'raritieso simpry them-

selves. At this level they perhaps operate as a symboì of Jacob,s quest
for the one reality that fies

beyond good and

evil.

perhaps he is

with what Clive Bell says phi'losophers used to call "the thing
in itselfl']0 while the author, with the reader in tow, is off in
concerned

pursuit of Jacob himself, the symbol of reality for author and reader,
Jacob is off in pursuit of the butterflies, his symbol of reality. Here
we

arrive at the centre of Virginia Woolf's vision. Her quest is

o

always

'_virginia woolf is herself a latter-day tnglish Romantic.
exampì e, the fol 'lowi ng quotation :
. a concreteness of description in which all the
senses -- tactilê, gustatory, kinetic, organic, as well
as visual and auditory -- combine to give*the total
apprehension.of an experience; an inténse delight at
the sheer existence of things outside the self
seeming to lose identity in the fullness of identification with the object.
And under the rich
sensuous surface we find the characteristic presentation
of al I irreconcilable opposites.
of,
this app'lies to Virginia Woolf although it was wrjtten of Keats.
+ll
(5ee Abrams et aL., The Norton AnthoLogy of EngLish Literatuz,e"
rev. êd.,
(llevr York, l968), ii, S03).
lOclive Bel1,
Art (London, 1949), p. 53"
Consi

. for
der,
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for the thing'in'itself,

and Jacob's Room, which

skept'icism and ambivalent

feelings, is

is built out of

one manifestatjon

of her vision.

like to be able to give us Jacob whoìe,
just as clarissa Dalloway wjshes to present her l'ife to her parents
líke a bouquet of flowers: or as Bernard wants to give the reader hjs
life whole like a globe in the last chapter of The tlaues. But thjs is
iust what she cannot do. The craft of fiction seems inadequate:
V'irginia Woolf would

.

there remains someth'ing which can never be conveyed

to a second person save by Jacob himself. Moreover, part
of this is not Jacob but Richard Bonamy -- the room; the
market carts; the hour; the very moment of history" (pp.7Z_73)
In this novel she stresses the short-comings of her art, as if providing
a lesson in accordance with the thesis of "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown"
where she chastizes readers

for allowing writers to

pa]m

off

on them

"an image of Mrs. Brown which has no likeness to that surpris'ing

apparition whatsoever:'ll A, s.p.

virginia woolf

does supply

Rosenbaum

points out, in Mns" Dallouay

the surprising apparition. The novel

ends

with the words "For there she was."l2 But Jacobts Roorn ends with a
pair of empty shoes, as if vjrginia woolf were saying "For there he

wasn't."

is called Jacobts Room and not Jacob. Jacob
always slips out, and all we have is the empty room. Although, for a
moment the young man in the corner Ís the most real thing in the world,
Thus

the novel

I1.,.
"Virginia l^loolf , "Mr. Bennett and Mrs" Brown,', in The Capl;aints
Death Bed (London, 1950), p. ll8.
12^
'"Rosenbauffi,

p"

334.
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he gets
and

up

and goes about hi

Bonamy, cal

voìce

goes

empti ness

.

l'ing

his

out into the

s

name.

t¡lorl

d

busj ness

,

I eavì ng uS

,

Ii

ke Archer

And, as Bonamy's di sembodj
u/e

are

left, like

Betty

ed

,

Fl anders

,

Cl ara ,

el egi ac

,

hoì di ng
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CHAPTER THREE

THE SOLDIER AND THE HOSTESS

The double

plot in

Mns" DaLLouay, one strand centred around

a middle-aged Westminster hostess and the other around a shell-shocked
young man, could

easily split the novel

unity has been achieved through devices

down

the middle.

such as constructing the pìots

so they comment upon each other, as when a series

plot is
and

repeated

indirectly

of actions in

in the other; creating main characters

cornnent on each

who

one

direct'ly

other; and linking up themes and charac-

ters in the two pìots through imagery. I shall discuss
technÍques

However

at various points in thi.s

each

of

these

chapter"

Josephine 0'Brien Schaefer provides an outline

of

how imagery

acts to link the various parts of Mz,s. DalLoutay.l A car links Clarissa

to

Septimus and

Rezia"

the skywriting" Peter

child.

They

a

Peter

is

transition back to Clarissa is

shadow

is linked to Elizabeth

links

them

is made by way of

Josephine

made through

linked with Septimus and Rezia through a running

in turn are linked to Richard

Next, Clarissa
Then

The

with

Dalloway through a clock.

and Miss Kílman through a clock.

Septimus and

Rezia.

The

transition to

an ambulance.

0'Brien Schaefer,

in the NoueLs of Virgínía

The Three-EoLd. Natwe of ReaLity
WooLf (London, The Hague, Paris, 1965), p. 86.
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in which ìmagery contributes to the structure of
the novel is through the leitmotifs it creates. An examination of
leitmotifs used to present themes and create characters reveals that to
Another way

a greater extent than was the case in Jacob,s

Room, idea has permeated

form.

Imase and

Theme

of the themes of Mrs. DaLlouay is the search for reaìity.
when this reality is found, the self and the non-self are joined and a
"new relig'ion" is born. 0f particular interest to this topic are the
One

image

patterns based on voices, fountains, waves, fibers, and nets.
Richter points out that according to comments to be 'tound

in an unpubiished

notebook,

virgÍnia woolf intended to

use

a

"Greek

first part of the novel there was
to be "'an observer in the street at each critical point who acts the
part of chorus -- some nameless person."'2 In the Regent's park scene
chorus" in Mz,s. DalLouay. In the

"while Peter Walsh sìeeps, she planned to have 'a chorus, half of

security

half fear

calm

of the nursemaid, sleeping baby and a little gír]."3 In the final version of the
and

and apprehensíon' consisting

novel only the elderly grey nurse and sleeping child remajn. However,
aìong

with this remnant,
,
'Richter, p.
tIu-q

and

139.

of

more importance, we

find a second

chorus,
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the

woman

Peter llalsh sees opposite Regent's park Tube

"a rusty

pump" whose

from the

earth." with an absence of aìl

Station.

she

is

ageless, ôrìdrogynous voice "springs spouting
human meaning she sings:

'ee am fah um so

foo swee too eem oo --"

(p.

eo)

This timeless,sexless voice spouting from the earth
before

thought. It has known "the

comes

out of an

age

of tusk and mammoth", the
"silent sunrise" of the world, as well as "the last rays of the sun when
human

the universe

will

be

over."

age

This voice symbolizes that which endures,

the permanent and unchanging reality of the non-self with which the self
seeks

unity"

l^le

wil

and Clarissa hear

l

see

later

how characters such

this voice and what it

as

El

izabeth Dal'loway

to them.
The song might weil be, as J.Hillis Miller argues, real1y an
inarticulate version of Richard Strauss's "Aller Seelen" with words by
Hermann von Gilm. Miller finds lines of the song incorporated at various
points in the dialogue. Also, the theme of the song, that one day of
the year
where

means

is given to the dead, is reflected in the action of the novel

sally

Seton and Peter walsh

Clariisa's party.

The characters

with the time Clarissa

"rise from the dead" and come to

in the noveì are obsessed, says Miller,

chose Richard Daì'loway and rejected Peter hlaìsh.4

Miller's interpretation of this one aspect of the symbolic and
thematic importance of the song might well be correct without diminishing
4¿.

Hitlis Miller, "The Omniscient Narrator in Mz,s. Dalloutay,,,
The Shaken Realíst: Essays ín Modezn Literatuz,e in Honoz, of Fred.en1ck
,!.__uqffmøn,
eds. Mel vi n J . Fri edman and John B. vi ckery (Baton Rouge,
.l970),
in

pp.ll4-15.
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its partìcular importance to Peter walsh. The ord woman is,

as

Richter calls her, an early Anna Ljvja plurabelle, the

indis-

woman

tinguìshable from the sprìng, her song ident'icar to the water.5

will

in the next two novels, as the char
Mrs. McNab -tn To the Li.ghthouse and as another street-dweller in rhe
lÌaues. The comment that they make on the world by prov'iding a
This old

woman

standard

of

reappear

permanence

in the flux of reality ìs

best understood

if

one

to the young men who die in the various novels -Jacob, septimus, Andrew Ramsay, and Percival. unintelìigible but
undeniable, these women stand for the sheer vitality of what lies beyond
what þlalter Pater calIs the "wall of personaììty". They symbolize the
world of objective reafity which, to judge from her dìary and her
sees them as a contrast

novels,

Virginia l,loolf herself ìonged to

touch"

In Elizabeth Dalloway's case, the meaning of this voice of

reality is

made

exp'licit.

During her excursjon into the strand,

Elizabeth feels the "genia'l'ity, sisterhood, motherhood', of the area"
Sudden'ly, there
woman

is

the sound of military brass"

just died, the person

watching

It

seems

that

had

some

at the end would have been consoled

by the music upon opening the window:

It was not conscious. There was no recognition in
it of one's fortune, or fate, and for that very reason

even to those taxed with watchÍng for the last shivers
conscjousness on the faces of the dyìng, consoìing.
Forgetfulness in people might wound, their ingratitude
corrode, but this voice, pourìng endìess1y, year in, year
out, wou'ld take whatever it might be; this bowl; this
van; this life; this procession; would wrap them all about
and carry them on, as jn the rough stream of a g'lacier

of

the Íce holds a sp'linter of bone, a blue petal,
leaves, and rolls them on. (p" 153)

some oak

5Ri.ht.., p. 142. Richter specuìates
that the fountain imagery
came out of V'irginia Woolf 's readjng of Henry Jarnes's Tlrc fiacrecl Founl, a revjew of whjch is drafted in the earl'iest t1rs. DalLouay notebook. (See
Richter, p. 2?3).
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at the window and watches the old woman across the
street getting ready for bed, she too hears this eternal voice in the
hum of her party going on behind her. she then turns away from death
l^lhen

Clarissa stands

and goes back

to Tife.

particular choice of the word "pouring" to describe this
voice is indicatiùe of the way the voice and various fountain, spring,
The

and water images

are intermingìed in Mrs. DaLLouay" l,Je have aìready

noted that the old

derelict's voice "spouts" from the earth. Its
"burbling song, soaking through the knotted roots of infinite ages,
and skeletons and treasure, streamed away in rivulets over the pavement,
" fertilizing, leaving a damp stain." (p. 9l) Looking back upon
the June day on which the novel

is set,

Peter tlalsh thinks

of the "drip,

drip of one impression after another." (p. .l69) Similar]y, septimus
hears Rezia's sentence bubbling away,

tented tap

left

running.,' (p.

The water

"drip, drip, drip, like a con-

159)

naturally associated with the fountain

imagery

inevitably leads one to consider the way wave imagery is used to
indicate the reality that various characters in the novel are searching

for.

For instance, clarissa, feeling herself united with the

around her, sees the

air lifting the leaves,'on

waves

city

of that divine

vitality" which she loves.

consider also the following passage which

describes clarissa's state

consciousness as she gathers the folds

of

of her green dress in her fingers like
party that evening:

waves

while mending

it for

the
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so on a summer'! day waves collect, overbalance, and fall;
collect and fall; and the world seems to be saying'that

is all' more and more ponderously, until even ihe-heart
in the body which lies ín the sun on the beach says too,
that.is all. Fear no more, says the heart. Fear no

more says the heart, committing its burden to some sea,
which sighs collectively for alì sorrows, and renews,
begins, collects, ìets fall. And the body above lisiens
to the passing bee; the wave breaking; the dog barking,
far away barking and barking. (p" 45)

In this

passage both

the body and the mind achieve a deep sense of

as they give themselves up to the waves" The body, described
"above" the heart which has sunk

peace

as

into a peaceful trance, ìistens to

the

breaking wave of the actual ocean, while the heart conrnits

its

to

similarity to

"some" sea, a mystical sea which heals and renews. The

Septimus's

Park

is

mystical experience when he

burden

is sitting on the bench at Regent,s

of the barking dog.
l^lhen septimus sits in ecstasy in Regent's park, the colour

suggested by the recurring image

of the leaves thins and thickens "from blue to the green of a hollow
!vave"'and in harmony with the wave motion of the leaves, the birds
rise and fall in "jagged fountains". !,lhile in another trance-like state
ìn his

own

The trees

living room' Septimus is described as if

trail

he were under water

t.heir leaves "through the depths of the

air,"

and the

of water is in the room. He lies ìapped in impressions and
thinks of his hand lying on the water when he was bathing. The way
sound

it floats

suggests

from the window,

in water, for

that he is relaxed

it is as if

and

at peace.

he were seeking

When he jumps

a fina'l reconciliation

into the depths of the air through which the
trees trail their leaves. The imagery suggests that he drowns himself
he dives

by plunging into depths from which he can never again be awakened

6l

by the voices

of bullying

The way the worl

"human nature""

d undergoes a sea change at the

Septimus achieves mystic en'lightenment

in the novel where Peter walsh is
senses are

his

is paralleled

moment

by a

later

on his way to clarissa,s

party.

particuìar'ly alive and he feels so expansive that

body must contract when he enters

crarissa's house:

out the leaves in the square shoved lurid,

in siÏver

livid --

scene

it

".

His

seems

and

they looked as

if

-- the foliage of a submerged city.,' (p. i7g)
Therefore, Peter himself must be "submergld , a fact which symbolizes
dipped

water

his ability to penetrate the outer husk of reality.

of images frequent'ly associated with the
achievement of a sense of unity are those of strings, nets, and webs.
In the afternoon, just at the time she sees her old neighbour across
Another group

the street, Cìarissa hears the all-encompassing wave of sound from Big

thinks that she is "attached to that sound, that string.,,6
During his ecstacy in Regent's park, Septimus feels that the leaves
Ben and

undulating ìike waves are "connected by millions
own

body."

(p. 26)

The white and bìue sky

of black branches. This image of a net is

of fibres with

his

is bamed by the pattern
repeated where he

becomes

pure sensibiìity and the immediacy

of his relationship with the world
is described in one of the most striking images in the novel: "His
body was macerated until onìy the nerve fibres were left. It was
spread like a veil upon a rock." (p.76) Here the inner world, the
6Th.r. is an
obvious similarity here to Mrs. Ramsay,s fee'ling
that the third stroke of light from the iighthouse is her stioke. A
Freudian critic might say that the fact bo[h the sound of B.ig Ben and
the light from tle lighthouse come from towers is psychologiðaìly important
!9 Vlfglnla Woolf, but of greater ìmportance is the fact tñat Aig ne;1 and
the lighthouse are symbolic standards in the world of flux.

6?

veil,

which represents the sensibility raised

and the outer world, the rock, are fused
The string'image

is

used

to its highest pitch,

in a sr'ng1e ìmage.

in a related but different

way where

Doris Kilman feels her entrails stretching across the room as Elizabeth

in the tea room. For Miss Kilman, noth.ing, including
ìove, brings a sense of unity. Her love is degrading because it is
jealous, and for her, strings don't reìate, they merely bind.
escapes from her

The pattern

of

imagery based on waves and related water images

also develops the time theme

in the novel " In Mz,s. DaLLouay considerable
attention is paid to the idea of stopp'ing the flow of time through the
creation of spots of time. Since in these moments the ravages of time
are overcome' the handling of time can be seen as a variation of the
unity

theme we have been

discuss'ing. For instance, time is

the waves of sound spreading from Big Ben. The importance

marked by

of this

sea

to express time lies in the fact that as the wave is the surface
of the sea, so the moment is the surface of eternity. In clarissa's
image

moments

of intense enjoyment, a number of which occur while she js

buying flowers, time slolvs, and Clarissa exclaims that no one
know how much she

loves

life.

Such "moments

will

out
ever

of being" occur throughout

Virginia Woolf's writing and their presence suggests a mystica'l belief
that one can get beyond the moment into a realm where tjme ís overcome"
Through the moment, one touches

eternity.

the characters of the novel we notice that
they are often distinguìshed according to their relatjonship to time.
when we survey

clarissa, for instance, ìoves the

moment and

constanfly builds

life
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up" She plunges into the moment upon which presses the pressure,'of
all other morningsl'. Time is seen as a continuum rather than a series
of discrete events. The idea that life is a pìunge into the time
stream is of particular interest in that Septimus's suicide is also a
plunge.

trying to find an absolute unity of self and nonself, iust as clarissa is líkewise trying to overcome division.
Septimus was

The trouble

There

is

with pìunging in is,of course, that one can drown.

always the danger

one may seek

that

because

the perfect

the unchanging embrace of death.

of view, this is

From

moment

is

so fleeting

the "sane" point

what happens to Septimus, although we are led to

believe that under the circumstances, the integrity of death is prefer_
able to the corruption of existence created by Holmes and Bradshaw.

for clarissa, the plunge

its dangers. Although at present in
love with life, she fears what will happen in the future. Thus she
Even

has

is on the edge of an experience she feels afraid.
A new experience is like being a diver before the plunge, ',while the
notices that

when she

sea darkens and brightens beneath hím, and the waves which threaten to
break but only gently

split their surface, roì1

as they turn over the weeds with pearl." (p.

Clarissa pìunges. 0n the
love

of life

was

first

page

and conceal and encrust

35)

But despite her fear,

of the novel we read that her first

stirred by "the kiss of a wave.',

Her relationship

to time contrasts strong'ly with Doris
Kilman's. The solemn stroke of Big Ben, which jies,'flat like a bar
of goìd on the sea," (p. 141) entrances Clarissa; the world apparenily
drops away and she escapes from

time.

last stroke of Big Ben
seems to be her stroke, just as the third stroke of golden light from
The
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the lighthouse is Mrs. Ramsay's. And then another city c'lock which
strikes a few minutes after Big Ben brings her a ìap full of trifles

to which she must attend,

and she goes on

with her ordinary

life.

But

Doris Kilman, being herself out

of time wjth time, is associated only
wjth the late clock, no mention be.ing made of her even hearing Big Ben,
which is used in the novel as a symbol of the absolute standard of the
non-self.

Hav'ing never escaped

the chopped up time of her daily

life

submerge beneath the surface of time to identify with the golden
stroke of Big Ben, she ìs paradoxically drowned jn a sea of anger and
tedi

um:

Beaten up, broken up by the assault of carriages, the
brutality of vans, the eager advance of myriads of
algylar men, flaunting women, the domes and sp-ires of
offices and hospitals, the last relics of thii tap
full of odds and ends seems to break, like the spray of
an exhausted wave, upon the body of Miss Kilman stañd_
ing in the street a moment to utter, 'It is the
flesh.' (p. 142)

As is the case with
where the

fl

sir l,lilliam

Bradshaw, who

clocks "chip away" at time,

lives in Harley street

Iife for l4iss Kilman does not

ow.

The sun image

is also important to the development of

the

time theme in the novel. |,Jhile on her way to buy the flowers,cìarissa

in front of Hatchard's Book Store and looks in the window. Just
at the moment she is wondering "what'image of white dawn in the
country ." (p. 12) she is trying to recover, her eye alìghts on
stops

these lines from the dirge

in Cymbeline:

to
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Fear no more the heat of the sun
Nor the furious winter's rages. (p. lZ)

first ìine,

it is and Ín a changed form, becomes a leitmotif
for clarissa and septimus. The way in which the sun image is used
in relation to time can be demonstrated if we follorv Clarissa from this
The

both as

point in the novel.
Throughout Ìrz,s. DaLLouay,

the progress of the
scenes involving

the readeris kept very

sun. Light seems to be the dominant

cìarissa in the

Septimus'in Regent's Park and

London

streets in the

in l"ris living

aware

of

feature of

morning,

room, Elizabeth

in the

strand, and Peter walsh on his way from his hotel to clarissa,s party.
The cycìe

of

these scenes

is concluded by one that

takes pìace at

night when Clarissa looks out across the street to sêe her old neighbour.
Here the sun image returns through the device of having clarissa

recall the first line of the cymbeline dirge. This progress of
sun from the white dawn of clarissa's youth to the dark night of
old

woman

life.

across the street

is

an obvious symboì

claríssa lives between the white

the
the

of the progress of

dawn and

the dark night;

lives in the heat of the day. In comparison to a
lifetime, â day is but a moment, so showing us one day in crarissa's
life is therefore rather like showing us the moment caught in order to

middle-aged, she

all eternity. The day is the surface of the life just as the
moment is the surface of eternity or the wave is the surface of the
sea of reality. In revealing to us one day'in clarissa's life
vt'rginia woolf reaches out to all her ììfe, both through the idea
that the spot of time is, in a rather nrysticaì sense,aìì time, and
present
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through the actual presentation

In the

morni

ng, Peter

t^Jal

of Clarjssa's past, present,

and future.

sh bri ngs the past to her; i n the afternoon,

Richard, returnìng from Lady Brouton's vrith a bouquet

of roses, gives

her the reality of present love; and in the evenjng, the old woman,
whose turning out of the light Clarissa takes to be a symbolic death,
introduces her to her own oìd age and eventual death.

If
is

Clarissa lives in the heat of the sun, that

is, if

she

to fear the sun is to fear life and the present
moment. It is this fear she expresses at the beginning of the novel
when she says'it is so dangerous to live one moment. Her situation is
middle-aged, then

identícal to that of 0rlando at the moment she wakes up to the most startling of all realizations, that it is the present moment. The present

in Clarissa's

is a f.Jednesday (míd-week) in mid-June (midyear). The day is carefully chosen to be Clarissa's and is not mereìy
the result' âS Dorothy Brewster suggests, of virginía l,^loo1f,5 havìng read
7
ulysses.' rt is one of the longest days of the year so we are indeed
in the heat of the sun. In case we miss the point, a newsboy cries a
moment

case

headline about the current heat wave while Peter W¡rlsh

is

waìking to

Clarissa's party in the evening.

TDorothy

Brewster

, Virginia tlooZf (New york, 'l962), p.

l0B.
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Imaqe and Character

rn Jacob's

encountered the question

Room we

mind.

can ever rea'lìy know another

The

of whether one

attitude to this question

shifts in Mrs DaTLouay with the introduction of what Virgin'ia l,loolf
calls in her diary her "tunnel'ling" method. In essence, what happens

is that the epistemological question of Jacob,s Room is repìaced by a
belief that
marked by

of

mìnds can share an

the images that the minds hold in common. Thus

common images

ioins

up

identity,and that this identity is

of

is

one mind

if the lode

followed down a veìn, one eventually

with a similar tunnel dug in another mjnd. virginia woolf

in two ways. First, identity is
revealed when two minds react to the same image in the same way. Second,
minds are shown to be antagonistic r,¡hen they relate to the same image
in opposing ways. As we shall see, the commonly he]d images function
rather differently in The llaues, where they are used simuìtaneous]y
uses these commonly held images

to establish

common

When

we notice how

identity

we consider

and

to create Índividuaìity.

the list of characters in

readily most of

Mz,s" Dallouay,

label]ed "good" or "bad".
0n the "good" side we find clarissa, Septimus, peter l,lalsh, ilizabeth,
them can be

Richard Dalloway, and

sally seton. In the other

Sir william

Dr. Holmes,

Bradshaw,

Brouton. In the

to

engage

second group

Hugh

camp

are Doris Kilman,

l,lhitbread, and possib'ly

only Doris Kilman

is sufficiently

Lady
drawn

the reader's interest beyond the point of simple d'islike"

However, despite the

fact that Virginia !,loolf by no rneans balances her

novel by apportioning time and interest equaìly to the "good" and the

6B

"bad", there
We

see

is a moral dimension here not to be found in Jacob,s Roo¡n.

in Mrs. DalLouay Virginja !,loolf extending her imagistic

method

by usìng certa'in ìmages as moral touchstones. Just as only characters
from the

first

posjtively to time, so onìy characters
from that group are related positively to the images of sun and flowers.
group are related

of distinguishing between the two
basic types of characters in the novel. However, despìte this fundamentaììy paradigmatic moral structure, this is not a s'imp1e morality piece.
Thus images become an important vray

alI good; Clarissa is a snob, Sally is
an egotist, and Peter Walsh is self-pitying.
clarissa is too complex to be a mere moralìty character:
The "good" characters are not

. she alone knew how different [she was], how incompatible and composed so for the world õnly
into one centre,
one diamond, one woman who sat in her drawing_room and made
a meeting point, a radiance no doubt in some dull lives
(p.

42)

life ís made up of conflicting states of joy and depression.
while, on the one hand, she "loved it al'1", on the other, her mind is
Her inner

sometimes preoccupied

with

images

that suggest the meanness of lÍfe:

dripping. There was an
emptiness about the heart of life; an attic room." (p. 35)
"There was the green linoleum and a tap

The most obvious device used

to present Clarjssa's

is that of the double. As Jean Guiget puts it,
are related in their alternations

complexity

Septìmus and clarissa

j.:._-_
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terror and joy, which, in the form of
loneliness and love, apprehension of death and
ecstatic delight in existence, mark the puìse of
between

that

of life whose keenness is the
trait of these protagonists. B

awareness

donlinant

Josephine Schaefer comments
home

that

pauses

in the action jn Clarjssa's

in which the author suppìies a cornmentary on the relation

clarissa and septímus indicate why',the two strands of the
novel are needed to tell clarissa's story; for without the presence
between

of

Sept'imus, Clarissa'S emotions might seem minor and

Through

the use of

Septimus,

trivial.,,9

virg'inia l,loolf is able to push perception

action to their limits, and by reìating clarissa to sept-imus,she
is able to make these things relevant to the common course of life.

and

As one

of the characters in strindberg's

The Ghost sonata says,

in the madhouse do peopìe say what they mean. septìmus speaks
the truth, not onìy for himself but for Clarissa too.
The relationship of these two characters is evident in
their para'lìe1 actions at the end of the novel. septimus retreats
into his own room but Holmes forces his way in so he jumps out the
on'ly

wi

ndow.

l^lhen cl

ari ssa hears from Lady Bradshaw about septimus ,s

death she too retreats into her room and stands

at the window. However, she escapes sujcide, having substituted for it the symbolic sui_
cide of throwing a coin into the serpentine. Also, Richard does not
BJ.un
Guiget, Virginia ÞlooLf and Hez, t"lorks (New york
pp. 234-35.
9Josephine

0'Brien Schaefer, p.

86.

,

1962),

_!_.:

:';.__i

_ì: :.:-t
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invade her privacy, and she rece'ives consolation from both the old
woman

across the way and the sound

ahead

is

of the party

not seen as fearful and she returns to

behind

life

her.

Death

renewed.

Clarissa understands Septimus and is gìad he has thrown his
'life away. she sees that men
like Bradshaw force one's soul. Deep

within the profound darkness of rife there is
happ'iness so

something

that one feel s noth'ing i s sl ovr enough ,

that brìngs

nothi ng can

I

ast too

ì ong:

4 lhing there was that mattered; a thing in her own
life, let drop every day in corruption, lies, chatter.
This he had preserved: Death was defiance. Death was
an attempt to communicate, people feelÍng the ìmpossibility of reaching the centre which, myst'icãlly,evaãed them;
closeness drew apart; rapture faded; one wai-alone

There was an embrace
Now

is

let

in death. (p.

us see how

expressed through

204)

thÍs identity

the sun image.

between Clarissa and Septimus

l^le have

already seen how Clarissa,

of her posítive relationship to time, is measured favourably
by the sun. The line from the dirge in cymbeLine rt)ns through her mind
at varjous times from her sighting it in Hatchard's window in the morn-ing
because

to the moment late that night

when she

feels pity for the young man

she never met who just

killed himself. clarissa's positive feelings
about herself are expressed in a rerated image when she says she wíll
"kindle" and "illuminate', at her party,
and unhappy Rezia

in contrast, the fearful
is described as a bird under a leaf blinking at the
whereas,

sun.

The sun image

is

carried over into Septimus's conscjousness

through a transfornled version

of the line

from Cymbeline. Th1s change

..,:,..,

:.::

^

:!-:l-.-_..:"_.-!:._.j":r.+:ì.i.;.r..:.:
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first

occurs

in clarissa's mind: "Fear no more, says the heart.

jts

Fear

to some sea. ." (p" 45)
septimus repeats, "Fear no more says the heart'in the body, fear no
more." (p. 154) The substitution of "heart jn the body,'for "heat of
no more says the

heart, committing

burden

the sun" indicates Septimus's fear of his own emotions,which in the past
have lead to heartbreaking experiences; Clarissa too is probably afraid

of

for

is a rather cold person. But Septimus is also brave,
and Clarissa admires him for having not compromised. She, on the other
emotions

hand, has

she

invited the socia'lly eminent sir l^lillíam

party although she doesn't like him. Septimus
he hates

life,

but because he will not endure

represented by Holmes.

Bradshaw

kills

"human

to

her

himself not

because

nature,'as

In fact, he deeply loves life,

and one

of

the

this love is expressed is through the sun .imagery"
In the scenes where we see septimus in Regent's park and
later Ín his livjngroom, the sun is a creative force. For instance,
in Septimus's living room the sun (the "spot of gold,') seems to create

ways

beauty and

tell

him nature's meaning:

At every moment Nature signifìed by some raughing hint like
that gold spot which went round the wall -- ifrere, there,
there -- her determination to show by brandìshing her plúmes,
shaki!g_ lgr tresses, flingìng her mañile this wa! and lhat,
beautifuì'ly, always beautiful

when he

see

ìy.

is sitting in his livingroom

sir l^ljlliam

her meanìng. (pp. 154-55)

before Rezia takes him off to

Bradshaw, she brings a vase

and puts them on the

table.

The sun

of roses into the room

strikes

them

directìy.

He feels

is clamouring for h'is death,but he does not want to
kill himself because "food is pìeasant and the sun is hot.,, Then,
the whole world
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iust before hjs plunge to death he repeats his unr,rjlìr'ngness to
leave I ife behind; "He d jd not yrant to d je.
L-ife was qood,
the sun was hot." (p. 165) (0n the other hand, when Septimus is fearfu1, the world threatens
Septr'mus's

,'to burst jnto f lames.,,)

justification for rífe in

terms

of the sun is

partìcuìarly interesting

if we compare him to Sir l,Jjlliam Bradshaw.
when the "weak" question life itself and ask, why live, sir william
can answer that life is good; after all, "Lady Bradshaw ín ostrich
feathers hung over the manilepiece, and as for his income it was quite
twelve thousand a year." (p. 112) To septimus, life is good because
the sun is hot. He expresses his attachment to the life force through
the most cosmic image in the novel. But to Bradshaw, life is justified
by his stuffed bird of a wife,whose will he has wholly dominated. The
sun is supremely indifferent to one's fate. It is wholly separate
from the self and stands for objective reality and the life force in
all things. But Lady Bradshaw is a mere reflection of Sir t,lilliam,
who cannot love life because he loves on'ry his own image. so instead
of justifying life in terms of the sun and beauty, he turns to Lady
0strich and money. It is little wonder he cannot provide Septimus
with a reason to go on living,because all his reasons -- courage, duty,
career, family, the good of society -- are only more dead birds, pat
answers i rrel evant

to Septimus's condi tion.

if sir l.lilliam is simpry unaware of the sun, Holmes goes
him one further by actually blockìng it out when he stands jn front of
But

the window in Septìmus's livingroom. Hav'ing ìnvaded septimus,s

(a symbolic invasion of his mind), he now seeks, in

.imposing

his

room
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comfortable view
from

of existence on his patient, to cut Septimus off

reality itself.

.It might at first seem strange to say that septimus, who is,
after all, clearìy mad, is in touch with reality, and that Holmes's
therapy actually destroys his patient's contact with that

reality,
it is evident that virginia l,loolf sees Holmes in just that'light.
First, perhaps we should separate the two elements of

but

is no denying that Septimus shows
many of the signs of a psychotic. His relationship to time is sometimes
Septimus's unusual experience. There

of despair;

one

is

he sees the future as a realm

of anxiety and danger.

unstable and upon the moment announces "'Now we will

(p" 74) His crisis of identity is
The

marked by

effect of his emotional experience

kill

ourselves."'

his feeling of being

has made him

He

invaded.

isolated, fearful,

suspicious. After Evans is killed it seems to septimus that
beauty remains behind a g'lass. sitting on the train, looking out
the
and

window, he wonders

if that world, remote and untouchable,

can be without

meaning. He feels disgusted with himself, particularly with his abiìity
to procreate,and so he refuses to have children although Rezia wants
then1. when he returns to Engrand, life and sex are repuìsive to him,
and when he opens

his

shakespeare

or Aeschylus he finds they say ¿¡g

thing.

l,lhile,on the one hand, Septimus has many experiences related
to depression, he has, on the other hand, experiences related to mania
which could be seen as mysticaì. The future is sometimes a realm of
same

infinite possibi'lity:

"[.lhy could he see through bodies, see

future,

become men?"

when dogs

will

(p. 76)

into the

There are times when he
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finds beauty

and

truth everywhere.

He

has feelings

of 1ove, empathy,

considerat'ion, and affection. Rather than feelìng disgust with himself,
he feels he has "come to renew soc-iety. " To the psychotic mjnd,
perceptual changes are frightening and threatening, yet to Septimus they
can be exhilarating. l^lhereas the psychotic sees only fragments of

the usual categorìes, Septimus sees new connections. He sees to the
p'lace where all thÍngs are united, the dead and the ìivìng, man and
vegetable

life.

him the feeling

to

Typìcal of the mystic, he has experiences which give

of

being

at

one

wíth the world.

He sees

a dog star"t

into a man. He thinks frowers grow through his flesh, their
leaves rustling by his head. To him music is visible" The anthem he
change

sees reverberating among the rocks

is really just

the song of an old

man p'laying

a pennywhisile by the public house. How then is Holmes's
therapy destructive? Holmes tells Septimus that there is real]y nothing
the matter with him. 0n the surface, this seems to be kindly,but it

is not.

Septimus knows he has experìences, both depressive and manicn

which are not normal, but normal

or not, these are the things that

constitute reality as he knows it.

Holmes cloesn't

try to reformulate

that reality; he simp'ly ignores it. In telling Septimus that there is
realìy nothing wrong with him, he is actually asking Septimus to deny
the real'ity of his own experience. In other words, he

is driving
septimus even further into insanity. A measure of his lack of understanding is that when Septimus talks of suícide,aìl Holmes can do is
retreat into his concept of duty
be

and

protest that suicide would hardly

fair to Rezia, a comment which must appear to Septimus positiveìy

sil'ly.
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last visit to his patient, Holmes "unfortunateìy"
to push aside that "nice young Italian woman,'in order to get in.
0n his

has

tven

more unfortunately,

hìs pat'ient doesn't want to see him and jumps out
the window. "The coward,,, cries Holmes, concerned not for his patient
but for his own image, iust as he was when Rezja asked about taking her
husband

to see another doctor.

Then he administers

more' we feel, because he does not want

of her grief

to

have

a sedative to Rezia,

to deal with the reality

than because she should be calmed down. He even lies to

her to get her to take

it.

psychotropic. Therefore,

As a'lways, his way of dealing
Ho'lmes,

life is

in standing in front of the window

and blocking

out the sun, symbolizes both his
relationship to his patient.
Almost

with

own

nature and his

all the characters in the novel are at one point or

another related to the

sun. Elizabeth's

excursion into freedom takes

in the "sundrenched" Strand. Light is an important element in
Peter's walk to clarissa's party. The evening would wane "but London
would have none of it, and rushed her bayonets into the sky, pjnioned
pìace

her, constrained her to partnership in her revelry." (pp.
However, Peter

is more c'learly

the moon than with the

sun.

il}-ilg)

associated with the reflected

When

light of

Clarissa looks back on her relation-

ship with him she thinks

of the garden in the morning, whereas peter,
who tends to be maud'lin, remembers Clarissa sitting on the terrace
in
the moonlìght. His grief rjses "like a moon looked at from a terrace,
ghostìy beautiful with light from the sunken day.', (p. 47) when
clarissa's

presence makes such an impression on him

at

the end of the
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novel,

it is at least partly because

by the reflected
memory from

she 'is

still for him illuminated

light of a "sunken day", that 'is, by the l ight of

the

his youth"

Anotherimage vridely used

of the characters is

to

i ndi

cate approva'l or

sapproval

d.i

flowers.

after everything else, but ,'Mrs. Dalloway
said she would buy the flowers herself." (p. 5) llhen she is in the
The servants look

florist's shop every flower seems to burn"softly, pureiy,'for
"misty beds", and a later
match burning

thinks that

moment

in a crocus."

moments

of

of illumination is

When she

her in
,,a

described as

returns from the

florist's

Íntense enjoyment like the one she feels

she

upon

entering her house "are buds on the tree

of life, flowers of darkness
they are
(as if some 1ovely rose had blossomed for her eyes onìy)
.." (p. 33) She thinks of her life as a bouquet when she recalls
her youth where her
presented

life

was something she held

to her parents,

is of a girl with

in her arms and

and Saì1y seton,s most

her arms

vivid

memory

of

her

full of flowers.

This positive relationship to flowers extends to the other
Daì1oways. Richard, unable to bring himself actually to tell his wjfe
he loves her, brings her flowers instead,and she knows what he means"
And

to her mother, Elizabeth is an unsunned hyacinth.
Sal1y Seton finds in flowers a peace that men and women never

give
her

her.

of

Perhaps Clarissa

feels

much

the same, because peter

accuses

in vegetable than human life. To Septimus,
the red and yeìlow flowers in Regent's park are ,'like floating'lamps,'
being more interested

on the grass (a phrase which recalls clarissa's match

in the crocus).
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Visions whìch offer to the solitary traveller cornucopias are to
bunches

of

roses dashed in one's

face.

He imagìnes the

old

him

man pìaying

the pennywhistle to be wound round with thick red roses, the roses from
the walìpaper i'n his bedroom. The roses his wife puts in the room
remi

nd him

of

Evans, r,rhom

him. In an innocently
woman

he thi nks has ri sen f rom the dead

romantic escapade Peter

wearing a carnation whìch burns

beauty

l^lal

to

ta I k to

sh fol lows a young

in his eyes.

To him,a

woman,s

is "a splendid flower".
Flower images are occasionalìy used negatìve1y. For instance,

the "pyramidal accumulation" of ìmperialistic Brita'in which
down on

his generation

makes

Peter think

we'ighed

of the flowers Clarissa's

Littre's dictionary. Also, Doris Kilman
clarissa gives her -- whjch is exactly what we

Aunt Helena used to press with
crushes the flowers

of this unhappy woman.
Is it her fault that her body is

would expect

unlovable or that do her

hair as she wjll, her forehead remains like an egg? Virginia Woolf
captures

this physica'l

and social gracelessness

Kilman opened her mouth,
down

brilliantly:

sfightly projected her chin,

"Miss

and swallowed

the last inches of chocolate eclair, then wjped her fingers,

washed

tea round in her cup." (p.

146)

Doris knows she

will

and

never

first with anyone and so she seeks consolation in religion and
learn'ing. But sometimes jt seems her comforts are all she lives for --

come

her dinner, her tea, her hot water botile at n.ight. And there rea'lìy

is

nothing e]se

jn life,

unless she can win Erizabeth" Even her

religion is not satisfactory. Her spìr'ituaì advjsor
her words of comfort:

supposedly gìves
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Mr. Whittaker had said she was there for a purpose.
But no one knew the agony! He said, pointing to the
cruc'ifix, that God knew. But why should she have to
suffer when other women, like Clarjssa Da'l1oway,
escaped? Knowledge comes through sufferìng, said Mr.
Whìttaker. (p.143)

clarissa says of Doris that her soul is,'rusted wjth that
grievance st'icking into'it." (p. r4) Apparent'ly her books are no
No wonder

real consolat'ion either, but she lacks the self-knowledge to admit it"

is

not Mary Datchet in Níght and Day who, after losing Ralph
Denham, gives herself to her work but with the clear knowledge that
she

having

lost what is best

she cannot pretend

that any other view of

things serves instead.
There

is

Kilman involving

from the

an interesting contrast between Septimus and Miss

hands.

egotist.

It

the

shows how

loves

man who

ìies

whereas septÍmus's hand

life differs

upon the water,

that he is at ease in the unifying element, Miss Kilman's
show that she is never at ease. She can see the universe onìy

suggesting
hands

as

it relates to herself, and her egot'ism destroys

her peace. she is

of perceiving the detached, indifferent,

and therefore con-

incapabìe

so]ing universe. Her hands reveal her nature while she has tea with

Elizabeth. Mjss Kilman does not want her to go. Her large
and shuts on the

table.

Elizabeth

evening. Miss Kilman thinks: ".

is

going

.if

hand opens

to her mother,s party that

she could cìasp

her,

she could make her hers absolutely and forever and then

die.

(p. 146)

But she

feels Elizabeth turnjng agajnst

her, and

if

her thick

fingers curl inwards. The uglìness, the inward, seìf-djrected

js so typical of her that Elizabeth

leaves

l
movement

like a dumb creature gaììoping
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in horror as agajn M.iss Kjlman's great hand open and shuts"
shuts, it is itching to crush the flowers of exjstence.

away

We

l4rs.

As

it

can see two major differences between Jacobts Room and

DaLLoaag

in the way imagery is

used

to create character. Firsto

instead of asking, as she did in Jacobts Room, whether we can ever

truly know another human being, Virgìnia Woolf here shows the possibility
of intuitíve knowledge. Thus images created in one consciousness are
echoedinanotherasshetunnelsintohercharacters,mindstofíndthe
place where they meet. One conclusion

is that where reason fails, intuitíon
dimension.

new moral

related to certain

to

Thus one group

images

to

be drawn from these two novels

succeeds. second, there

is a

of characters is pos.itively

while the other group

is negative'ly

related

them.

Another major difference between the two novels

In Jacobts
and we

Room

the colour images suggested

life

followed Jacob from youth to death.

of

is in structure.

and death simultaneousìy,

Thus

individual colour

of the novel. However, because
of its episodic nature, the novel seemed rather to stop than to end,
images became paradigms

whereas

thìng

in

Mz's. Dalloutay

the story line

the two main characters are so related that

every-

:

falls into place naturalìy when Clarissa hears about Septintus's

death. 0ther structural devices include unity of time and the patterning of theme and character-creating images such as waves and the

in

such a way as

to create a strong

theme,and character are

virtuosity in handlÍng

all

images.

of form. Thus structure,
because of V'irginia t^loolf 's greater

sense

improved

i

sun

i:¡;i:i-\:..--t.:::,
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE PERSISTENCE OF

MTMORY

In To the Lighthot¿se Vìrginia Woolf concentrates on personal
relationships to a greater extent than in either- of the two novels

to this point, and imagery plays a s.ignjficant role in her
endeavour to reveal the personaìities of the characters jn the novel
discussed

and the nature

of the attractions

and dissensions

novel springs from Virgin'ia l,loolf's

memory

that deve'lop.

The

of her parents. She records

in her diary when setting out to wri te To the Lighthouse that she
intends to do her father "once and for all', and',her mother too". The
novel is, then, like Jacobts Room and Mz,s" DalLouag, a ìaying to rest
of ghosts. when we read that Ramsay journeys to the líghthouse,'for
his

own p'leasure and

novelist

is

urged

in

memory

of

dead peop'le,,,lwe sense

that

the

to her artistjc journey by the same motivations.

The novel contains

a group of nucleus images which give the

its particular colouration. Some of these images are eyes, the
lighthouse, water, birds, and veils, Ramsay is far-sighted, has the
eye of an eagle, while his wife is near-sighted, and the poet Carmichael
has yeìlow cat's eyes. The ìighthouse operates as a principìe of
order and as such is identified with the phi'lsopher Ramsay. But Mrs.
work

lvirginia
Al

Woolf, To the Lighl;house (New York, 1955), p. 246"
to this book will be included in the text"

I further references

: :ì:.::-t
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Ramsay, who sees

waterimagery

is

it

as through a mjst,

is also identjfied vrith it.

frequently associated with Mrs. Ramsay's fecundity

aridity. l^laves alternately suggest order and chaos"
Ramsay ín particular is often associated with bjrds -- a desolate
seabird, a bjrd of prey, a bird reap'ing'into space -- and Mrs. Ramsay is
associated with the veil of civilization. The related image of a curtain
and her husband's

of insight.
However' it is equalìy usefuì to discuss the imagery according
to tenor rather than vehicle. Taking this approach we see certain
suggests Ramsay's lack

particularly those of intuition versus reason and love
versus domination. Thus,under the theme of jntuition we fjnd Carmichael's
themes emerging,

ye]ìow cat's eyes, the veils of

civilization, Mrs. Ramsay,s mind alight_
ing exactìy as a bird, and the pushing aside of the leathern curtain.
Under reason we find such images as the closed leathern curtain and a
stake in a channel for people to steer by. under the theme of love we
sunlight, a candler grêên, a yellow veil, and the veil of
civilization, while under domination there are images of knives, beaks,
encounter

a raised hand, and a crushed foot.
The following discussion
imagery according

time.
search

The

first

will rely on both approaches to the

to which seems to suit the djscussion better at that
part of the discuss'ion, which is concerned with the

for rea'lìty in To t;he Lighthouse,

begins with a discussion of

vehicle; the second part, whjch concentrates on individual characters,
often focuses on tenor, although the d'iscussion of relatjonships,
particuìar'ly the one betvreen James and Ramsay,reverts to the vehicle
approach. In the third part of the chapter the discussions of reality

-l-:,1:
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and character come together

in an analysis of the irnportance of Lily

Briscoe's paìnting to the novel .

Imaoe Patterns and

the Search for Realit.v

To the Lighthouse 'is concerned with chaos and

'instance, when we consider

order. For"
the water imagery we see that it is related,

on the one hand, to Mrs. Ramsay's sense

of chaos, and, on the other,

to

the unity towards which the whole book moves.
A]though the water imagery has changing associations,

it

is

it is in Joyce's A pov,tz,ait of the Az,tist as a roung Man
where it has negative associations in the first half of the novel (tor
not used as

instance, the square ditch) and positive associations later (for
instance, the girì standing near the shore). Rather, the wave and
u¡ater images are associated with chaos and order

at

random, the meaning

of the image being determined by the context.
There are times when the sound

of the waves makes l,lrs. Ramsay

think of the ghostìy ro1ì of drums. (The same sound presaged Jacob's

death.) Later, outraged

by her husband's lack

of tact,

she feels

of dirty water." (p. 5l) At another point
the fall of the wave makes her think of the ominous lack of truthfulness
'in her relationship with her husband. In "Times passes",
the waterbespattered by "the drench

chaos theme

deserted

is

taken up by the omniscjent

in the rain until jt

llight and rain

obl

narrator.

seems nothing

The house stands

w'ilì "survive the flood,,"

iterate distinctions rather than reconcile differences:

"Not oniy was furn'iture confounded; there was scarce'ly anything

left
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of body or mind by u¡hich one could say, 'This is he' or ,This is she.,,,
(p. 190) The fact that in both the state of complete illuminatjon
that of complete darkness all d'istinctions are obljterated js
interesting in that it shows how paradoxically cìose these opposite

and

are. Virginia l.joolf's fiction repeatedly reveals her awareness
of such opposites; it is death that makes sense of life and chaos that
gives meaning to order. But in chaos individuatíon has not been
achieved and in illumination it has been surpassed.
At another point, the wave ìmage is linked to the momentary
states

order which combats

chaos.

when

Lily

sees the Ramsay family through

the "eyes of love", vle read:
And, what was more excjting, she felt, too, as she saw
Mr. Ramsay bearing down and retreating, aná Mrs. Ramsay
sitting with James in the wíndow and ihe cloud movìng
and the tree bending, how life, from being made up oi
little separate incidents which one lived one by one,
became curled and whole like a wave which bore -one uþ with
it and threw one down with it, there, with a dash upän the
beach. (p.73)
The moment

of

being

is, of course, but a moment, and so the wave in-

evitabìy dashes upon the

beach.

As she had done
Mz's. DaLlouay,

virginia

earlíer in relation to septimus

r^loorf uses water images

sm-ith in

in this novel to

of unity. It will be recalled that septimus plunged
to hís death into a "submerged" world. s-imilarly, Mrs. Ramsay feels
create a sense

that as her eyes go round the dining

room they unveì1 everyone,

thoughts and their feelings, "without

their

effort like a ìight stealing
under water so that it rjppìes the reeds jn it and the minnows
balancing themselves, and the sudclen

sjlent trout are all ìit

up
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hangirì9n

trembìing." (p. 160) A few pages later she hears words that

if they were floating like flowers on water out there, cut
off from alì, as if no one had said them, but they had come into
existence of themselves"" (p. .l66) A'lthough the imagery this
sound "as

time

does

not suggest a

submerged

world,

it

does

recalì septimus's

seeing

flowers burning like lanterns floating on water. The passage a]so

recalls his euphoric state

when

the barking of the dog and the

of the street seemed so pure and eternal, removed from all
and human involvement. Mrs. Ramsay's image
impression

that has been caught in

its

sounds

accident

similarly suggests an

pure state, removed from

its

earthly matrix of contingencies and held separate, frozen in time for
study.

rn ro the Líghthouse, images of breaking up the surface of

to suggest getting at reaìity. The imaginary midnight
stirs pooìs'left by the retreating tide and finds that good

water are used
wanderer

triumphs" (pp. 198-99) Liìy's dipping her brush into the colours of
her paints is a suggestively similar action.
Ì'lhiìe, on the one hand, water is associated with the act of
getting at reality,

it is also assocíated with the nature of the reality

that is reached, as in the following

passage:

Down in the hollow of one wave she [ti]y] saw the next wave
towering higher and higher above her. Here she was agaín
into the presence of this formiãable
" drawn out .
ancient enemy of hers -- this other thing, this truth, this
reality, which suddenly laíd hands on her, emerged stark at

the back of

appearances and conrnanded

attention.(p.

236)

Liìy struggles in her painting with an apparenily noumenaì reality
that remains unchanged behind appearance. As we shall see in detail
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later in this chapter, her strugg'le to resolve the formaì problems of
her canvass is a struggìe to find the arrangement that wjll suggest this
unchanging

reaìity.

At tjmes, water
l.le have a'lready noted

ìmagery suggests

that life js

unfathomable.

that Mrs. Ramsay says we never really

know another

self so infrequentìy rises to the surface. In another
pìace,her words to cam seem to drop "into a well" where the waters,
aìthough clear, are distorting, "so that even as they descended, one
person because the

saw them

twisting about to

make heaven knows what

pattern on the floor

of the child's mind." (p.8a) fne image recalls the one used in Jacobts
Room to encapsulate Mrs. Norman's fleeting perception of Jacob -- a pin
into water -- but in To the Lighthouse the

dropped
we

-image suggests
how

fail in our attempts to communicate because words do not have meanings

which can be transferred whole from one mind

to the other.
Indicative of the variety of ways in which water inrages
approach the question of chaos and order are the following images that
suggest a unity of ínner and outer, the self and the non-self. Mrs.
relationship to the non-self is described as a mist curìing
the floor of her being like a bride to meet her lover." (p. 98)

Ramsay's

"up

off

sittìng listening to her chjldren playing cricket she hears
"the monotonous fall of the waves on the beach, which for the most

and while

part beat a measured and soothing tattoo to her thoughts.

. .,, (p. zl)

Inner and outer worlds are here brought jnto a stable relationship.

Part of the search for order

is

related to making sense of

time. Li]y thinks: "for these waters were unfathomably deep. Into
them had spil'led so many 'lives. The Ramsays'; the children,s; and

all
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sorts of wa'ifs and strays of things besides." (p.

will

later, is

286)

The

leaf

image,

for the wave'image ìn some
contexts. It is used to express the passage of time when James's
memory is described as 'layer upon layer of leaves. The symboìic
beginning of time, the daln, is described by both wave and leaf ìmages:
"a faint green quickens, like a turning'leaf, in the hollow of a wave."
(p. 1sz)
as we

see

almost a substitute

Although wave and water images are used extensiveìy

to

present

the theme of the search for reality, they are only one of a number of

this

in To the Líghthouse. In "Tjme Passes",
for jnstance, the theme of reality finds various expressions through the
narrator' through Mrs McNab, and through the imag'inary mystic who wanders

ways one can approach

theme

at night. Also, the images of the pools and the deserted
house are'important. Beauty and reality seem to become one in some

along the beach

passages: "So Ioveliness re'igned and stiIIness, and together made the

of loveliness itself, a form from which life had parted" o .',
(p. .l95) Here is one of those spots of time where the mark of beauty

shape

'is perceived so pure'ly that the object

seems

eternal and removed from

all possibility of change. Although at this point the rhetoric suggests
the reality is non-human, it is also seen as a human creation. perhaps
this paradox can be understood jf we consider the vacant Ramsay house.
The house stands deserted

for a decade, except for

occasional presence of Mrs. McNab and her

the house

seems

fu'l 1y ach'ieved

:

friend"

to sing a song, but in this
"

Like

the

all reaìity,

case the harmony

is

there rose that half-heard melody, that

never
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interm'ittent music rvhich the ear catches but lets fal I ; a bark,

bleat

yet

dissevered

somehow

a

be'longìng . .,' (p. ZitZ)

How

realjty is revealed through the interesting device of
making the reader go through the experience hìmself. In ,,Time passes,,
we are engaged in the very activìty Andrew told Lily Briscoe that
Ramsay pursues, ín the sense that we too are engaged in contemplatìng
one understands

the table

when we

are not there, the table, in this case be.ing the

empty Ramsay house.

Yet we are not follow'ing Ramsay exactly; while he
understand

intuitive

reality through specuìative thought,

tries

to

we must do so through

to the images Vìrgínja woolf uses.
But we too are engaged in trying to grasp the nature of the relationship
between subject and object. what, we are asked to consider, happens
and emotional reaction

it is no longer an object of human consciousness?
Virginia l^loolfrs attjtude is revealed by the descent'into chaos that

tothe object
the

house

seems

when

suffers until

human presence

to be that the reality that remains'independent

must be ordered according

to the nature of our human consciousness

before we can hear, however inadequatery,

reality is both independent of

Its

order. Her idea
of human existence

re-establishes

existence

is

índependent

intensest moments

it

seems

compìeteìy independent

its music.

Therefore,

human consciousness and dependent

but its meaning is

not.

However,

on

in

it.

our

that we have reached a beauty which is

of us, "a form from which 'ljfe fhas]

parted."

(p. le5)
Reality is perceived only momentarily, as when the curtain
flaps wide for a second, or it'is'imperfecily understood, like a bareìy
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audible song.

Real

ity is objective,

detached fronr human existence, ì ike

the loveliness of "a pool at evenjng, djstant, seen from a train window,
vanìshing so quickly that the pooì, pale 'in the evening, js scarcely robbed

of its sol'itude. . ." (p. l9s) But reality is also subjectjve. The
'interplay of the two aspects of it are seen in the
ìmaginary mystic
who wanders along

the beach searchìng in the pools for something to

bring the night to

order. (ln this case Virginig Woolf perhaps

from paradox into ambiquity.) He wants to make the world
compass

and

yet

of his soul. This would seem to

slides

reflect

the

be a subjective approach,

we read:

In those mirrors, the minds of men, in those pooìs of
uneasy water, in which clouds forever turn and shadows
form, dreams persisted, and it was impossible to resist

the strange intimation which every guì.l, flower, tree,
the white earth itself seemed to
decl.are (but if questioned at once to withdraw) Ü¡át
good tniumphs, happiness prevails, order rules.
(pp. le8-ee)
man and woman, and

This passage suggests, on the one hand, that there

is

an objective

truth about life which all things decìare, but on the other hand, that
the pools are onìy mirrors of men's minds. Reality becomes a dream
which

persists. Clearly,

however,

this mystic wanderer wants

something

objective, so he goes on searching for something "sin91e, hard, bright,
like a diamond in the sand, whích would render the process secure.',

(p.

I ee)

Mrs. Mcllab

is

an interestjng contrast

Rather than being a searcher

the other old

women

for reality,

she

to the mystic

js

searcher"

an embodiment

in virginia woolf's novels, those dereljcts

stand around street corners, she represents a level

of it.

Like

who

of life that has hardly
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achieved hunlan

status. In her, conscjousness

has not

yet

become a

burden which inpresses upon her her separateness from the worlcl around.

she sings an un'intelìigìbìe song; from her

lips

the voice of witlessness, humour, pers'istency
springìng up again"

jssues a sound "like

itseìf,

trodden down but

"(pp. ig6-97 )Around her djrge there seems to

incorrigibìe hope." unr'ike the mystic, she never
questions anything. she s'impìy lurches and rolls like a shìp at sea
be twined "some

as she goes about her work, some primeval force carrying her on through

life.

She

is also described as being "like a tropicaì fish oaring its

way through sun-laced waters."
unconscious

life force.

She

(p. 200)

is

These sea jmages suggest her

no thinker, but ',something not highly

conscious; something that leered, something that

209)

She

lurched. . .,, (p"

is a force that just barely keeps back the chaos ready to

engu'lf the Ramsay house.
There

is one last

give to elements "a wholeness

or meeting of people (a'll
compacted

to realjty, the way of art. Art can
not thejrs in life, make of some scene,

road

now gone and

separate), one

of

those globed

things over which thought ìingers and love p'lays.,, (p.2g6)z

The obvious

point of departure for a djscussion on th.is point

Briscoe's paintìng,whjch
not comp]eted

is Liìy

is begun in the first part of the novel but

till the last'paragraph, after a lapse of ten years.

of the painting'lies as much jn its
comment upon the characters as on the search for rea'lity, I shall
discuss the characters first before proceeding to the business of the
However, since the significance

pa'i

n

ti

ng .
.
2-,
-Th'is
sentence could be taken as the theme of The Haues also"
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Image and Character

In order to understand how such images as bìue eyes and knives
serve to develop Ramsay's character and the nature

of his relationship
to James, it is necessary to enter into a discussion of Ramsay that goes
beyond the imagery Ítserf so as to be abre to see
how the images take
their place in Virginia !,loolf,s art.
Until the publication of Mitchell Leaska,s
W
house' criticism seemed to have reached a consensus in evaluating
Mr.

and

Mrs. Ramsay, the general attitude being that to the extent that
their
relationship is unsatisfactory, Ramsay is the villian Leaska challenges

this view by arguing that Ramsay,s sympathy-mongering is the result of
his wife's distance and solitude, and that their estrangement exacts
its
price on him

too.

Aìthough Leaska's advocacy

of

Ramsay

is a needed

corrective, his position is not entirely accurate, and he has not
really accounted for the cause of Ramsay's lonelíness
Ramsay

is an easy character to judge too harshry because

his faults are obvious (he has a spectacular temper), his
virtues are of the sterner kind and do not necessariìy win the reader,s
whereas

sympathy. Further,

it is difficult to tell if

of his characteristics are vices or virtues. perhaps the crearest exampre of this is
his desire for honesty. Ramsay is a courageous pessimist, a dour

realist.

He

tells his children that facts

one needs courage,

some

are uncompromising, that

truth, the power to endure for that

passage

to

the

9l

fabl ed I and where our br^'ightest hopes are exti ngui shed,
our frail barks founder in darkness (here Mr. Ramsay
would straighten his back and narrow his litile blue
eyes upon the horizon). .(p. ll)

This fierce intellectual honesty

is

James hate him (although he respects

At the beginning of the novel

of the things that makes his son
his father for it in the end).

one

James sees

of one," (p. l0)

his father as "a knjfe,

as

later, on the way
to the lighthouse, he retains this image as the peg to hang his
narrow as the blade

and ten years

animosity upon. The young James knows his father's virtues, that

is

he

right, that he is incapab'le of an untruth, but he thinks
that his mother is a thousand times better. The brutality of his
father's honesty in saying there wil'l be no going to the ìíghthouse
tomorrow because of the weather turns Ramsay's chief virtue into a
fault in his son's eyes.
always

Ramsay's honesty

is allied to his pessimism; he will

allow

himself no dishonest retreat from his vision of mankind's loneliness
and

isolatÍon.

p'lates "how
stand

Lily

on.

r^Je

He faces
know

"the dark of

human

ignorance" as he contem-

nothing and the sea eats away the ground

." (pp.68-69)

asks Andrew what

we

Phi'losophicalìy, he is a skeptic.

When

his father's work is about he replies: ','subject

of reality."'(p. 38) when she cannot
understand this answer Andrew tells her to think of a kitchen table
when she's not there. In his concern for what lies beyond sense data
Ramsay is jn the main tradition of English empiricism descended from
Berkeley and Hume. He is a great specuìative thinker but no genìus,
and object and the nature
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at Q: "A shutter, like the
leathern eyel'id of a lizard, flickered over the intens'ity of his gaze
and obscured the latter R." (p. 54) (Images of the parting of curtains
or veils frequent'ly signìfy the achìevement of visjon jn Virginia
being

jn the alphabet of

thought stuck

writing.) In other words, Ramsay has learned by basic pcq
of logic but can get no further. Sprague finds it ironically s'ignifi-

llloolf's

cant that

Ramsay cannot
Ramsay'

ness.

He has

s

reach the

specul at j ve

letter that

nature i s

begins his

symboi 'i zed

ourn

nu*.'3

by hi s far-s'ighted-

the eye of an eagle, and the distant 1ìghthouse, which

to his wife is soft in the distant haze, is to him a clear, hard
object. It is typical of him that he looks not at the flowers hjs
wife is considering "but at a spot about a foot or so above them."
(p. 102) His eye, always on the speculative distance, misses the
immediate world: "He would sit at table with them like a person in
dream.

a

" (P. 107)4

3Cluire Sprague, "Introduction", in virgini.a
ryg2L_f: A CoLLec(Englewood
c]]rfs,-N.J.,
tion of criticaL ussays, ed. claire sprague
igTt),"p. 10. He sayi ihat Ra*say's egolism_makes him think of hisButown
and ái ä result his'insights are clouded by flashes of darkness'
this v'iew of th'ings doesñ't agree with the statement in the novel that
once h'is magn'ificént mind sets to work he forgets even his own name'

fame

4M.. Ramsay is long-sighted and cannot become part of a rhythm.
He sees things from t-he outsiãe, where the hateful aspect of repetition
is most in eüidence. His relationship w'ith ÞJill'iam Bankes becomes
because it cannot develop into a-rhythm. Similarly, Ramsay's
as.a young
phìlosophical work consists of repet'ition of what he d'id
.]973),
(Cambridge,
(Àl'len McLaurtn, The Echoes EnsLaued.
PP. 179-

repetitive

'nãn.
80.)
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His mind deals with facts, not ìmpressions. Hjs wife's d'isregard of

facts in

for an expedition to the lighthouse
angers h'im. In another p'lace he accuses hi s wi fe of teachi ng thei r
daughters to exaggerate. His wife, in turn, finds his regard for facts
inhuman, and silently accuses him of wantonìy rending the vejls of
encouragíng James's hopes

civilization.

Ramsay's temper

is also unbearable.
for

carmichael holds up dinner by ask'ing
James

fears his father

will

He fumes because

another bowl

of soup, and

burst our angrily because their boat is

ít is his attempts to pressure others jnto satisfying
his emotional needs that are most distressing to Lily" she fjnds it
becalmed. But

impossible to paint when Ramsay strides about dramatizing h'imself

reciting out 1oud, "we perished each alone."

of

Holmes sweeping down

to devour. Lily

on me in a moment, demanding
him.

" (p. 223)

"You

bearing down on her,
The

--

shan't

ti'lì

is

js all too reminiscent

can only

something she

felt

think "he'll be down
she could not give

touch your canvass, he seemed to say,

you've given

result is that Li]y hates him for

the one th'ing she must not play

He

and

at.

me

what

I

want

making her pìay

of you." (p.zza)

at painting,

He demands sympathy because she

Lily refuses her traditional role. She finds escape
'in praising his boots but is immediately ashamed of herserf: "To
a woman, but

praise his boots when he asked her to solace his

l,lilliam Bankes, not

soul. . ."

(p.ZZg)

to begin a conversation had
praised Lìly's shoes while she was paintìng" To an embarassed person

Once,

looking

knowing how

at the ground shoes or boots would naturally

present themselves

for comment. In both cases the comments are rather humourous

because
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they are so inappropriate. yet

in each case the speaker somehow gets

fact that he (or she) is not talking about boots at all,
try'ing to say "I like you" or "l understand what you are feeling.',

across the

but

Bankes's comment does not bother Lì1y and

their friendship flourishes;
Ramsay is at least mollified by L'iìy's slight attention.
If his wife is unable to give Ramsay the sympathy he needs,
as Mitchell Leaska says, perhaps it

is

because she

too rebels against

forced. 0n the other hand, viewed from Ramsay's position, his
pìight is almost tragic. He wants "hjs bareness made fertile, and
being

all

the rooms of the house made full of

life.

.', (p" 59) Fortunately

for him, his wife is not so determìned as Lily,
does

satisfy

and there are times she

him:

Filled with her words, like a child who drops off
satisfied, he said, at last, looking at her with
humble gratitude, restored, renewed, tf'at he would
take a turn; he would watch the children playing
cricket. (p.60)
Although virginia woolf

the

is

aware

of

Ramsay's

desire to

make

serve him, she does not seem to object to Mrs. Ramsay's

woman

of her husband to a child,

reduction

which

is, after all,just another

in the same sex game. seeing your master as your child is
way of cop'ing with the psychological burden of subjugation.
move

A]though there are moments when Mrs. Ramsay
husband's desires,

his

fulfills

one

her

deep loneliness cannot be permanently removed

by any woman. we can see

this

through

Lily Brìscoe, who acts as

for the reader. Throughout the novel, she provides the
most informative point of view, and it 'is through her consciousness
touchstone
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that the book's final resolution is achieved. Therefore, when she says
that there is no helping Ramsay on the journey he is going, herwords
cannot be dismissed.

thinks

Ramsay's

when James sees

In corroboration of Liìy,s vìew, !,/illiam

solitude "his natural

air,,.

Near the end

Bankes

of the novel,

his father sitting in the boat bareheaded, extra-

ordinari]y exposed, and looking very o1d, he thinks hjs father has become
the physical embodiment of what js "alvrays at the back of their minds -that lonliness which was for both of them the truth about things." (p.
tr

301)" Finally, the imagery of the following passage makes it clear
that Ramsay's'loneliness has a much deeper cause than any coldness in
his wife:

It was his fate, his peculiarity, whether he wished
it or not, to come out thus on â spit of land which
the sea is slowìy eating away, and there to stand,
like a desolate

sea

bird, alône. (p.

The imagery here suggests not
knowledge

only

Ramsay's

of both the chaos that is

we create around us and

It is,

6g)

isolatjon, but also his

always nibbling away

at the order

the destructive power of time.

'in the end, the very quaìities

of

severity, which for so long drive a wedge between

children, that eventually

uncompromising

Ramsay and his

to him, for they cannot
resist the attraction of his undoubted jntellectual courage. Further,
draw James and cam

ssp"ugr. notes
that despite his gloom, Ramsay's insistence
on facing the casualties of life squarely grows out of a confjdence
which contrasts to Mrs. Ramsay's darkness" (Sprague, p. 1l).
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it is his courage, stoicism,and

adherence

to duty for whjch his wjfe

admires him, and by which he insp'ires both l^ljlliam Bankes and Charles

Tansley. Like Mrs.

is jdentified with the
lighthouse, he stands as a symbol of order in the midst of chaos. He
Ramsay

herserf,

who

feels, as the epitome of the rational aspects of cjvilization.
when his superb mind begins to work, all trappings and fripperies fall
stands one

away from him; he for"gets fame, I osi ng h j s egotì sm unti
name was

forgotten by

him. . ." (p. 69)
in

spares no phantasm and he luxuriates

of the lawn (intellectualìy, he'is
'inspires in his wife

edge

no

He keeps

illusion.

I

',even hì s

own

a vigìlance which

at

Standing

always "on the edge")

the

he

reverence and pity, and gratitude too, as a stake driven
into a bed of a channel upon wh'ich the guì1s perch and
the waves beat inspires in merry boailoãds a îeeling of
gratitude for the duty it is taking upon'itself of ñarking
the channel out there in the floods aione. (p" 69)
As

with the

images

of his standing

on

a spit of land or on the

edge

of

the lawn, the imagery here once again suggests his isolation. The image
of the channel marker also suggests that Ramsay, like his wife, is

identified with the lighthouse.

The

fact that both

to the'lighthouse g'ives added meaning to the

scene

Ramsays

are related

of reconcjliation at

of the novel where James realizes that the lighthouse seen
distinctìy by his far-sighted father is no less real than the blurred
the end

his near-sighted mother. l¡]h'ile James sees reaìity from
of vision of both parents, the reader sees both parents

image seen by

the ang'le

in the one image.
cam and James

under

protest.

set out on the journey to the lighthouse

Not wanting

to go in the first p]ace, they conspire
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of their father. cam, for instance,
refuses to say she will name her puppy after her father's old dog. By
the end of the journey both children are reconcjled wjth the'ir father
together agaìnst the tyranny

it is his courage which has won them over. As the boat touches
the island,James sees his father as if he were stepping ashore to
declare defiantly, "'There is no God.',, (p. 308) Cam sees him as if
and

he were ìeaping

Ínto space.

of her vision becomes
clear if we remember first, that Lily once desired to throw herself
from a cliff, which was not a death wish but an expression of her
desire to plunge courageous'ly into the chaos of reality (for her,
flinging one's self upon the water of chaos.is plunging ìnto painting),
and second, that Ramsay told his children that one needs courage,
truth, the power to endure, for that passage to the"land where our
brightest hopes are ext'inguished. n ." (p. II) sureìy can is aware
now of why her father makes this journey. No loss can weaken his
determination to search, even though he finds only disillusionment"
if he goes to the lighthouse to recapture the essence of his wife,
he goes knowing the

The sign'ificance

possibility of failure.

Perhaps James'

reconciliation with his father

is even more

important than Cam's since we know more about the nature and depth of

his

antagonism"

of his father. He
sees him "as lean as a kn'ife, narrow as the blade of one.,' (p. l0)
The scissors which he has in his hand do not seem a powerful enough
imp'lement rvith which to attack hìs father, so he wishes for an axe or a
James

fastens upon the knife as a symbol

poker. certa'inly both have phallic sÍgnificance, and perhaps we see

9B

an indication here of James's sexual jealousy. But these things

a

fairly

simple and more generaì meanìng, so we need not restríct

ourselves to a Freudian interpretation. Janles's antagonisr¡

is

have

to his father

jealousy. It is a deep antagonism that touches
all aspects of thejr relationship. He finally finds adequate
express'ion for it while in the boat with his father on their way to
more than sexual

lighthouse.

He has aìways hated

the

the "twang and twitter of his father's

emotion which vibrating around them, disturbed the perfect simp1icity
and good sense

of his relations with

which as a boy he associated

h'is mother."

with his father

(p.sB)

have grown

The images

out of his

earlier vision of his father as a knife, that is, as a destroyer:
"Standing between her knees, very

flaring

up

to

stiff,

James

felt all

her strength

of brass, the arid

be drunk and quenched by the beak

scimitar.

." (p. 59) The sexual connotations are again obvious,
the boy at this poínt literally taking his father's place as sexual
partner, but they stilì do not spell out the entire nature of the
antagonism.

at this early age Ramsay's demand for sympathy
angers James" A decade later James is still angry enough to say to
himself that he will "take a knife and strike him to the heart," (p.
273)

if

Even

Ramsey says

has been dead

anythìng because the boat

for years so it is

is a continuing

reason

js becalmed. Mrs. Ramsay

more reasonable

for the antagon'ism

James

to assume that there

feels for his father

than that he has never gotten over childhood sexual
James wants

jealousy.

what

to kill is not the man but the tyrant, not his mother's

lover but h'is own oppressor, "that fierce and black-winged harpy, wìth

its

talons and beak all cold and hard that struck and struct at
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you.

.'r (p. 273) we are reminded of the earlier scimitar and
brass beak jmages. The persistence of the images of knife and bird

of

prey over a decade shows the depth

James does dramatize

himself a

litile

of the antagonism,

ìf

and even

as a promethean figure, his

feelings are understandable.
l,lhile he is going to the lighthouse, other images wh.ich
explain his relationship to his parents swim into James,s mind"
Ramsay's tyranny

ìn

of,

and

in

his children.go to the lighthouse is like

making

a wheel crushing a foot

in the grass:

what garden did

he'lp

"But whose foot was he thinking

ail this happen?,'(p. z7s)

is

The garden

the past, which centred around his mother. The process of going back
in memory is described as a journey back into the green forest of youth:
"The turning back among the many leaves which the past had folded over

him, peering into the heart
chequer each

other.

Virginia l^loolf
waves and

sometimes establishes

leaves.

beneath the waves,
James's

of the forest where light and shade so
." (p. 275) The reader might recall that

The heart

a connection between images of

of the forest,

as we]l as the depths

is a mysterious and ailuring place, and in this

case

penetration into the forest of memory probabìy reveals an attempt

to reachieve the sense of unity he felt wjth his mother as a child,
iust as the plunge into water represents in Vírgìnia t^loolf's writing
the achievement of unity with rea'lity. James is in a position not
dissimilar to clarissa Dalìoway's when she wanted to recapture the
of youth. clarissa had to fjnd a new reality ìn the heat
of the sun, just as James, as we shail see, does not simply return to
white

dawn

the parad'isical state of childhood, but finds instead a new unity
and a new reality"

t00
The journey

into the past brings

James

to a

scene

of

women

in the kitchen while the blinds are sucked in and out by the
breeze. He recalls that at night, over everythìng, over bowls and
gossip'ing

plates' over red and yeì1ow flowers, "a very thjn yellow veil would be
drawn, like a vine leaf.
." (p. 276) The world grows still and
dark but "the leaf-like veil was so fine, that Iights Iifted .it,
voices crumpìed
coming

jt;

he could see through

it a figure stooping, hear,

close, go'ing away, some dress rusiling,

(p. 276)

The yeìlow

understands

it;

some

chain tinkling."

vejl is the veil of civilization

she thinks her husband rends

it.

as Mrs.

Ramsay

But Ramsay, env.isaged

ín the channel, represents civilization too. This comp'lexity
is one of the things James comes to understand on the way to the lighthouse. The stooping figure in his vision is certainly his mother,and
it is in the paradise of his youth that the wheel went over the foot.
Thus the images of cruelty which James associates with his father recur
at this point: "o
something arid and sharp descended even there,
as a stake

like a blade, a scimjtar, smiting through the leaves and flowers even
of that happy world and making it fall." (p. 276) That last word,

"falì", 'is sure'ly crucial .

Since James has been 'living

that his mother's world was parad'isical

with the

idea

is fal len,
when he finally achieves a reconciliation with his father he is also
accepting his p]ace in the world of experience. So far, he has tried
whereas

his father's

to repress the father side of his nature by c'lingìng to the tie with
his mother, but,at the conclusion of the novel, one of the many
reconciliations of opposites is that which takes pìace within James
himself.
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James's

very early

latent identification with his father is indicated

in the novel

and confirmed

sees how James resembles

stark and

at the end. Mrs. Ramsay first

his father: ,'.

he appeared the image of

severity with hÍs high forehead and his fierce
bìue eyes, impeccably candid and pure, frowning sìightìy at the s-ight

of

uncompromising

frailty.

." (p. l0) The fierce brue eyes epitom.ize the
father side of James's nature. (simi1arly, þJilliam Bankes's clear
human

clarity of his good sense.) 0n the other hand,
l4rs. Ramsay's near-sighted eyes, which denote her jntuitive nature,
tend to turn grey. In the past, James has always seen the I ighthouse
bìue eyes indicate the

from the mainland as "a silvery, misty-looking tower with a yelìow

eye.

." (p. 276)

This

is

surely his mother's angle of vision.

But he does share his father's fierceness and intensity so that when
he finaìly sees the lighthouse as a clear, sharp image, he is not onìy

it

as his father does, for a change, but accepting that part
of his own nature which tiil now he has tried to deny" Thus he
seeing

reaches a new unity which'is a synthesis
elements

in his

of the mother and father

own nature.

Part of the reason James accepts his father

is the praise

for steering the boat, but more important is his vision of his
father as an old but defiant man, hjs stoical face ouilìned against
the "waste of waters running away into the open.
",, (p. 30.l) it
is also such images of Ramsay that reconcile the reader to this passionate,
he gets

stoical man. we remember him throwing his pìate out the window.
embrassing his children by storming about reciting poetry out loud,
narrowing

his little blue eyes upon the horizon, gazing at a spot
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about a foot above the flowers, and sitting bareheaded

in the boat

reading his book.

about

But what we remeniber most

is

Ramsay

to land at

the I ighthouse:

jn the bow of the boat, very
stra'ight and tal I , for al I the worl d, James tirought,
as 'if he were say.ing, "There is no God," and Cam
thought, as if lr9 were ìeaping into spáce, and they
both rose to follow him as he sprang, lightìy like
a young man, holding his parceìs, on to ihe iock. (p.
He rose and stood

Our

final

impression

is of

309)

a man of immense vitality and intellectual

courage who commands respect even where he cannot vrin sympathy. At

the end, the

man stands

discussion has,

I

before us, intensely

there.

As the foregoing

hope, shown, Virginia Woolf prepared most carefuììy

for this moment of illumination when the "wheel of sensation,'turns,
transfixing with radiance for a moment, Ramsay stepping ashore.
whereas her husband's appeal
Ramsay

is to the moral sense, Mrs"

strikes the eye immedjately with her beauty.

this beauty?

is nothing

Rumours

of a former lover persist.

What

lies

behind

However, maybe there

"but an incomparabre beauty which she lived behind, and could

(p. 46) sitting'in the wicker armchair in
room she wears to Liìy's eyes the august shape of a dome"

do nothing to disturb."

the drawing

Lily thinks that
found

it

her unchanging beauty could be offensive to

some who

later Lily recalls that ,,Mrs" Ramsay
might be annoyed because somebody was late or a plate was chipped but
all the time one would be thinking of Greek temples. .,, (p. zgj)
þlhile talkjng to her on the phone, l,Jilliam Bankes sees her as "Greek,
straight, bìue-eyed." (p. 47)
monotonous. Many years
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whereas her husband wresiles

with the aiphabet of thought,

is that of jntuition. We are told she knew
without ever having Iearnt: "Her simpl.icíty fathomed what clever
people falsified." (p. 46) Her mind alights "exactly as a bird". No
Mrs. Ramsay's intelìigence

femÍnist, she takes the whole of the male sex under her protection "for
their chivalry and valour, for the fact they negotiated treaties, ruled

India, controlled finance. . ." (p. l3) perfect'ly happy with the
po'litics of current sexual relationshÍps, she wants Lì1y and William

to marry and convinces herseìf they wil'l (but they don't) on the
meagre evidence that they take a walk together.6 Marriage is an
obsession

with

her.

she wants paul Rawdley and Minta Doy'le

to marry.

do, and settle into a pattern of accepted adultery. In this
area Mrs. Ramsay's intuitÍon cannot be trusted because her desires
They

obscure real i ty"
To Mrs. Ramsay, the value

civility it

of

domestic

engenders. She cannot bear

life lies in the

incivi'lity to her guests,

especialìy the poor students who admire her husband.

with her

husband

I,lhen

a

scene

is averted, she feels that ruin has been veiled;

domesticity has triumphed. Ramsay's

that

abiìity to rend so wantonly

the "thin veils of civilization" appaìs her. But one must ask whether
this desire of hers to avoid ugliness cannot be just as destructive

of

honest human relationships as her husband's bullying.

6^.
-Claire.Sprague

notes that the generaì feeling of the relationship between l'lilliam Bankes and Lily Brisðoe is remarkaUly like that
between virginia l,loolf and Lytton sirachey. (sprague, p. l3).
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The

veil of civilization is

tered'in James'consciousness
by a thin yellow

veil.

Mrs.

an image we have already encoun-

where the world
Ramsay

is

of

innocence was covered

the epitome of that aspect of

ci vi I i zation whi ch soothes away any form

nasti ness .

of

l,Jhen

she says

goodnight to her children she wraps her shawl (obviously s'imilar to

veil)

a

skull which James insìsts on keepìng in the room but
which frightens cam. During the "Time passes', section of the novel
around the

the shawl unwÍnds, thus revealing the skullo while the entire house,

civilizer, settles down into chaos.
If Ramsay's most obvious faurt is that he demands sympathy,
his wife's main shortcoming is that her view of people is coloured by
her own needs. For instance, Li'ly Briscoe is annoyed at the way Mrs.
uninhabited by woman the

Ramsay

pities

l^lil

liam Bankes. she senses that part of Mrs.

is the result of pitying

weariness

pityíng gives Mrs.
that Mrs.

Ramsay

peop'le, but

of

is wrong because it is one of
of hers to people that arises out of some
Bankes

intuitive reactions
need of her own. l4rs. Ramsay pjties

in this

women

way she seems

also.

Onìy 'long

she can stand up

that Mrs.
and she

further, that this

the strength to live again. Lily thinks

Ramsay's judgement

those

and

Ramsay,s

power over

they lacked something

them. yet she dominates

after Mrs. Ramsay's death does Lily feeì
charm.

He wants

neither a rug or a

Carmichael

newspaper,

annoyed.

However, the Ramsays become for

criticisms

if

to her. It is only the self-sufficient poet

Ramsay cannot

is

to gain

as

men

she might make

of

them

Liìy,

no matter what

individually, the

symboìs

of marriage:
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"so that
throwing

is marriage, Li'ly thought, a man and a woman looking at a girì
a baìi." (p. ll0) This scene becomes for her a moment of

íllumination where the symbolic
such moments,

this

one

meaning momentarily

emerges. Ljke all

is gratuitous:

And suddenly the meaning which, for no reason at al'1, as
perhaps they are stepping out of the Tube or ringing a
doorbell, descends on people, mak-ing them symbolícaí,
making them representative, came upõn them, and made
them Ín the dusk standìng, looking', the symbols of
marriage, husband and wife. (pp.-ll0_ll)The Ramsays'

relationship is one of two solitudes in

the loneliness of the partners alone is

certain.

l,lhile

which

Ramsay stands

like a forlorn seabird, his wife retreats into the,'wedge-shaped core
of darkness". Yet, under such conditions, love still exists. Mrs.
realizes fulìy the inadequacy of human relationships and that
even the most perfect is flawed, that even loving her husband as she
Ramsay

their relationship cou'ld not bear the examination which her
instinct for truth instructs her to turn upon it. But although imperfect,

does,

this relationship

its power. Mrs. Ramsay is able to handle her
husband's emotional demands. she is',a rain of energv, a column of
has

him: "and into this delicjous fecundity, this
fountain and spray of life, the fatal steri'lity of the male plunged
spray," which sustains

itself.

." (p" 58)
The imagery and

rhetoric with which Virginia l^loolf describes

tells us as much about the author as the
characters. Her father is the model for Ramsay and she records in her
d'iary that if he had lived she could have had no career as a writer.T
the Ramsays' relationship

7

'A Wtiter's ùLany, p.

135.

t06

It

seems ì

that

ikely that there 'is a strong

Ramsay

has "the

persona'ì reason

for the judgment

fatal steriIìty of the male". (rrris is not the

in her writing that Virginia Woolf seems to djsplay a general
dislike of men. I am not thinking of Thz,ee Guineas, which ís a quite
iustified attack, but such things as the intrusion of the author into
only place

the narrative of Jaeobts
man.

)

Irlrs.

Ramsay

is

Room

to

announce

that a woman is nicen than

any

able to console him to give him the sympathy

bareness fertile. " she repeats charles
Tansley's pra'ise to him but knows thjs is not enough: "l1e must be assured
that he too lived in the heart of life; was needed, . "', (p.59)
The full difficulty of her task'is apparent only when we see Lily thrust
he needs, making "h'is

into the same position.
Although she loves her husband, even reverences him, Mrs.

hís presence can dominate her very thoughts mak" feel h'is mind like a raised hand shadowing her mind
o ",'

Ramsay draws back because

her
(p. l84)

ing

This feel'ing undoubtedly contributes to her reticence about
telling him she loves him. perhaps, too, she feels words cheapen her

feeìings. Anyway, she is able to communicate her love wjthout speakíng: "And she looked at him smiling. For she had triumphed again.
she had not said it; yet he knew." (p. 186) And this ís the last we
of Mrs" Ramsay. But what do ure make of her?
First, there is no doubt that she is the novel,s central
figure. Her similarities to the two protagonists of tlns DaLloaay,
see

clarissa and septimus, wouìd by ìtself indicate that she, more than any
other figure, represents the author's deepest concerns. l^lhereas Clarjssa
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life

in

attÍc room, Mrs" Ramsay sees the endless
boredom of "an infiniteìy long table of plates and knives.,' (p. 1zs)
sees

as a narrow bed

an

To some extent she shares Sept'imus Smith's anxiety and

finds

life

to pounce. " . .,, (p. gz) There can
be little doubt that characters who dispìay this tendency to anxiety,
in some cases to the point of psychotic disintegration, are the result
of Virginia Woolf's own mental states. One needs only to read her diary
"temible and hostile,

to

be convinced of

is

as much a portrait

and quick

this.

for instance, that Mrs. Ramsay
as of Virginia !,loolf's mother. 0n

One suspects,

of the author

is no such identification of writer and character
in the case of Mr. Ramsay,who is obviousìy disturbed by what he does not
the other hand, there

understand and exerts the psycho'logical power

the dark thoughts from his wife's

Left to herself, Mrs.

head.

Ramsay becomes

darkness, something invisible to others." (p.

of skepticism

of his presence to drive
"a wedge-shaped core of

95)

She

arrives at a state

even more disturbing than her husband,s, but does not

reach her conclusions through

reason. For instance, she thinks that

"it is all dark, it is alì spreading, it
deep. ." (p. 96) þJe see onìy the surface, the

we cannot know others because

is al'l

unfathomably

day world

of their personarities.

principal ideas

Giving expression to one

of

the

in Jaeobts Room and reiterated by Bernard in
I'he I'laues, Mrs. Ramsay says that the character sketches we compose of our
embodied

friends are haphazard, incomp'lete at best:

to the surface

that is

,'.

now and again we

by.', (p.

96)

rise

if
contempìation leads her to skepticismo it also shows her a way out. The
weoge-shaped core of darkness ranges over infinite'ly vast areas.
It
and

what you see us

However,

l0B
seems

to her that when she retreats'into the infjnìte

that possibil ities are

limìtless.

She

depths

of the self

feels she ìs pushìng aside

the

"thick leather curtain of a church in Rome." (p. 96) The retreat into
the self paradoxica'lìy destroys egocentricity because jmagination overcomes

the isolation of the

ing passage the descent

with the 'l'ighthouse is

condition. For instance, ìn the followinto the self reaches its cljmax when identìty
human

achieved:

Losing personality, one lost the fret, the hurry, the
stir; and there rose to her lips always some exó'iamation
of.triumph over life when things came together in peace"
thís rest, this eternity; and þausing thõre she looked
out to meet that stroke of the rightñouse, the rong
stroke, the last of the three, which was her stroke

(p.

Mrs.Ramsay's process

of

en'lightenment has three

e6 )

distinct stages:

the

of disintegration, the retreat into the self, and the overcoming
of the confinement of personality through 'imagÍnation. The first stage
sense

is therefore not necessarÍìy
septimus's case it did not.

an

evil if it

leads to the

Mrs. Ramsay's powers

third.

In

of ìmagination, on

the other hand, fortunate'ly restore the world:

It was odd, she thought, how if one was alone, one
learnt to animate things, trees,
fìowers;
felt they expressed oné; felt theystreams,
knew óne, jñ a
sense were one.
(p" 97)
0f all the identifications

Mrs.

Ramsay

feels, it is, of

course,

the one with the'l'ighthouse that

is most-important. A lìghthouse.is a
point of order rising from the faceless chaos of the sea. Li'ly, while
stríving to

compìete her

painting, rea'lizes that her rnemory of

Mrs.
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Ramsay

brings something permanent: "ln the midst of chaos there

shape;

this eternal passing

and

was

f'lowing was struck'into stability.,'
is identífied with the Ramsay house.

(p. 241) Also, the lighthouse
when Lily thinks of the eternal passìng

and

flowìng, she looks at the

flux in virginia woolf's novels, and one
often related to waves. A moment later Lily looks at the house, ,,with
its windows green and blue with reflected leaves." (p. 241) The house
looks like a'lighthouse, the symbol of order amidst the waves. This
leaves, a frequent irnage of

identification of the
dinner scene

in

house and lighthouse was

fjrst

"The Window" where the dining room,

ing the light of eight candies on the table,
Ramsay's beauty and

became

made

its

during the

windows

reflect-

a lighthouse.

force ane symbolized by the candles.

Mrs.

l.Jhen she

if "all her energies were being fused into
force, burnìng and illuminating. .', (p. 58) Ì,le are told that ,,inside
the room seemed to be order and dry ìand .,'while on the outside
soothes her husband she feels as

there was "a reflection in which thìngs wavered and vanished waterily."

(p"

147)

Those

in the room have "a common cause against the f]uid'ity

out there." (p.

147) Mrs. Ramsay feels that "something immune from
change" shines out. Out of such moments, "the thing is made that
endures." (p.I58)

it is through imaginatíon that Mrs. Ramsay finds
reality, it is not surprising that poetry is important to her:
Since

And the odds and ends of the day stuck to thìs magnet;
her mind felt swept, fe'lt clear. And then there is wás,
suddenly entire; she held it in her hands, beautiful
and reasonable, clear and complete, the essence sucked
out of l'ife and held rounded -- the sonnet. (p"l8l)

ll0
The image

of

the sphere

is

to indicate that reality

Imagery and L'i ly'

s

Pa

with Mrs.

i

nti

repeatedìy used in Virgìnia l^Joolf 's novels

has been achieved.

ng

Ramsay's sonnet, we

are brought back to the final

to reality, the way of art. It would seem appropriate then to look
now at Lily's painting and examine the ways in which it is significant
to the novel.
road

To

this point we have been discussing how the imagery in

the Lighthouse
and

is used to examjne themes and to present

the relationships that exist

among

that water ímagery ís important to the

that

Ramsay

is

the characters

them. þle have seen, for instance,
theme

of

chaos versus order,

characterized by images that stress his reason and

isolation while Mrs. Ramsay is characterized by images of
darkness and
Ramsay

To

intuition,

is depicted

and

that the relatjonship

through images

which acts as a coda

of

beauty,

between James and

knives and axes"

for the whole novel, brings aìl

Lily,s painting,

these th.ings

together.

in detail on the imagery associated with
the painting itself, I would like to say something in general about
virginia t,Joolf's ingenuity in introducjng the painting-into the
Before commenting

novel

.

In a very interestjng expìanation of the structure of To the
Lightlzouse, Sprague picks up Henry James's comment
The Ambassadors

in the preface

to

that there is the story of one's hero and also the story

lll
of one's story itself. Sprague points out that while James put the
stories of his stories into hìs prefaces, virg'inia woolf put the story
of creating To the Lighthouse in the nover itself. Lily performs the
functi on

of

conrad ' s Marl ow

or v'irgi ni a l,Jool f ' s own Bernard in

The

Waues:

is to include the creation of the story in the
itself, as an element so important that it tends

The goal

story

to supplant the more conventional notion of "story', as
the main focus of the work. The use of double cháracters,
one rooted in life (and death), the other in art, is also
a common feature she shares with many other novelists.
In this mode the "life" character ('like Mrs. Ramsay)
lives or represents the human reality of the story,'and
the narrator or observer (r-ily Briscoe) tries to óet at
the form and essence of the story through art. tñis
is most obvious when the life character dies and we
discover that the artist and his experience have been the
central concern all a'long, that his commitment to form
and meaning (rather than the other's commitment to
action) is-the reaì clue to whatever sìgnificance life

may have.

B

The novel has two main

sections.

The

first part, ,'The Window',,

is dominated by Mrs. Ramsay; the third part, "The Lighthouse" is
dominated by Lily. In "The Lighthouse" Liry'is grapp'lìng w.ith the memory
of Mrs. Ramsay just as virginia woolf was grappling w.ith the memory of

in "The |,lindow,,.9 Liìy's aesthetic probìem is to find a way
of relating the mass on the left to the mass on the right. In a similar
her mother

wây, virginia l,loolf had
l^J'indow")

to find a way of relating the time past (',The
with time present ("The Lighthouse"). Lily, in her moment of
8^

5prague,

o

p. /"

'Ibid., p.12"

..
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insight,

adds one stroke

in the middle and solves her probìem. Virginia

l'loolf's stroke in the middìe is the short "Time Passes" section. Thus
LiTy's painting is a very comp'rex metaphor for the novel Ítselt.l0 A
detailed anaìysis of the painting brings out the

full sub¡ety of the

metaphor

third part of the novel is called "The Lighthouse',,
more attention is given to Li'ly Briscoe's painting than to the lighthouse
Although the

itself" Besides being an image of beauty, the painting is the epitome
of all art and a symbol of the reality for which Lily searches. The
painting embodies Li]y's aesthetic beliefs and

battle

she camies on

is produced out of the

with reality in the act of painting.

things' Lily's aesthetic beliefs,
further discussion.

and her

Those two

battle with reality, require

in the novel about the nature of
painting as an experience for the artist which seem to come directly
from the novelist" Lily's feelings of fear and excitement when setting
There are various statements

out are exactly those Virginia l.loolf records at various points in her
diary" Lily feels ìike a swimmer about to pìunge into the waves when
she

is

starts a painting. Aìl

chaos

will

break over her head. when she

in the water there seems to

order. yet, paradoxically" art also gives her a detached point of view. The waves,,shape
themselves from the clifftop, but to the swimmer among them are divided
by steep gu'lfs, and foaming crests." (p. z3s) The job of the artist
submerged

loMclar"in,

p.

zo1.

be no

...:,'...

::

::

:::._,

il3

is to plunge into the midst of life

and create there the order

that is

eye. Art is to be created out of the perfect
tension between immediacy and detachment and this tension will be
revealed in the art itself. Lily thinks her painting should be
beautiful and bright on the surface,
achieved by the detached

,

feathery_and evanescent, one colour meìting into
another like the colours on a butterflies,"wingi:
but beneath the fabric must be cramped iógether

with bolts of iron. It was to be a'thiné"yo,
could ruffl.e with your breath; and a thiñg you
could not dislodge with a team of horses."("p: 2S5)
Her

painting,

if

she

is

successfur,

wiil

be on the one hand

ail

motion

f'lux, and on the other, set and unchanging. suitably, Lily begins
with a series of brown strokes, the colour associated with Ramsay. (His
and

shoes âre brown, as

is the boat he takes to the lighthouse).

The brown

lines are the basic structure, the rational basis (Ramsay is the epitome
of the rational approach to existence) over which the imagination ìays

its

colou.ing. I I
The balance

artist

of opposites must be achieved within

the

before she can transmit her vision to the canvass. when Liìy

llM.Lur.in

goes further than Daiches in anaìyzing the colour
symbolism in the novel. He sees white ai ã ivmbol of science
and yeìlow as the avoidance of logicai mãañiñé. 0n the other and reason
he
finds Daiches identification of rðd and ¡rown"às the colours ofhand,
individuality and egotism, and blue and g...n ui ir''ä ðolours ór-iró."sonaìity
lgî
:j9i9._,1.d,, he sugsesrs, sõmerimes srands for tñe p;6iið worrd.
[He mlgnt also have noted that red stands for passion when associated
with Paul Rayì ey) Bì ue may 'indicare ;il¿.:- Tñ; colours, nã-óótnts
oy!'maY.be used to shape-the.space of ifre novel rather than to
mean some-

thing. (Mclaurin, pp. jg¡-gq)

'

ll4
feels she has bogged down she recognizes the

find the proper balance

cause

js her fa-ilure to

between the inner and the outer

worlds.

She

has not achjeved

"that razor edge of balance between the opposite forces
of Mr. Ramsay and the picture." 9p. 'zul) Aìthough at one time Ramsay
might have been something

of an insp'iration (the brown lines), he is
now a distraction. He represents the outer world demanding Lily's
sympathìes, telling her she must not practice her art. yet Liìy is
unwilling to p]unge so far into imagination that the real world is

forgotten. At other times, virginia !.Joolf stresses the
similarity of art and life. Lily asks if there ìs "no learning by
heart the ways of the world. " (p. 268) Everyth.ing seems to be a ,,1eaping from the pinnacle of a tower into the air.,' (p. 268) The same
image is used when she thinks about entering the world of art where she
feels like ". . a soul reft of body, hesitating on some wjndy pinnacle
complete'ly

to all blasts of doubt." (p. 237)
Perhaps what the reader is meant to take from all this is that the worlds
of reality and imaginatíon are reconciliable because there is an essential
and exposed without protection

similarity

between

the worlds of

The close

the fact that the

relationship

life

adventure

life

and

between

--

art.

life

and

art is also

Ramsay's reaching

seen in

the lighthouse,

art adventure -- Li'ly's vision -- occur simultaneously. Further,
when Lily wants to know the meaning of ljfe she expresses herself in
and the

terms one would thjnk more suitable

to art.

She

feels for just a moment

that if she and Mr. carmichael demanded an explanation of life that
"beauty would

roll itself rp; the space fill;

those empty flourjshes

ll5
into shape; if they shouted loud enough Mrs. Ramsay would
return." (p. 268) L'iìy seems to be tarkíng about life as Íf it were

would form

an

artíst's canvass. And then, when she does finally have her vision,

Mrs.

return and Lìly ìs able to add the final stroke to the
painting, thus fjl I ing up the .unuu.r.
Ramsay does

The

painter's difficulties do not

end w'ith her

trying to

achìeve a proper balance between the ínner and the outer wonlds

or with

establishing to her own satjsfact'ion the nature of the relationship
between

life

and

art.

There

is

arso the inadequacy

of the human being

to consider:

It was a miserable machine, an inefficient machine
[Lily-]_thought, !h. human apparatus for paintinç¡
or fee'lÍng; it always broke down at the ðritìcaì
moment. (p.ZB7)
painter's abilities are, however, no less adequate than the writer's,
and because words are inadequate everyone is affected daiìy, not on]y
The

in art, but in life:
words

fluttered

sideways and struck the object inches too
Then one became like most middle-age¿ peopie,
dangerous, furtive, wjth wrinkles between the'eyäs ánd a
look of perpetual apprehension. For how could óne express
in words these emotions of the body? (p. 256)

low.

Given these problems and

aim

for,

limitations of art, what

does

Li]y

think she can accomplish? As she dips her brush
into the paint she looks for the real'ity behìnd appearances just as the
what does she

ìmaginary mystic does when he dìps

beach.

One

his stick into the pooìs on the

wants, Líly thinks, "to be on a level with ordinary experi-

il6
ence' to feer simpry, that's a chair, that,s a
tabre, and yet at the
same time it's a miracre, it's an ecstasy." (p.
300) Her desire to
remain in touch with the con¡mon objects of
sense data whiìe reaching
for what lies beyond or beneath them expresses exacily
virginia woolf,s
own desire to unite the particular image
with the single reality in
which she beì ieved.
The process

of moving from specific object to the rearity

is

paralleled by a change in the artist. Through
art Liiy
escapes the limits of ordinary experience.
Her image-making tacutty
comes to life so that her mind throws
up from its depths scenes, names,
faces, ideas, and memories "rike a fountain spurting
over that graring,
hideously difficult white space while she modelled
it with greens and
blues-" (p- 238).I2 Th. image of the fountain,
beyond

which here symborizes

the

image making

facurty, rerates that facurty to other water

images of

the novel and in doing so suggests the rerationship
between the image
making faculty and the basic life force,
which is symbo.lized at various
points by water, for instance, where Mrs.
Ramsay is able to satisfy
her "arid" husband. In thÍs case, the image making
faculty becomes
the life force in the sense that it reclaims Mrs.
Ramsay
from death.

lzAtthorgh
McLaurin does
cite this passage as an example,
the use of white here fits rntõ-hisnot
symboric scheme to the extent that
white represents a worr¿ in wt¡ich ari"ilã i;.õ;nation
have not entered.
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If art can be a permanent

of the past recaptured,
it is a serìous endeavollr, and Lily js justiy annoyed v¡ith Ramsay for
forci ng her i nto pr ayi ng at i t. r,rhen she pì cks up her brush she feer
s
that she is in the presence of this ,,.
formidable anc.ient enemy of
hers -- this other thing, this truth, this reality.
.,,(p. 236)
Reality ìays

her,

recorcr

"stark at the back of
(p. 236) and commands her attention:
hands on

emerges

appearances,,

Other worshipfu'l objects were content with worship;
al'l let one kneel prostrate; but
this form,.were it on'ly the shape oi a white lamp_
shade loomilg on a wicker tabre, roused on to peipetua'r
combat, challenged one to a fight in which one was
bound to be worsted. (p. 236)
men, women, God,

Feeling as she does,

Liìy can onry regard Ramsay,s sympathy mongering
while she is trying to paint as an unjust.ifiable intrusion on her
privacy, indeed, upon her artistic spirit.

In considering the specific

purpose and nature

of Lily,s

painting we note that her work, although abstract, ìs not wholly
without reference to objects. r^Jhen r4r. Bankes asks her if Mrs. Ramsay and
James can be reduced

to a purple

shadowl3

replies that her paintÍng is not of
naive

realist in matters

*ithout irreverence, Lily

in his sense.

is a
of visual art. But it is clear that in both
them

Bankes

the originaì attempt and the finished painting done ten years later,
I

essence

is

3sp"ugr. notes
the aptness of reducjng Mrs. Ramsay, whose
a wedge-shaped core of darkness, to a trìanguìar
þurpìe

shape. (Sprague, p. 3l).

llB

that Lily's art is concerned with formal, not naive.ly representatjonal
probìems. Just as in her mind she strives to balance inner and outer,

jn her art she struggìes to resolve the masses, ,,to connect
this
mass on the right hand with that on the left.,'(pp. 82-83)
when she
so

tells herself to move the tree further to the middre.it is not the
tree as natural object but as an element in the design that she is concerned with. Art must bring the parts together just as Mrs. Ramsay
brought everythÍng together

at her dìnner party on that evening ten years
earlier. Lily pítches her easel in the very spot where it stood ten
years earlier: "There was the wall; the hedge; the tree.
The question
was of some relation between those masses." (p. zzi) It seems
that the
resolution she achieves on the canvass will be symbo'lic of the resolution
of the vanious elements in her life. For instance, the past is very
her mind. As she squeezes her tube of green paint she thinks
about the Rayleys whose marriage has turned out badly. she goes on
much on

"tunnelling her way into her p'icture, into the past.', (p. zsg) Although
colours may be suggested by the ,'model " in front of her, they are some_
times associated with peop're not

present.

repeatedìy associated with paul Rayley.

For instance, red is

Lily thinks of him sitting on

the red plush seats where he pìays chess with a tea merchant from

Surbiton.

The memory

of

Paul bursts "as suddenly as a star slides jn

the sky" (p. 261) and a reddísh light burns in her mind "covering pauì
Ray'ley, issuing from him.
The whole sea for mires around ran red
and

gold.

Some

winey smell mixed with

it

and intoxicated

her.

(p. 261) When she thinks of Paul in love a vision of fire rises in

o,,

her

ll9

mind.
form

of

Like clarissa Daì'loway,

Lily is

repuìsed by th-is particular

passion:

the roar and the crackle repeìled her with fear
disgust, as if while she saw iti spìendour and power and
she saw too how it fed on the treasure of the hôuse,
greedily, disgustingly, and she loathed it. (p.
Z6i)
And

An understanding

is

important

and

of the role memory pìays in Lily,s

in coming to grips with Mrs. Ramsay's

importance

painting

to Lily

to her art"

It is Mrs. Ramsay who insp'ires the stroke that compìetes the
painting. MitchelJ

Leaska,

in

djsagreement on

this point,

argues

in

his

book vínginia woolf's Lighthouse,

by Ramsay. He beg'ins
He puts forward

a

symbo'l

that the completìng stroke is inspired
by examining the role of the hedge in the novel.

the idea that this

hedge operates

of the barrier" that exists

notes there are nineteen references

his appendix amply illustrates,
ing.

between

not as an object but

the Ramsays. He first

to the hedges in the novel.

Leaska

(As

is very much taken up with count-

) After quoting no less than ten of them he goes on to say:
These repeated juxtapositions of the hedge and Mrs.
Ramsay-begin now to assume great signifiðance. For
Virginia Woolf is no longer talking about a hedge,
it is clear, but rather ãbout a bairier, and pr!.hi.

blockade, an emotional wall.14
He goes on

to say that Lily

wants

to

know what went

on in Mrs.

mind, her imagination, her desires, what the hedge meant to
I 4Mi

1970), p.

I19.

a.h.r

ì

Leaska, Vit

ginia

as

lÃoolf

,s Lighthouse

Ramsay's

her.

Then

(New York,
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he jumps

to the ìast

paragraph

of the novel

and

quotes:

,'There

it

was

--

picture. Yes, with ail its greens and blues, l'ts lines runnìng up
and across, its attempt at something."(p. 309) He concludes
that Lily
her

has finaì1y understood the
between

barrier

real Mrs. Ramsay and the barrier that exjsted
husband and wife, and further, that she now understands too
the

between Ramsay and

his

James. As a result, argues Leaska,
Liìy no longer wants Mrs. Ramsay but instead wants l,lr. Ramsay who has
become the positive force. Although he does not actually
say so, Leaska
son

in the air the implication that it is Ramsay who inspìres
the final stroke of the painting (aìthough that final stroke, accordÍng
to him, is a representation of the hedge). However, I think the text
leaves hanging

demands

a different interpretation.
when

commented

shape'

Lily first

attempted her painting, l,lilliam Bankes

that she had reduced Mrs. Ramsay reading to

James

to a purp.le

a fresh attempt ten years later she realÍzes that
Mrs. Ramsay's earlier presence must have altered the design a good deal.
(similarly, Mrs. Ramsay's presence altered Liìy a good dea.l . she
lJhen she makes

)

recalls Mrs.

Ramsay's

abiìity to give shape to a scene by her mere

presence. For instance, the recalled scene with Charles Tansley on
the
beach seems

Li'ly'
Mrs'

to

depend on

her.

Lasting i'llumination never comes, thìnks

and the best one can hope

for is a match "struck in the dark,,.

light, such insight because she seemed to
say,"'Life stand stilI here. :" (p. z4o) It seems that Lily needs
l4rs. Ramsay's presence now so that life will again be struck still,
enabling the artist to complete her work. Mrs. Ramsay's absence becomes
oppressive to Li1y. The drawing-room steps, where before Mrs. Ramsay
Ramsay

could bring such
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and James had

cast a purple shadow, now

seem

"extraordinarjìy

empty".

It is at thìs point that the steps, the frill of the chair insjde, the
puppy, the wave and whisper

of the garden,

seem

to

become,'curves and

flourishing around a centre of compìete emptiness." (p. ?66)
fairly clear by now that the emptiness is Mrs. Ramsay's absence.

arabesques

It is

Twenty-fìve pages later we are reminded that the drawing-room step is

still

empty, and a few pages

further on,

when someone goes

drawing-room and by chance throws an odd-shaped

the steps,

Lily is

A wave

shadow over

very much affected. The shadow alters the

composition and the

ing.

trianguìar

into the

effect is ìnteresting. L'i1y goes on with her paint-

of white sweeps over the window pane:

Mrs. Ramsay! Mrs. Ramsay,,, Li]y ca'll s out, for there
she sits in !',ef perfect goodness, flicking her needles
to and fro, knitting her reddish-broln stocking, and
casting her shadow on the step. (p. 300)
"

The paragraph describing

It

this vision

ends

with the words,,'There she sat',"

difficult to accept Leaska's theory about
Liìy's state of mind at the end of the novel. It js true that immedíately
becomes now

after this vision

comes

rather

to her she wants l4r. Ramsay, but not because

he

is now the positive force but rather because she has "something she must
share". l^le know Ramsay's journey is in honour of dead persons, in
particular, in search of h'is r¡¡ife. But while Ramsay is on his way to the
lighthouse, Lily has found tlrs. Ramsay right here at the house and v¡ants
to share the experience. Also, there seems to be no justification for
saying that Ramsay becomes the posìtive force. He might weìì be a
positive force but he does not replace Mrs. Ramsay. In Lily's vision
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Mrs.

sjts there ,,in perfect

Ramsay

goodness,,. Also, the concludìng

words, "There she sat" are so reminiscent

of the endìng of l,h"s. DaLLouay

that they make jt clear that Vjrginia lnloolf sees Mrs.

Ramsay

as one of

those peopìe vrith the power of bejng intensely present. There

is

in virginia

a

l.Joolf's writings

to

suggest she would abandon such

nothing

character for another. Further, we can see

the ending

in Li1y,s vision an answer to
of Jacob's Room. When Bonamy stands at the window caìling

out Jacob's

Mrs. Flanders hopeless'ly holds a pair of Jacob's

name and

in her hands asking "what she should do with them?,,there is a
deep sense of loss. The shoes, the wicker chair, the flowers in
the
shoes

vase' the room

itself

of the room' is

now

have

lost their

meaning because Jacob,

the centre

gone. simirarry, with Mrs. Ramsay absent,

things are arabesques around an empty centre. However, when Liìy
recaptures Mrs. Ramsay the centre returns, the scene is once more
complete, and the painting can be

finished.

No ìonger are we forever

cut off from the dead.
There

is,

Ramsay

and

All this

shov¡s

that there Ís no movement away from Mrs.

however,

a

rerationship established between Liìy

new

as she begins to understand him, just as there

his father

is

Ramsay.

and

between James

that his father's perception of
the l'ighthouse is as valid as his mother's. In fact, the inspiration
for the final stroke of the painting might be said to come from both
the Ramsays.

when James understands

We

have seen

earlier in the novel that they have both been

identified with the 'l ighthouse.
draws together the quaì'ities

sea

to find out'if

of

The lighthouse therefore symboìicaì1y

these two peop'le.

Ramsay has reached

Liìy looks out to

the lighthouse but she cannot see

i23

for the mist-

jt.

Lily and Carmichael both feel Ramsay must have made
Then we read: "with sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for
But

a second, she drew a line there in the centre.

It was done; it was
finished." (p. 310) Her vision comes to her as if the mists have parted.
The

final stroke seems to be the artistic

equivalent of the lighthouse.

particular obiect that inspires the stroke is not, as Leaska
the hedge, but, as Mclaurin so sens'ib'ry points out, the tr...l5
The

inspired by the presence of Mrs.

Ramsay

argues,
0nce,

at the dinner table, Lìiy

of relating the mass on the left to the
mass on the right: move the tree to the centre. Ten years later she
recalls the solution (p. 262) and a short time later, .inspired by the
suddenly came upon the solution

return of Mrs.

Ramsay, she completes

her painting. she

is

inspired both

for Ramsay and her remembrance of Mrs. Ramsay.
The last stroke fills in the centre of the painting and gives the
whole thing mean'ing, just as Mrs. Ramsay's presence could give meaning
to an entire room. The centre is no longer an empty space, and reaìity
-- in one case the reality of art, in the other the reality of life -by her new sympathy

rounds itsel

f.

lSl'1clau"in,

p. l86. Also, perhaps the lighthouse, a vert.ical
object like the tree, has somethiñg'to db wtiÀ ürð last siròte.
isãã
Nancy Topping_Bazin, vinginia wooL-f and the Andt,ogynous visíon (ñãñBrunswick, 1 973), p. 46 ).

' ...

:_.:

.)
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CHAPTER FIVT

SIX

The lÌaues

CHARACTERS

is

IN

SEARCH OF

A

HERO

the culmination of more than a decade of ínward

for Virginia Woolf. The novel consists almost whoìly of the
interior monologues of six characters, a1l friends from childhood to
middle age. A seventh never gets to "speak" and dies half-way through.
voyaging

'is arranged in nine chronoìogica'l sections
or unnumbered
chapters,l all of whích are introduced by lyrical 'interchapters which
The book

progressively describe a sea coast scene from sunrise to sunset.
These
ìnterchapters depict a worrd unaffected by humankind, and when, at the
end of the ninth chapter, Bernard fína'l1y falls silent, there is a

tenth interchapter consisting of the single
the shore.,,(p. 383)2

line:

,The aaues bz,oke on

lRantavaara
summarizes the sections of the novel as follows:
schoot , (z) _pub]ic school; (3i *ìuãrrity for the men,

(l) earlv
into proressions, (s) É.r;íuuï;i-¿ãui"n, tol-örimã'or rire,
fÍì
(/) ::rl]ins
no ìonger young, (g) friends meeting to recolleót'an¿'unuiyr.
the past, (9) Bernard's summing up. (Rãntauuã.u, p. l0i. - "
2Collins points
out that the characters represent
abstracts of humankind: Rhoda of alienated ident.ity, iouís ofvarious
ðonflict
aga'inst the world, Neville of absolute clarity, ¡iñnv äï,.n.rál life"
Susan of natural life, Bernard of interrelatiónships, an¿ pãrðival
of
the idealized concept of mankind outside tÀe rðlr. He also comments
the musical technique of the interchapt.rr *f'u". mot'ifs are developed,on
diminished, and interwoven, and analyzes now inese interchapiã., ur.
related to the chapters. For instanðe, images of birth and first
scjousness in the first interchapter aie ap[ropriate to the openingconchapter which is concerned with earìy chilähooã. ¡ag.-ñoùä.t-ãl colljns,
vit'gini.a (2oL{ts BLack
lr7ous of senÁabion: ,The [iaues,' Ilfracombe,
Engìand, 1962), pp. ll-15).
Freedman provides an interesti ng cornnent on the symbol.ic importance of the sun in the first interchaÉter;

.
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Introduction to Convqntions

fírst in terms of patterns
structures, and second, in terms of characterization, I wouìd like
Before ana'lyzjng the imagery,

and

to

say something about the novel's conventions.

During the period
The trlaues,

kind

of

of gestation between To the Li.ghthouse

virginia l,'loolf records in her diary,'a

parad.igm"

for',a

and
new

p'lay":
Woman

thinks.

He does.

0rgan pìays.
She

writes.

They say.
She sings
Ni ght speaks.
They miss.

Although she cannot

form,

it will

at the time see the clear outline of

be "away from facts; free; yet concentrated; prose yet

poetry; a novel and a
everything

pray."3

The paradigm

recalls her desire to

in, to record the atoms as they falì

time after the date

later

her new art

upon the

get

mind. For

some

of this diary entry she works on znlando, but nine

writes, "yes, but The Moths [her original tiile for
?he llauesf. That was to be an abstract mystical eyeless book: p-lay_
a
months

she

A

poem'J- Two weeks later she adds:

(Footnote 2 continued)
The first sect'ion of the novel demonstrates [an] ana'logy
between the act'ion of the sun and the process of awareness.
concerns itself wjth creation, both in a cosmoìog.ical uñã-in
an epistemologicar sense. The risìng sun differãntiatãs-an¿

jt jlluríinates.
3A
vní.tnr,s Diang, p. .l03. 4tb¿d.., p.

ultimately creates the forms

([-reedman,

p.

263 ).
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that the moment is a combination of thought;
sensation; the voice of the sea. l,Jaste, deaãneés,
come from the inclusion of things that don't belong
to the moment; this appa]l.ing nãrrative business
of the realist; getting from lunch to dinner: jt
is false, unreal, mereìy conventional. Why admit
anything to I iterature which is not poetry? 5
Say

0bvious'ly, the paradigm

of the playpoem

represents someth'ing other than

a realistic scenario, and the novel which develops out of it cannot be
read as a series of realistic dialogues. The characters do not talk to
each other' or to be more accurate, when they actually speak they do
not

is recorded (there are a few exceptions to this rule
which we will come to later); rather, what is set down on the page
say exactly what

captures the essence

of their communication.

The

fact that the

"he

sajd's" and "she said's" cannot be taken at face value becomes apparent
when we note that the children in the nursery speak with a sophistication

their years. Also, when the characters are alone, their
thoughts are still introduced with the same formalistic "he said,,or
beyond

said".

effect of this device is to put public and private
utterance on the same footing, to remove, in fact, âh.y distinction.
The "he said's" and "she said's" arenot used with their customary
"she

The

rhetorical force. For instance,

.

hanging above

when Bernard

me. It quivers

and hangs

says,

"'I

see

a ring

in a loop of light.,,,

(p. lB0) the words "Bernard said" stand for somethìng like: at that
moment in time and in that p]ace Bernard existed in a certain mode
of
srbid." p. r36.

rr.:: -.:.-r
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being largely conditioned by the factors which
The passages

wiil

now be recorded.

of "dialogue" which consti tute ?he Wanses represent

something

more than spoken words, even more than

the conscious thoughts of the
characters. Not onìy consciousness but subconsciousness as well as
physiological states might be included.6

Let us now take an example of the "dialogue" of rhe Iiaues
see how ft works. The following passage Ís typical. Susan,
her
jealousy aroused because she has seen Jinny
kiss Louis,

talking to

is

and

apparenily

Bernard:

uAnd

I am squat, Bernard, I am short. I have eyes that
look close to the ground and see insects in the
grass.
The yeìlow warmth r'n my side turned to stone when I
saw
Jinny kiss Louis.', (p.- lga)
The

first

two sentences couìd,

if

read by themselves, be taken as

a

rather formalized representatíon of Susan's speech, but there is no
way
the third sentence can be so read because no child would actually formuìate

6collins comments
that the words ,,Jimmy said,, or ,,Bernard
¡said" do not refer to either diarogue or *onõiägú. but are urãd,,simpry
to indicate awareness and shifring"i.o, onã ió-ãnorhe¡.; (cðiiinr,
Humphrey points out thãt ihe"e is Ào ãudÍtor assumed
P: 9):
that
the
character is not speaking to the r.uã.r-ui] to, examp'rê, and
the
of.a stage monologue is. ,,Iñ short, the monológue is represented speaker
as
beins compìerety ðandid, as if rheré;;;.;;-;;;d;r.;
p.
zs).
fHürãÃ.äv',
Freedman calls the.soriioquies ot tñe ñou.ì-,'pðàtic
constructions
of
the subjects to which they refer rn ùr¡iãr.,-år r "lpeecr,, internar as
wer r
as external is repìaced by'silent, monologu..;'irräå¿*;;;'
2E1).;:'
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the image of the yellow warmth turning to stone. In fact, Susan does
not say this at alt" She does, however, have an experience which
Virginia Woolf has rendered imagisticalìy. It might be that susan
has
said nothing to Bernard, in which case she has conveyed aì.| this to

him

by running past him into the trees, throwing herself on the ground
in
anger' and screwing up her handkerchief into a tight ball.

Virginia t¡loolf uses in The waues tends to remove
idiosyncrasies of speech. Her characters are individualized not
by the
The method

way they speak

but by the way they relate to certain images.

Her

of that traditional signpost of character, idiosyncratic speech,
follows naturally from the formalistic "he said,', and further
erases
omission

the boundary between diarogue and interior monorogue. The resurt is
that the reader is forced to forget about the habits of speech and enter

directly into the habits of mind and sensibilÍty of the various characters.
At this point he can't fail to notice that the modes of existence of the
characters are created largely through the novel's imagery.
The

with his

six characters

who speak seem

to be basicarìy arone,

own thoughts and experiences, aìthough, as we

shall see,

each

they

are rea'lly six facets of one character. Their isolated existence is
punctuated by periods

of fellowship and communication, the most notice_
abl'e of which are the two dinner parties held at Hampton court,
the

first to say good-bye to percival,
in

honour

I'le

are given

and the second arranged by Bernard

of Percival's memory" But even here, what we get is frequent'ly
the essence of the communication rather than the exact words spoken.
has

at

some

some and must

infer the rest. For instance,

time told Jinny about why he

we know Louis

is attracted to his attic

room
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when she

"says", "'My imaginatìon

is

the body's.

Its visions are not

fine spun and white with purity like Louis's. I do not ìike your ìean
cats and your bìistered chimney-pots. "' (p. 3zg) simjlarìy, when
picks up Bernard's image of Percival "riding aìong on a flea-bitten
mare,"' (p. 270) we know Percival has been their subject of conversation.
Rhoda

Again, vlhen Bernard "says" Louis's heroes "'wore brown bowler hats

and

talked about selling pianos for tennerS,,', (p. 352) we know Louis has
confided to Bernard his feelings about the scene in the restaurant
where he was eating alone and

English

life.

felt

excluded from the

0n the other hand, Rhoda confides

common

stream of

in

no one and thus
when Bernard thinks about her suicide and says, ,,'perhaps one pillar,

sunlit, stood in her desert by a pooì where w.ild beasts come down
stealthily to drirk,"'(p. 351) the tentative "perhaps,,alerts us to
the fact that Bernard has divined the very'image of Rhoda,s own mind
because he

is

imaginative and sympathetic.

The passages which come closest

to conventional dialogue

are those where the two "conspirators',, Loujs and Rhoda, taìk to each
other. The difference from the rest of the novel is indicated by

parentheses.

It is interesting that Virginia Woolf makes thought and

feeling the reaì centre of existence whereas speech is only parenthetical.

similariìy, in ?o the Lig'hthouse the deaths of Mrs. Ramsay, prue and
Andrew were recorded in parentheses. However, even in these parenthet.ical
utterances we do not encounter ord'inary

poetic heightening of

realism.

There

is

an obvious

speech:

(" Look, Rhoda", said Louis, "they have become nocturnal,
rapt. Their eyes I ike moths' wìngs moving so quick'ly
that they do not seem to move at al I .',

.l30

"Horns and trumpets", said Rhoda, "ring out.
unfold; the stag blares in the thicket. There is a Leaves
dancjng and drumming, like the dancing and the drumming

of

naked men w'ith assega.is.

Again, there'is more recorded here than was said in words at the
time.

po'ints out that in Mrs. DaLLoaay and To the Lighthouse,
Virginia Woolf perfected a method whereby characters were linked through
Freedman

shared experiences

or scenes,

in ?he trlaues the links depend upon
imagery perceived by the poet and reader.T In the rest of this chapter
I intend to analyze these images in two ways. First I shall examine five
groups

(5)

of

waves

images

--

whereas

-- (r) night and day, (2) doors, (3) rings, (4) spheres,

so as

to

the ìmages move from consciousness to
consciousness thus creating the feeling that the six characters are
one.
show how

effect of this pattern'ing of the images is to strengthen the sense
of unity and structure in the novel. second, I shall analyze how each
The

of the characters is

deveìoped as an

individual by examining his or

her particular relationship to varìous images. Taken together,
these
two approaches

will illustrate how Vjrginia l,loolf embodjed in thìs

of the particular and of the moment, while at the same
time expressing her belief that behind all appearances reality is one
novel her love

thi

ng

.

TFreedman,

p.

267.

t3r
The idea

that

rve

live in two worlds synboiìzed by darkness

light is a theme that virginia woolf wrote about frequent'ly, and
which, of course, forms the central idea for her second novel, Night
and

and.

Daa. rn The waues, images associated with day or l'ight suggest
variousìy fact, society, the outer urorld, clock or hjstorical time, and
the air (as contrasted with the subterranean worìd). Images of night

or darkness frequently suggest imagjnatjon, the inner 1ife, mental time,
and the submerged or underground world. In general, then, these two
images suggest what E.f'l. Forster

refers to as the seen and the

unseen

worlds, the worlds of the [^lilcoxes on the one hand, and of the Schlegels
on the other. However, as we shall see, virginia hloolf sometimes
reverses the genera] s'ignìficance

of these

positive associations and dark negative
when

images so

that light

has

ones.

Louis, hidjng from the other children in the

bushes

says:

"I am a boy in grey flannels with a belt fastened
by a brass snake up here. Down there my eyes are
the lidless eyes of a stone figure in a desert by
the Nile"" (p. l82)
perhaps the snake on

his belt is

meant

to

suggest associations

paradise myth. Thus the snake would stand

evil

knowledge

of

the

good and

kiss)" þJhen the first Eden is lost,
this time one of the imag'ination, is substituted. It is

and loss

another,

of

for

with

innocence (Jinny's

frequently symbolized by the oasis of the Nile, an ìmage found throughout the noveì.
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socially defined world of grey flannels is his factual
world of the day; the underground u¡orld where his eyes are lidless
(the image of a leather curtain denotes lack of insight in virgìnia
The

l,loolf's novels),

is that of hís imagination,

the night worìd. Similar

imagery recurs with the same symbolic suggestiveness when Bernard
says:

"Let us now crawl
under the canopy of the currant
leaves, and te1ì stories. Let us inhabit the underworld. Let us take possession of our secret territory
. ." (p. l89)
Louis's world of imagination is shattered
pìace and bursts

when

Jinny discovers h-is hiding

jn to kiss him on the neck. In this context it is fitting

that she should be the one to destroy his night world of.imagination
because she

is

the character most associated wíth the day. Her eye

the sun to Louis:

is slid

"'NovJ something

through the

chÍnk. It's

pink passes the eyehoìe.

beam

strjkes me.,,,(p"lg3)

becomes

Now an eyebeam

Rhoda, on

the other hand, is the character who is most a creature of the night.
Louis, speaking of the upper day world says. ¡,,up here Bernard, Neville,

Jinny, and Susan (but not Rhoda) skim the flowerbeds with their nets.,,,
(p'182) It is significant he does not include Rhoda, who later becomes
hjs mistress- Elsewhere,
she says,

"'I

Rhoda

identifies herself with the night when

desired always to stretch the night and

ful ler with dreams.
Louis

fill it fuller

and

',' (p. 3lB)

is aware that he lives this

divided existence of

day

night, but he doesn't understand that others live in this state too.
For instance, his conrments about Bernard at the raiìway station

and

illustrate the discrepancy

between Bernard's outward appearance and
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his inner reality. Bernard, who is going to school for the first tìme,
invents phrases to interpose between himself and the staring faces. He
looks at Louis and Nev'iile and thinks how composed they look. Ironic-

ally,

is think'ing to himself, "'Here is Bernard.
He is
composed; he is easy. He swings h'is bag as he walks. I will follow
Bernard, because he is not afraid.", (p. 195)
All the characters are aware of the dualities of existence,
Louis

although each may express

thjs in a slighily different form. Jinny,
the least introspective of all, says simp]y. "'I burn, I shiver
out of this sun, into this shadow. "' (p. 1Bz) The change from one
state of being to another
Jinny's physical

mode

is

recorded símpìy on the

level of sensation.

of existence is stressed when she says:

"Bu! my imaqination is the bodies [sic]. I can imagine
nothing beyond the circle cast by mV ¡ö¿V. UV UóàV goes before me, ìike a lantern dówn-a ¿ai"t lañe,
bringing one thing after another out of the darkness

lnlg w ring of .'light. I dazzle you;
believe that this
is al1.,' (p. 264)

I

mãke you

Louis, on the other hand, copes with the divided condition of his exjs_
tence di fferent'ly:
"But when the darkness comes I put off this unenviable
body and inhabit space. I am then virgil's compan.ion,
and Plato's
But I am arso one úho wiil force
himself to desert these windy and moon'lit territories,
these midnight wanderings, and confront graìned oak
doors. t will achi.uu ín my ìife
. ior. gigantic
amaìgamation between the twó ¿ir.".pånðiãi so"rrioeously

apparent to me." (pp. Zl0-lI

)

if not'in temperament,one of those
whose goaì is to connect.

Louis resembles very much in aim,
E.M. Forster characters
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Bernard

is simirarry conscious of the discrepancy

between

the unseen and the seen worlds, between the inner reajity
and the

publicly
events"

observable behaviour

He

thinks about

how

that creates the clock time of

difficurt it is to touch rearÍty,

despite

this, the impulse of life

vigils.

But then he concludes:

"That

is, I

recorded

and

how,

runs through us in our night ìong

wake my
wife, and had breakfast, pui on mynot
hat,
and went
out to..earn !.y 'living. Aftär Monda!, rúesãäv
comes. " (p. 362)

It is

impossible

shaved and washed;

to resist

did

brilliant Virginia l,loolf,s
iuxtaposition of inner and outer reality is in this instance. However,
exclaiming how

to the point under discussion, we note that Bernard identifies
night with inner rearity and so by imprication the worrd of Monday
or
more

is the day world. His identification of objective time and the
public world with day is obvious in an earlier passage
where he
Tuesday

comments

that our orderly progress through

Beneath the

lie

there

life is a convenient ìie.

is always,

".
even when we a*ive punctuaì]y at the appointed
time with our white waistcoàts and pótite-tormåirilei,
a.rushing stream of broken dreams, nu"r..y rhymes --'
,
streetcries,halffinishedsenteñceiãña"'igI,t'
that rise and sink even as we nanà-ã-rãäy aown to

dinner.

" (pp. 353-54)

is flexibre but historicar time is inexorabre. However, we
notice that a record of the publicìy observable events misses
the reaì
flow of life, cannot catch the sea deep rea'lity of the secret
and dark
seìf" As for this inner world, ,,,There is nothing one can fish up in
Inner time

..'
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a spoon; noth'ing one can call an event. yet

this stream."'(p.354)

ít is alive too and deep,

Bernard recounts how he might be walking

down

the Strand when he suddenly finds the phrase he has been searching for,
as if something swims up into consciousness to enclose for all time
some

notion that has been haunting

him.

Here the

night and the

day

worlds are no longer antagonistic. Virginia Woolf records a s.imilar

reconcjliation of two worlds in the essay,'How should gne Read a Book?,,
where she notes how the world outside the'library window becomes
better

for

us as we glance up from the pages

In

of our book.

some passages, images

suggest, on the one hand,

of dark and light respectiveìy
civilization, reason, and order, and, on the

other, chaos. For instance, Loujs says, ','we are extinct, lost .in the
abysses of time, in the darkness,"'(p. 332) and Bernard complains
that
the random flicker of ìight we calr brain and feering is powerìess.
Meanwhile, our lives stream away "'down the unlighted avenues, past
the strip of time, unidentifjed.,', (p. 334) 0n the other hand, Louis
finds positive value in historical time when he comp'lains that,,,the
ìighted strip of history is past.,', (p. 332) and Bernard reinforces

this

development

in the suggestive power of the f.ight

imagery when

that "'Our Engìish past [is] one inch of light.",(p.
Much earlier in the novel, light is assocÍated positively
with
comments

world

of

imagination when Bernard says:

"Let us

tell

now crawl under

the canopy of the currant leaveso

. Let us take possession of our
secret territory, which is lit by pendant currants like
candelabra.
" (p. lS9)
and

stories.

333)

the

he
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clearest and most persistent positive use of tight
imagery comes, of course, in the itaìicized prol0gues to each chapter.
The

In these we follow the progress of the day from darkness into light,
and back into darkness again. The structure of the noveì therefore
recalls Mrs. DalLoaay. However, by separating the progress of the
from the interior monologues or "speeches" of the novel, virginia
t'loolf has done
required to

vrith the necessity of the flashbacks that would be
the story of the characters' lives had everything been

away

tell

restricted to a single day, as it is in
chapters

light

day

becomes

Mz,s. DaLLouay.

In the inter_

the agent of creation. The ninth interchapter,

for instance, suggests the return of
light:

chaos

with the withdrawal of

The Light had faded fnom the too\house uaLL ard. the
adder.'s skì,n,hwry fz,om the rniL enptA. ALL eolo¿æs
in the room vnd ouerfLoun thei, banr<"s. rltn pon..trn
brush stz,oke uas suolLen and Lopsid.ed; eupboàr,d.s and.
cvtaiz,s meLted their bv,oa¡n masse'" into one huge obseuz,ity

hiLls. (p. 340)
Lightrthen, suggests variousìy creation, the existence of meaning, or,
on the other hand, the rigid and deceiving world of publicly observable events, the mere surface

of rea'lity.

Darkness may suggest

either

inner reality and imagination, or chaos and universal dissolution.
a result of the way these images are related to the concept of

historical time, pubìic time is
embodiment

of meaning. Although it

may

a convenient lie and the

frustrate us,

it

may a'lso

is seen when Rhoda fears being,',blown for ever
the loop of time.,,' (p. lg9)

keep us sane, as

outside

seen as both

As
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The door image

functions in a símirar way ín
represent either the outer or objective worrd (when
it
inner illumjnation (when

that-it may
is c.rosed) or

it is opening).

Louis, rooking back upon his chirdhood, recails that whire
he dreamed of the Nire and was "'reructant to wake,,,,
he
forced himself to bring hjs

fist

down on

the grained oak door of the

study. This door seems to represent for him the passage
into the world of orderly business and accomplishment" In
símilar
headmaster's

fashion a door sometimes represents

the world around

her.

when she

is

for

Rhoda

the obiective reality of

alone she often

falls down into

nothingness and must bang her hand "'against some
hard
hersel f

,

"'back to the body' ,',

(p.

door,,,to call

204).

Usual'ly, however, doors are swinging doors, turning doors,
opening doors, or about-to-be-opened doors, and in
these attitudes
they stand in a generaì way for experience. The first
frightening
experience associated with a door is recorded when
Neville says he
heard about the dead man ",through the swÍng

door,,,"

but

it is Rhoda who most fears what comes in through
the door'": "The door opens; the tiger leaps
here the door
as one might expect,

opens and people come; they come towards

to

mask

'their cruel

ty.

.

me. Throwing faint

smiles

" (p. 247) Later she says that the swing

door goes on opening, bringing

in strangens,

people who,,,brush disagreeably

with their fami'liarity, their indifference, and the sense
of the world going
on without us."'(p.2s9) Louis regards the opening
door with something of

l38
Rhoda's

fear. In the eating-house

where he has

his meal amidst

the

English clerks whose hats and accents make him painfuììy aware of his
colonia'l beginnings, he sees the door perpetual'ly open-ing and closing
and comments,

"'I

am conscious

own

of flux, of disorder; of annihiration

despair."'(p. 239) At the first dinner party he says, ,,,D0 not
move' do not let the swing-door cut to pieces the thing that we have
and

made

that gìobes

itself.

.

"' (p" 216)

this dinner party the svring-door becomes a focal point
for the reader who, like the characters in the novel, awaits expectanily
Percival's arrival. Much of this expectancy is presented through Neville's
During

consciousness. Tension

is

gradually increased as J.inny or Bernard

arrive, but not the one desired.
In Jinny's case toq the door represents anticipation"
Watching the door swing open and

time

it

opens her whole

life will

shut, she tells herself that the next
be changed. But

it is only a servant

bringing the gìasses. Then the one she wants comes. ,,,The door opens.
0h come, I say to this one, rippìing gold from head to heels.,,,(p. 247)

In fact, Jinny provides the clearest contrast to Rhoda here:
time the door opens I cry ,More!',' (p" 264). 0r she says:
"Emerged from the tentative ways, the obscurities
dazzle-of youth, we look.straight in front of us,
ready for what may come (tfre ¿õor opens, the door
keeps on opening).'r (p. 273)

Yet Jinny
"l^Ji

is not bìindìy optimistic.

thout

ìII

As Bernard says

usions, hard and cl ear

crystaì,

and

of

her,

she rode
at the day with her breast bared.
But the door
"
sti I I opens. Who i s comi ng i n? she asks, and rises to
meet him.
." (p. 368)
as

,,,Every
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As she puts
and

it herself, "'The door goes on opening.

fills with knowledge

and anguish, many kinds

indifference, and despajr.

The room

of ambition,

fills

much

", (p. Z97)

if it is Jinny who provides the most obvious contrast to
Rhoda in relat'ion to the doo.image, it is Bernard who
has, as in all
things, the last word. The importance of the perfect moment at
Percival's dinner party is that'it proves that life is not so mean
that
we cannot controJ and create. It is Bernard who expresses
this idea as
But

the diners are leaving:
!üe

too' as we put on our hats and push open the door,

stride not into chaos, but into a world that our ownforce can subjugate and make part of the iilumined and
everlastíng road. (pp. Zt6-217)
Finalìy, at the

of the novel, at the conclusion of his dinner in an
unnamed restaurant with an unnamed companion, he says, ,,,But
now let the
door open, the g'rass door that is forever turning on its hinges.',, (p.
37g)
and he goes on

end

to express his

in face of the eternal

shock

complete confidence

of the waves of

in his

own fearlessness

experience.

If

the door images can be divided into two categories -- those
that suggest the outer world of hard reality and those that suggest the

flux of

experience

-- it

can be

further

symbo'lizes the connectÍon between

seen

that in both cases the

door

the self and the non-self.

Like the door ímages, the

many

ring

images (and related.images

such as'loops) function

dramaticalìyi that.is to say, their sígnificance
emerges out of the s'ituation and part'icular character involved,
although
in some cases the image takes on a symbolic meaning that reaches beyond
both the sjtuation and the character.

l^le have

then what we might calì
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restricted and expanded uses of these ìmages, aìthough these two categories cannot aìways be strictìy separated. In the restricted usage
there
'is usual]y a hint of a ìarger symboìic meaning;
it is a matter of
stress.
Dealing

first with the restricted, dramatic use of this

we could take as an example Rhoda,s

outside the ìoop
on the sounds

of

of

fear of being "'blown for ever

"' (p. l89)

time.

image,

Another example is Loui s's

comment

London:

"The roar of London
is around us. Motor-cars,
vans, omnibuses pass and repass continuously. Al l
are merged in one turning wheel of single sound. All
separate sounds
al I churned i nto one sound, stee'l

blue, circular." (p.
The reader

269)

will recall that it

amaìgamation

was Louis who desired

to forge some gigantic

out of the two worlds of imagination and

action. It is not

surprising then that he characterizes the vrorld of poetry with the same
ímages he uses for the world of action. For instance, we
find him saying
in the eating-house, "'I will read in the book that is propped against
the bottle of t'Jorcester sauce-

It

contains some forged rings, some perfect

statements, a few words, but poetry.','

of

his life, "'in effort to
n . "' (p. 264)

spending

susan uses

of

the ring

Bernard's engagement

chain

again expresses her sense

reed.

"'Life

'" (p. 309)

make

a steel ring of clear poetry

negative'ly. she reacts to the

with: "'A circle

is imposed. l,Je shall

she says,

jmage

(p. 240) and elsewhere he speaks

has been cast on the waters;

never flow freely again.,,'

of the conscrìbing power of

stands round me

news

(p. 274)

circumstance

like a gìass round the imprisoned

she
when

a
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Bernard uses the

ring

ìmage

in

an ambiguous

way.

Near the

end

of the novel he describes the gradual accretjon of personality in terms
of this image. rrrNevertheless, life js p'leasant, life ís tolerable.
Tuesday

follows Mondayt then

the identity

comes

Wednesday. The m.ind grols rings;

robust; pain is absorbed in growth,,,,(p. 355) or
says, "'Tuesday follows Monday.
Each spreads the same ripple.
becomes

The being grows

rings,'like a tree."'(p. 373) This is

he

ambiguous because

the pleasant Monday, Tuesday existence Bernard describes

is also the dull
one into a way of life.

of machine-like regularity which locks
When Bernard hears of Percival's death he first escapes from the routine
by going into a gaììery, but when he returns to the common street the
world

over. In other words, becoming a tree is beautìful but
dangerous; it is too comfortable.
It is interesting aìso to note that whire Bernard, r.ike Louis,
"machine" takes

associates rings with literany

this

art, the difference in the way he does

differs from the colder, less comfortable Louis.
He says at one point, "'When I cannot see words curling f.ike rings of
suggests how he

smoke round me

I

am

in darkness -- I

am

nothing.',' (p" 267)

He also

stories? Toys I twist, bubbles I blow, one ring
passing through another. "' (p. z7s) In the first instance, Bernard's
asks, "'But what are

rings of

smoke

contrast sharply with Louis's rings of blue steel,

denoting Bernard's easy-going nature and less precise

mind. In the

the image of rings passing through one another characterizes Bernard's narrative art which contrasts to Louis's hard, selfsecond instance,

contained, non-narrative

ri

ng.

poems

which he forms always as a singìe
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turn to the expan.ded use of the rin9, sphere, and
related images, we note that they are often used to suggest
something
l,lhen we

transcending individuality, and that the symbolic
meaning which emerges
is related to the idea of the creation of the perfect moment.
One

of the most frequent'ry

used sphere innges

is the drop.

Jinny, for instance, says that the torments and divisions
that wrack
others are sorved for her night after night by the
touch of a finger

that her

body becomes so

ftuid it

so

forms into ,,,one

fu|r drop, which fiils
itself, which quivers, which flashes, which falls in ecstasy.,,, (p.
3Zg)
l'lhen Rhoda comments about

the

moment

created at percival,s dinner she

says' "'The world that had been shrivelled rounds itself,',, (p.
z7o)
and when she feels the perfect moment is gone
she says, ,,,The circje is
destroyed. tle are thrown asunder.,,'(p. 274) Louis,s
comment upon

the

same experience

is:

" For one moment onìy
before the chair breaks,
before disorder retuins, see ur, flr.ã, see us
disPlayed, see us held in á vice.ii'
" But now the circle breaks. ,' (p. 274)

the party breaks up, he preads, "'Do not move, do not
ret the
swing door cut to pieces the thing that we have
made that globes itself
Then as

here.

"' (p. 276) Finaily, there is Bernard. His conrrnent about the

drop that forms upon the roof

of his sour wi|r

remind the reader of

Jinny's use of the water drop image, whereas his statement:
"Dro_p by drop
silence falls. It forms on the
roof of the mind and fails into pooì. -u.ñåäilr.
ever alone' arone, aìone -- hear'tirénãã'iårr andFor
sweep its rings to the farthest edge.;;-ip:'332i -
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whjle agaìn reminding the reader of Jinny, also draws attention to an
'introspective nature quite different from hers.
At other times Bernard
says, "'Ideas break a thousand times for once they globe themseìves,',,

(p. 285) or "'The illusion is
moment, has roundness,

upon me

weight, depth,

that

something adheres

for

a

is completed."'(p.341) Both these

statements could have been made by any one

of the six characters, as could,
"'Let us again pretend that life js a solid substance, shaped like a gìobe,
which we turn about in our fingers,',, (p. 350) although, coming from
Bernard, who jncreasingly becomes, as the novel proceeds, the author's
spokesman, the words possibìy

if they came from,
for instance, Susan. And, of course, the final word is again Bernard,s.
Combining

carry more weight than

l'ight and ring imagery, he says:

"Suddenly a river snatches a brue 1ight. The earth absorbs
colour like a spongg, s'lowly drínk.ing water. It puts on
weight; rounds itself; hangs pendantj setiles and'swings
beneath our feet." (p. 37b)

This passage, which

comes

only eight pages before the end of the

nove1,

carries us right back to the beginning as we recall the very young
Bei'nard looking up (whereas

in adult life the world

our feet") at a brass knob which

hangs pendant "at

is created for him by light. ,,,I

see

a

ring,' said Bernard, 'hanging above me. It quivers and hangs in a ìoop
of light."'(p. lB0) Thus, for the reader, the novel circles back upon
itself, rounds and globes itself. Also, the passage recalìs the proto the various chapters, especíaììy the prologue to the last
chapter quoted above. Thus Bernard's utterance jmplies a further, urìogues

written proìogue, a new beginning as the sun rises

once more.
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To conclude

this discussjon of

image

patterns

let

us turn to

the obvious subject of wave and related water images. As Rantavaara
comments, the waves serve not onìy as content but determine
the rhythm

of the novel:

It 'is the ebb and fìow, the rhythmical motion of the
surge that reflects itself ìn the main stylistic
devices, repetitioni accumulation, and anthithesis.
The sentences grow and move like waves: fi gure i s
heaped on figure, there are edd.ies and undercurrents,
rollers and swelìing surges. B
The various descriptjons
passages serve mainly
becomes symboìic
made

of

to describe

of the waves in the introductory
the passìng of the day, which.in turn

of the cyc'le of life,

although further use

is

sometímes

these prefaces by tieing them in with the main body

of the novel.
of hoz,ses hooues

For instance, "'They lthe uauesl feLL z,)¿th the coneussion
on the tunf,"' (p. 250) recalls Louis's first utterances ,,,J
hear some_
thing stamping.
A great beast's foot is chained. It stamps, and
stamps, and stamps.

"' (p. lg0)

frequently expresses her depression in terms of sinking
beneath the waves. In one place she says, ",l^lith intermittent
shocks,
Rhoda

sudden as

from the

the spring of a tiger,

life

emerges heaving

its

dark crest

sea."' (p. z1g) At another particularly painful

wakened from

introspection by the voice of a shop girl and

"And then she speaks; her voÍce wakes me. i shoot to
the bottom among the weeds and see envy, jealousy,
hatred and spite scutile rike crabs ouär iñÀ iàn¿ as
she speaks. " (p. 286)
B
-Rantavaara

, P. 27 .

moment she
comments:

is
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Louis's fear of

of the third

life is most frequentìy

in terms

characterized

like a chained beast stamp'ing. The-image
here suggests Louis's inordinate fear of the non-rational part of
existence.
suggests

wave which sounds

The inrage which characterizes

that his art

is

his poetry, a rìng of steel,
tighily controlled, even to the po.int of having

passion and animal qual i ties purged from i t.

perfect

moment

l,lhen he senses

that the

at Percival's dinner party is over he says, ',,Brt

now the

circle breaks- Now the current flows. Passions lay [sic] in wait down
there in the dark reeds. ."'(p. 274) 0n the other hand, he feers
positive associations with the wave

image when he says he would

to feel close over him, "'the protective
(p. 214)

Waves

like

of the ordinary.

Bernard's descent into watery depths stands

in contrast

.,,,

to

to ",go under',' to visit ,,,the profound
depths, "' to exercise occasjonaì'ly his prerogative ','to explore.,,, (p.
zs4)
Here the submerged world represents the world of imagination,
and there
are none of Rhoda's scutiling crabs or Louis's fear of the passions.
However, Bernard is not bìind'ry optimistic: "'My rittle boat
bobs unRhoda's experience. He desires

steadily

upon

the chopped and tossing waves. There

against the shock of meeting."'

(p. 3zz)

is

no panacea

when the watery world

is dis-

tress'ing to Bernard he tends to feel simply boredom and dullness rather
than Rhoda's intense pain. Twice he speaks of being swept aìong in a

current of things (pp. 326,3s5) and school
breaks

"'with its fin that

leaden waste

is a place where nothing

of waters.',' (p.

Like the other images, the water
'idiosyncratic suggestive power and

.image

346)

has both restricted,

more general symbo'lic ìmpì ications.
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For instance, the themes

of loss of the sense of self, on the one hand,
and of achievement of unity on the other. Sometimes the
image simply
stands for experience itserf, as does the door image.

I

have already mentioned

that Rhoda fears sink'ing into

chaos.

"'r sail on alone under white criffs. 0h, but I
sink, I fall! "' (p. 193) Also, there is the puddìe that she cannot cross
because jts reaìity seems to destroy her own sense of serf
identity:
For instance, she says,

"'I

came

to the puddìe. I could not cross it.

are nothíng,

ín

I said, and fell."'(p.

Identity failed me. l.le
21g) Arriving at the trajn station

Neviììe, ín the uproar under the glass roof that sounds like
"'the surge of a sea"' (p. zz4) feels his sense of self almost perish.
London,

And, as has been mentioned above, Bernard's sense

of the tedíous

greyness

of existence and Louis's fear of chaos and subsequent loss of the self
in an ordered universe are expressed in terms of wave and water images.
The very opposite

feelings, those of a

sense

of

transcendental

unity, are also expressed in water imagery. Just before she feels herself sinking, Rhoda says: "'Out of me now my mind can pour. I can
think of an Armada sailing on the high waves.
contacts

of collisions."' (p. .l93)

Percival onto the
f

urthest

I imi

Thames she

cries,

I

am

relieved of the

when she throws

her violets for

",consume me, carry me

t.' ,' (p. 3l B)

to

the

are, most simply and most íncr usÍvery, a symbo'l
experience. Bernard's recollection of the baths that Mrs.
The waves

for all

constable gave the chirdren establish the identity

of water and

experíence. He says at one point: ,'0ld Mrs. Constable
sponge and urater poured over

r:hanging,

thjs feel ing

us.

qurment

tJe became

of flesh.,, (p. 26l)

lifted

clothed

her

in this

hard
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It

seems then

accretion of

that

we are what

moments taken out

we

perceive.

The

of the flux of

self

becomes the

reaìity.

Again Bernard

says:

"Then Mrs. constabre raised-the sponge above her head, squeezed
and out shot, right, left, ali àó"n ii,. spine,-arrowi of
sensation. And so, as ìong as we draw breath
*" à..
pierced with amows of senðation." (p. 34rj

it,

The process

of life is a continuous

possibilities are that
arrows

of

we

baptism

either build

life

sensation or capitulate before

who triumph

are never sure they

will

in the flux.

The two

and meaning out

their onslaught.

remain beyond the

of

these

Even those

terror of

chaos.

teffor is too strong a word to use with regard to Bernard, but
even he' iust a few pages before his final affirmation, feels
despair
because of the duJrness of his existence: "The shock
of the fa.rìing
Perhaps

wave which has sounded

ail

my

rife,

which woke me so

gold'loop on the cupboard, no ìonger
Then

the exhilaration of

life

makes

that I

saw the

quiver what I hold.,,

(p.

3lg)

returns:

"0nce more, I who had thoug!! myseìf immune, who had said,
'Now I am rid of all that,ifind-that Üle-wave has tumbled
me over, head over heels, scattering my possessions,
leaving me to collect, to assemble,"to"häãp together,
summon my forces, rise and confront the enemy.; (p.
áSO)

is death -- that state of existence where neither sun or
shadow fall" where one is beyond the probe of the double
hook of
sensation -- the state of torpor where no thing casts a shadow.
And
The enemy

so, bearing the lance of percival, the archetypal British hero, Bernard
rides out against death: "'Against you I wir fring myseìf,
unvanquished
and unyielding, 0 Death.,', (p. 383)
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Imaqe and Character

There are seven character

s in

The

waues. Six of

them

to the reader whire the seventh, percivar, remains a shadowy,
mythical figure seen only through his six reflectors, the
other
characters" These other six characters are arranged in certain configurations. In this, The Þraues harkens back to Mz,s.DaLLouay,although
this time the patterns are more compìex.
"speak"

First, the characters are divided into three pairs:

Rhoda and

Louis" Susan and Bernard, Jinny and Neville.9 These pairings
at
compare and contrast the characters. Rhoda
and Louis are the two
conspirators who become jovers. Rhoda

is

and corrnits suicide,while Louis

life

order and inner

fears.

lives a

Susan and Bernard

eventually overcome by

once

chaos

divided between outward

are the onìy two who marry.

is

closest to nature; the simp.lest of the six, she hates and
loves.
Bernard, while tike susan close to the norm of human existence,
is a man

Susan

of great sympathies, and, aìthough he is aware of chaos and boredom,
he a'lso has a sense of the unity of reality and the strength
to resist
the forces that destroy

us.

That leaves Jinny and Neville. Nevilleloves

the achievements of civilization but not its pomposÍty, and he
out Jinny's vivacity. Like Jirry, he has a series of lovers.

is with-

/

94, Collins
notes, these.are the paírings established
the walk in the garden after the dinn.. pã.iv in õr.'uprer Eiõh¿: during
1ð.1ìínr,
p' 33). The reader might-qlso consult scheñiatic arrañgu*.ñït-provided
bv Richter. (Riclte¡, pp. 247-z4B). r; bðïñ ;ñ. ¿iaqràñ-oi iñ. Mentar
Realm and that of the
fhysical Reálm, horiròniäì lines drawn-iror Bernard,
Neville, and Louis would
connect up witn Susan, ¿inny-, and Rhoda
respecti vely.
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There are

further

in rvhich the six characters group
themselves. For instance, the fact that there are an even number
of
ways

male and female "speaker's" dratvs

attention to Virginja l^loolf,s theory,

taken from Colerídge, that the best creat.ive minds are androgynous.
Also, there are three who are basicarly outsíders, Rhoda, Louis, and

Neville,

and three who are

alienated but he
other hand, is

not, Susan, Bernard,

and

Jinny. Neville is

is in,

as his pocketfuì of cards shows. Louis, on the
excluded, not alienated. He is out and wants into the

fraternity of bowler hats that speak without Australian accents. A
further contrast between Louis and Neville can be seen.in the fact
that
order

is a mask Louis

something

works very hard

to create, for l,leville it is

that he secretes from the depths of his nature. There is also

a contrast between susan's respectabirity and Jinny's impuìsive gaiety.
Also, whereas Susan clutches, Jinny gives. However, the pairings

first

mentioned remain the most

important. Arso, the order in

set

how

them down

illustrates

which

I

have

the characters are arranged on a

that reaches from chaos (Rho¿a) to order (Neville). The most
significant batile takes place on the middle field of Bernard.
with these things in mind, ìet us now examine these six
characters in pairs, starting at one extreme with Rhoda and Lou-is
and
continuum

in a kind of diarecticar fashion through Jìnny and Nevi¡e, to
the middle, to Susan, and finalìy, to Bernard, the storyteìler,
lvho embodies
at the end of the novel the synthesis made out of all the others.
working
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Rhoda

to the straín of an identity crisis which
manifests itself in her relationships to the outer non-human world, to
time, and to others. As a child she hides behind Susan so she w.ill have
no face in the mirror:
Rhoda succumbs

':

Jinny have faces; they are here.
the real world.
They know what

Susan and

Their world

to say if

is

spoken to.
While I have io look
and do what other peopìe do, when they have
done jt." (pp. 203-04)

first

This inability to berieve in her own rearity pursues her into
adurt
Ii

fe: At both di nner parti es she says she
has no

face.

Also, there is her chirdhood encounter with the puddìe:

':

in the middle, cadaverous, awful, 1ay the grey
puddle in the courtyard, when, hordìng an"enverõpe'in
my hand, I carried a message. I came to the puddle.
I could not cross it. t¿eñtity faijé¿ *u. I was
blown like feather. I was wafied ¿own iùnners.,,
(p.zje)

is based on virginia woorf's own past. She records
in her diary that rife is the strangest thing because it has in it the
essence of reality: "I used to feel this as a
child -- couldn't step
across a puddle once, I rernember, for thinking, how strange
-- what am
9a
I? etc."
Like the young Virginia Woolf, Rhoda, confronted
Rhoda's experience

with the reality of the non-self, cannot answer,'What am I?,,
there is no self to act. Her reaction to this condition is

Suddenly

to cling

to the outside worrd as if her actuar touching of objects
will make her part of what is rear. In this vray she tries to stop
the drift into annihiration' "'!I raid my hands agaìnst
a brick wail.
desperately

-----------a;-^A

l,Jriter's Diary, p.

100.

t

5l

I

returned into my body over the 9Fêy, cadaverous space of
that puddle.,,,
(p. 219)10 þJ. see Rhoda repeat this action ersewhere. Lying in
bed
she says,
fJow

i

"'f wjll

cannot sink.

assure myself, touching the
'

" (p. l 93)

However, she

rajl, of something

s'r i

hard.

ps i nto her dangerous

world and must rouse herself aga'in by contact rvjth hard reality:
"'0h, to awake from dreaming! Look, there is the chest of drawers. Let

dream

pulì myseìf out of these waters.,,' (p. 193) Images of hardness
are
associated with a sense of self_identity; images of softness
with the
disintegration of self:
me

"Month by month things are losing their hardness; even
my body now lets the 'tighr throúgh; *v ,p;Àä-iì sort
like wax near the flame of tne cãnále. T ¿"uu*. I
dream.

" (p. Z0S)

In another pìace she feels everything dissolving around her in a tremendous shower'but once more she pu]ls herself out of the
chaos of her dream
world through concentrating on solid objects:
"Yet that tree has brisiling branches; that is the hard
line of_a cottage roof.
putting my fooi to the

ground I ste-p gingerìy and press my hãnd"against
the
hard door of a Spánish inn.i, (p" :igi
As the

self disintegrates,the outer world fades and the process of

in. It seems that Rhoda can, however, at ìeast at
this point in her life, recreate a centre of consciousness, a seìf,
that is in contact with the hard objects of outer reaìity"
dissociation sets

Doors symbo'lize the divid'ing

worlds. In this

case the touch

betv¿een

the inner

ancl outer

of the door recalls her to real.ity,

---Tõ^*'"colìins points out that it

no body" becomes Louis's

point

is ironical that
lover. (Collíns, p.-äO).

as

Rhoda, who,'has
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it

does

in

an

earlier

passage where she

against some hard door to

call

says, ,,,I have to bang my head

myseìf back to the body. '"

u¡here, as pointed out above, the door

is

(p. 204)

El se-

the thing through which the

hostile outer world intrudes on her dream life,

of self-identity reveaìs itself in her relationship
to time as well as to the objects and people of the outer world. she
Rhoda's loss

does not expand

the interval and thus conquer time; instead, she slips
out of the sequence of histor"ical time and lives in dreams. When she

is still

a chÍld,the long hand of the clock marches ahead,,,in search of
water"'while she identifies with the hour hand which stumbles painfully

the "'hot stones in the desert."'(p.

lB9) surely this is not
conquering tìme but ìosing it. Historical time js the medium
of events;
it holds them together. But for Rhoda such relationshjps between events
among

work: "'0ne moment does not lead to another. The door opens and
the tiger leaps."'(p. z6s) For her there is no continuity to life:
do not

'i..

I

perceived from your coats and umbreilas even at
how you stand embedded in a iunstance made of
repeated moments run together; are committed, have an
attitude, with chíldren, authority,-raàe.,itp.
tame, loúe,ioðiðiV;

distance,

whereas

I

have

nothing. I

have nó

a

¡Jo

a child she felt the terror of a discontinuous existence: ,,,0h,
save me from being blown forever outside the ìoop of time.," (p.
lBg)
Even as

well as being afraid of time, Rhoda is afraid of peopìe,
particularly of the touch of sex. Freedman notes her dread of
being
As

pierced by the bird's

beak.ll

---------ll ' 'Freedmar,
-

p. Z4B.

This symboì

of

repugnant mare sexua]ity
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was used

in ro the Líghthouse in

connection with Ramsay. Richter suggesti

a mythical interpretation by ìinking
mythica'l allusion

in

Rhoda

with Leda, seeing a reinforcing

leitmotíf "the nrymph of the fountain always
wet"" which suggests Arethusa, a n¡rmph who fled the embraces
of the rivergod Alpheus by turning into a fountain.l2

ïf
buÌld

upon

Rhoda's

the reaì world

is

a torture, then one way out is to
the darkness of the dream world, to exchange day for night,
such

rea'lity for dream, ugìiness.for beauty, and the world of the
living for
that of the dead" l^le can trace this process in Rhoda if we follow
the

use

of the flower

image

in the novel.

"'All my ships are white,',' says Rhoda as she rocks white peta.ls
in a brown bowl. "'I do not want red petals of hollyhock or geranium.,,,
(p' 186) The exclusíon of red seems to indicate a desire
to exclude
the real world. One petal alone does not sink in the bowl,
but sails
into the world of dreams, ,,,. . into icy caverns where
the sea_bear

barks and stalactites swing green
where the parrots

of

chatter.

chains and reaches the islands
. "'(p. lg7)'13 Repeatedly, the images

Rhoda's dream worrd are

exotic rain forests, oases, and the underwater worìd. visions of single coìumns standing by pooìs
are aìways
tocated on the other side

of the worìd, that is, in the night world of

imagination. The underwater world is similarìy antipoda'l to
the ordinary
world

of land reality. Jinny

shows she understands

in which land Rhoda

p. 1ts.
l3^
'-see

lrlclaurin for a
of the parrot
of repetition, particuìê; ,y, p.discussion
17j.

-ter,

as a

symboì
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dwelIs when she says,

ferns

while

through which the
image

I

"I

dream

fish

. I ie

do not

of

p'lants

swim sìowly.

that fl

I

Ii

ke Rhoda, crumpl ed

among

ower under the sea , and rocks

do not dream.

"' (p. 203)

of water-flowers is reinforced just a few pages later

The

when Rhoda

says:

"r

wir r sit by the river's trembling edge and look at
the water lilies, broad and bright.
flowers; I wiil bind frowers in one garìand ano cìåsp'
them and present them __ 0h! to whoñ?', (p. àlã)- --il?

The reader

will

remember

that Clarissa Dalloway says the

her partyi she wonders to

whom she

will

present

same

thing

about

it.

is so isorated that there is no one except the dead
Percival to give her garìand to. So she buys a bunch of violets
wh.ich
she throws upon the waters of the Thames as her gift to him: ,,,This
is
my tribute to Percival: withered violets, blackened
violets.,,' (p. ZBI)
Rhoda

Although her flowers are not from the water, as she promised,
they
represent the world of the dead. perhaps the ímportance of purpìe
Rhoda

is illustrated

scene.

by the following passage taken from the

first

do

to
dinner

She says:

"The flames of the festivar rise h'igh.
The great
processìon passes,. fringing green bõughs and fro*.Éing
branches
They tñrow üiolets. "rñuv deck the
beloved with garrandi and with raurer rããíes. .
The
procession passes. And while ìt passes, loris,
we aràaware of downfalìing, we forebode àecay. The shadow
slants. l,le who are conspirators, wjthärawn together to
lean over some cord urn, note r¡ow trre prrpl. frame frows
dolnward." (pp. ZlZ-73)

jn celebratjon goes by (or so she visualjzes) Rhoda
the inverse of the flame of I ife. She doesn't throw her

While the procession
experiences
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garland while the hero

is arive, and when he is dead she chooses violets
rather than laurel because of their association with the downward
fl ame
of disintegration which provides a kind of "darkness vis'ible" in her
night world.l4
Aìthough her

life

ends

in suicide,

Rhoda

strives for affirmation:

"Yet there are moments when the walls of the mind grow
thin; when nothing is unabsorbed, and I coul d fanðy
that we might blow so vast a bubble that the sun might
set and rise in it and we might take the blue
of
midday and be cast off and escape from here and now.,,

(p.

The "here and now"

ing,

chopped-up

that

331 )

to escape from is the world of conflictpieces, in particular the world where the inner world
she wishes

(midnÍght) and the outer world (midday) are so opposed.
This theme of
reconciìing what one is with what one is expected to be is a
very old
theme with Vir^ginia Woolf. For Rhoda, these
two areas of her existence

usually create on]y tension and opposition because while her
inner
world is jmmune from change, the outer real world js threateníngi

dream

the

of the wind is like "a tiger panting,,. Thus Rhoda retreats
from life into the abstract precision of her vision of placing
the square
breath

on the oblong, or eìse, when the
wings

"'in

tiger leaps

dark pools on the other side

and the swallow dips her

of the wor]d,,,, (p. 262)

she

goes

4collins suggests
that the tossing of the violets is a pìea
for death. Rhoda has bioken off with
,,at the
Louis ínã is next
end of the earth" crimbing a hììì in spain. -grt death seen
granted,
ljfe still assault¡ hgr. "Now, however,-soon
;ònlvis-ñòt
ilr.rã-i,
;
ïñir'sheet,
between her'and the infinite áepths'.
ihe wave vrill come disolving her." (ColIins, p.Zl)

: 'r " ':i..:: lf
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wjth the swallow into the u¡orld of dreams, and jn the end drowns .in those
dark pools.

Loui s

is fearful: "'I hear something stamping, , said Louis"
'A great beast's foot is chained. It stamps, and stamps, and stamps.,,,
(p' lB0) The stamping is, as Mclaurin notes, an exampìe not of natural
rhythm, but fearful repetition.l5 childhood is not for him a time
of
Louis

loyed innocent pleasure. tven whjle dashing himsel f with ,,,the
bright waters of chiIdhood"' (p. zz1) he hears the stamp-ing beast.
unal

The

fear and horror intrude into his childhood joys presages the way
in which he is to be pulled by contrary forces in adult life, for
instance, forces related to order and chaos, the day world and the night
way

world'

He

is torn between the public self and the private self,

between

the character presented to the world and the multi-dimensional personality

of his internal existence. He is drawn, on the one hand, to the world
of steamships and, on the other, to that of poetry. He aims for and
achieves an
an

attic

office with a mahogany desk and turkish carpets,and yet

room where he

The son

keeps

looks out upon scnawny cats and chimney pots.

of a Brisbane

of his accent,
Louis wants to lose his individual'ism in the mass culture of Engìish
respectabÍ1ity and authority" For him, the headmaster Dr. crane ìays
I

SM.Laurin,

p.

I 30.

banker and self-conscious

.

¡:

all terror with the authority of his crucifix.
Susan, Louis imitates Bernard's

"'I

repeat,'I

at the little
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Just as

Rhoda copies

accent. But he remains an outsider:

am an average Engìishman;

I

am an average

clerk,,yet I

look

at the next table to be sure i do what they d0.,,'(p.
he wants to join the boasting boys at their pray,
to be

men

239) At schoor
like Percival who blunders off

through the grasses with the

lit¡e

boys

following subserviently behind him. yet he is afraid of
the boys too
because they leave butterfljes trembling with
their w.ings pulled off.
Their philistinism and brutarity seem to be symbolìzed
by

red ears that stand out under their caps.,,,

(p.

Z0l)

Lacking "'those simple attachments by which one
another,

their',,big

js

attached to

"' (p. 346)

Louis seeks communion through ceremony. He loves
the orderìy progress of the boys going into the schoor
chapeì, two by
two: rrrJ like the dimness that falls as we enter the sacred buiìding
l^le put off our distinctions as we
enter.',, (pp. jgl_gg) ceremony

is to him what solid objects are to Rhoda; it keeps back chaos. ,,,Bless_
ings be on all traditions on aJì safeguards and circumspections!,,'(p.
214)
whereas

for

the door symborized the intrusion of the
public world into her private existence, for
Louis the door symboìizes
Rhoda

his entrance into Engìish public
knock on the headmaster's oak

life. At school he forces himself to

door. Later he goes in at the oak door

to enter the business worrd. There he finds order and takes pride
in
establishing the trade rines vrhich he thinks of as binding
the worrd
together.
0n the other hand, he finds the pubr'ic r,¡orrd restrict.ing,

thus his feelings are ambivarent. He is attracted
to both inner

and

and

l58

0uter worlds, as various images indicate. For jnstance, his jnner and
social selves are represented respectìve1y by the images of roots and
I

eaves and h'is grey
"M¡r_

rq9!s go

all fibre.

su

down

i

t

ancl bel

t

buckl e :

to the depths of the worl d, I

am

are green leaves,
unseeìng. I am a boy in grey ilannels with a belt
fastened by a brass snake up here.',(p. 1BZ)

sociaì]y, he is

Up here my eyes

p'laced and defined by

his crothìng, which acts as a body
mask' And the public mask works surprisingly well. Bernard sees him
as

someone who has formed

what

is

unalterable conclusions on the true nature of
to be known, aìthough the reader knows Louis is full of contraclic-

tions, doubts, ambivalences,

and

ambìguities.

I^le know

that he ìongs at

times to escape from social experience, that once away he does not wish
to "'come to the top"'. "'Down there',' he sees the lidless eyes of a

figure in the desert by the Nile: "'I see"', he says, ,,,women passing
with red pitchers to the river; I see camels swaying and men in turbans.,,,

(p' .l82) His dream world recalls Rhoda's with íts own exotic images
of sol i tary pi'l ì ars i n the desert.
And yet, he cannot give himserf up fuìry to the worrd of
imagination symboìized by the
One

women

with red pitchers on their

of the reasons is that he feels guilty

distract

when

history or phìlosophy

him:

of the world is on our shoulders; its vision
through our eyes; if we blink or look-aside, or
turn back to finger what plato saíd or remembei Napoleon
and his conquests, vre infrict on the worrd the injlrv--

"The weight

is

of

some obl

iquity.', (p.

ZgZ)

heads.
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This commitment to the world of action

seems

to demand.the transforma-

tion of the multi-dimensional personality into the clear ouilíne of
public, observable character. Loujs says: ,,,But if I
do not nail these
impressions to the board and out of the many men in me
make one
then I shall fail like snow and be wasted.,,'(p. zg3) He
thinks of his
commitment to the world of action in terms of
hatchets fa1'ling on blocks
of wood and fists rapping on oak doors. Trying to forge the mask
of

his public character, he practices his signature. However, the mere
repression of the private self won't work,so he seeks instead
some way

of reconciring the two basic parts of his nature. sÍmirarly, he tries
to reconcile the present time of the world with the past time of history.
Let us have a further look at this struggìe to achieve a symbiosis
out
of apparentìy conflicting Ímpulses and attitudes.
LouÍs

"'.

I

is attracted to the inner world" As a chird he says,

do not wish

to

come

to the top and live in the light of this

great clock, yellow-faced, which tícks and ticks.," (p"
lBg) The yeììow
face of the clock suggests the sun, indicating that Louis,s
fear of
the progress of tÍme is linked with his fear of the day world
of ordinary

reality.

too, the

of the clock which',,ticks and ticks,,,
recalls for hjm the'beast whjch "'stamps and stamps,',. This association
would further reinforce his fear of the process of time" certa.in.ly
he
artÍculates his fear of time fully when an adult:
Perhaps

sound

"But Iistenu,^:ajd Louis,,,to the world movÍng through
of infinite space. It roars; iflá tigñteo J"
strip of history l! past and our Kings uñO Qú.ens; we
are gone; our civilization;
the Nile; and all life.
0ur separate
are
disiolved;
wé'are-extinct, lost
in abysses of-drops
time, in the dartnési.,,ip. ãjzl '
abysses
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to reconcjle himself to time. First, he forces himself
to live in time present, ín the world of business and action and, second,
he tries to ljnk time past, which he finds attractìve, with time present,
Louis attempts

thus lÍnking his night worìd with the day
ful fi I s hi s

commi

world. First,

then,

he

tment to the present:

if I now shut my eyes, if I fajl to realize the
meeting place of past and present,
human history
is defrauded of a moment,s vision. Its eye, that
would see through me, shuts -- if I sìeep nów, through
slovenliness' or cowardice, burying *yseif in the paõt,

"But

in the dark.

." (p. ZZ0)

0n the other hand, he cannot ignore the inner, private

life,

which

he

identifies with time past, and íf he js to live at the meeting point of
time present and time past, then he

must

preserve th'e past:

"Everyday I unbury -- I dig up. I find relics of myse.lf
in the sound that women mãde'thousands of years ago,
when I heard songs by the Nile and the chained beãst
stamping." (p " 263)

of the chained beast, which symbolizes the process of time,
indicates the destructive power of time is timeless" However, if the
past can be dug up through some form of ternps n-uírnouu'n, then history will
be part of the present and time will not be so horrible" However, Louis
As the image

to reach beyond his own prìvate history
cultural history of western man.
wants

He speaks

cies.

and embrace

the social or

of himself as achieving an amalgamat'ion of

These discnepancies

discrepan-

are past and present, private and pubìic,

inner and outer, art and business, irnagination and reality:

l6l
"But vrhen darkness comes I put off this unenvìable
body -my ìarge nose, my thin ìips, my coìonial accent __ and
inhabit space.
But I am arso one who wiri roiCÀ
himself to desert these wjndy an¿ moonlit territoriei,
these n'idnight_uranderings, añd confront qrained oak
doors. I wiil achieve-in my rife
. some gigantic
ama'lgamation betwe.n
¿i
screpancies
so ñiã.orsiy
apparent to me. '(pp. ll'g lyg.
210_211)

His way of effecting this amalgamation

is to move constan¡y back and
forth between the two rooms, office and attic, which symbolize the two
parts of his being. The office is the pìace of action
where he combats
the chaos he fears in the world of inaction and imagination. In
the
attic he composes poems as a bulwark against the apparently meaningless
flux of the real world. He says he wiìi not submít to the,,,aimless
passing of bi'llycock hats and Homburg hats and all
the pìumed and
variegated head-dress of women."'
permanence

(p. 240)

Through

his art he can

give

to the flux:

is addressed the plaint of the wandering and
distracted spi(it -- (a'woman with bad teàÛr falters
at the counter)-- Bring us back to the foid, we who
pass so dejectedìy, bobbing up and down, past windows
yitf pìates of ham sandwi.[..g'in the iôreõroun¿.
yes,
I will reduce you to orderl' (p. 240) -.-r

'To me

Perhaps the

there

fact that

he regards

is something sterire

characterization of his

art

about his

poems

as a reduction

art,

of life

indicates

an idea reinforced by his

as rings of steel.

In the business world, he finds he must bring order" to the
nrultip'licity of his own personaìity ìn order to act; his name, incised
cìearìy on a sheet of paper,

seems

to

sum up

his

many

selves. SÍmiìarly,

through poetry he ìmposes a sirnpì ic'ity on I ife, giv'ing

it a clear structure:
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"'All

separate sounds -- wheels,

bells, the cries of

into one sound, steel blue, circular.

drunkards are carved

"' (p. 269)

Neville

Neville

is clear-sighted; in particular, he is

death'

He

turns.

when he overhears

the

fjrst to know

is

therefore important to the novel ínsofar as he introduces
one half of the life-death polarity around which the drama of
the novel
the cook talking about the dead man, he associates

his feeling with the "'unmitigable

tree"': "'I shall call this stricture,
this rig'idity, 'death among the apple trees' for ever',,. (p. l9l He
)
sees all deaths as one death and the tree is associated, as
corlins points
out, with the first judgment, ,'banishment from the Garden, the punishment
of death."l6
Like LouiS, Neville loves order, but unlike him he is not
attracted to the traditions and trappings of order, His attitude to
ceremony

I

is seen in his reaction to the headmaster

cannot endure the Doctor's pompous

mummery

on prize

and faked

day: ,,,.

emotions.

.

.,,,

(p' 216)' Bernard's assessment of the Doctor (he reports the Doctor,s
voÍce almost breaks as he says good-bye

to the boys) indicates the unfair
harshness of Neville's view. Neville's youthful disljke of
social form
is carried into his later years when he sardonicaì]y reflects on the

list of papers he is able to produce. ,,,These papers in
my private pocket -- the clamour that proves I have passed
-- make a
impressive

l6collins, p.zo.
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faint

like that of a man crapping in an empty fìerd to scare away
crows. "' (p. 323) To Nevi l l e a civi l i zed man cl othed ín
nothing but
sound

official respectabirity 'is mereìy a scarecrow.
Aìthough he scorns the farse rigidity of ceremony,
I'leville fears the chaos of life.
Bernard thinks of
his

him as one who hates wandering and mixed things

himself says he finds

it

together" Neville
intolerable that beautiful architecture and

silly

chattering shop-girls should exist in the same reality. His
relentlessìy logical mind makes the reconciliation of such contrarieties
di

ffi

cul

t.
Neville Ís rike Jinny in that he represents ,'the tragedy of
As McLaurin notes, the parrot on the curtains in his room

sex."l7

repetition nature of his sexual needs. Although he sees
himself in absolute contrast to Susan as one whose life contains
no
repetitions, his pederastic dream never .hung.r.lB Nonetheless, just
symboìize the

as Jinny opposes tíme with rouge and handkerchiefs, Neville opposes
it
with his aesthetic point of view. At the final dinner party he
says
we must "'oppose ourserves

to this iilimitabre chaos
to this formless imbecility."' (p. 333) Early in rife he fastens upon the order
of

the verb tenses that Bernard recites. He seems to be attracted to the
patterns that life makes rather than to life itself, which
is too various

't7_..-

lbLd., p. 3l .

I

BM.Lur.i

n,

p.

173"
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and apparently without coherence and meaning. Bernard says

of

hjm that

ljfe to bear the permanence and order of the ljttle boys in
caps who a'lvrays turned thei r heads at the same moment when the break
with cricket players went round the corner. Sometimes the turn of
he wants

sensatjon gives Neville
he stands

this

in the doorway

sense

of order

and permanence, as

and watches Fenwick

when

with his mallet poised for

a blow:
"Then suddenìy descended upon me the obscure, the
mystic sense of adoration, of completeness that
triumphed over chaos.
His mléÀiy-mallet
descendedi the vision broke."(p. 210) I'lhat he adores

is

the one reality that

to be caught in a moment
of vision: "'Nobody guessed the need I had to offer my being to one
god. .rrr (p. 210) For him this god or rearity is to be found
through immersion
Ceremony

is

in the frux

based on

and not

seems

in the ceremonies of society.

roles and roles are the characters we give ourselves.

These characters obscure

our

being.

of certainty

the underìying personality, the reaìity of
The "'roaring waters"' are more stable than the platforms

we

build of our

I

am

this's

and

I

am

that's. (pp. 270_

71)
Nevi l l

e goes on to say that ', ,speech i s fal

knowledge, combined

with his

se

",.

Thi s

of his intellectual predisposition,makes him realize the inadequacy of his situatjon. 0n the
one hand, he lacks that intuitive understandjng wh'ich allows percival
to understand more shakespeare or catallus than even Louis, and,on the
awareness

other, he does not feel the fì'ight of the ball through h.is body.

His
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is that of the head. His concrusion is that he will
his life a " 'cl i nger to the outsi de of words , " . ( p. 207)
know'ledge

intellectuar of the characters in the
dreams of the scholar's life:
The most

nover

be al I

, Neville

"That could be a grorious rife, to addict
to perfection; to follow the cú"ve of thé oneserf
sentence
wherever it might 'lead, into deserts, ùnã.. drifts
of sand, regardless of lures, of sedúction; to be
p9or.g]¡vayg and unkempt, to be ridiculous in
Picadi J ly.,' (p. 235)
But we know from the evidence

unkempt. This sardonic
he

man

of his

will

papers

never be ridiculous

in picadì11y.

But

still thinks in the images of the dreamer, and rike Rhoda and Louis

he 'longs

for

an exotíc desert land.

Perhaps

it is because he is the most inteilectuar of the

characters that virginia woolf chooses him

didactic
a

that he is not poor and

room

passage

to utter the most sustained

ín the novel. Hís subject is the nature of art.

In

full of people he takes a book from a shelf:

"To read this poem one must have myriad eyes.
One must put aside antipathi.r unä
not
interrupt. ._.. Nothing is to be ¡ÀÀrðúiì.sinand
fear
or homor. The poet who has written-iñii-ùugu
".j.ãiã¿
has withdrawn
One must be ir,.piìãuì, but throw
caution to the winds and when the ¿ooi^ opens accept
absoluteìy. Arso sometimes weep; also .li
u*uy ruth-

ìessly with a slice of the blade, ,oói,-nãrt, hard
accretions of ail sorts. And so (whìré iñev'táìti
ret
down one's net deeper and deeper ând gentìy
draw in
and bring to the surface what he said"and in. ruid and
make poetry." (pp. 31 3_14)

That Neville is here speaking

for the author is

ity of his last sentence to the parad-igrn for
[,Jool f recorded in her diary, but what js
not

suggested by the similar-

the play-poem Virginia
too clear

is how he begins
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about reading poetry and gets around to discussing
how it is made.
Much of the ear'ly part of the paragraph is
reminiscent of the theory of
art propounded by stephen Dedalus in A poz,tnait of the tutist
as a

Man" FÍrst, there is the idea that there is no subject matter
unfit for art, and second,ttrat tf¡e artist withdraws, leaving the poem
to stand as a free obiect. Neville then goes on to talk about
roung

how the

reader must be ruthtess
one suspects

in cutting

away accretions

of ail sorts,

but

that by now he.is thinking as much about the writing of

poetry as the reading
be the conditioned

of it. For the reader, the hard accretions would
ways of seeing things. For the poet" they
wourd

include not on'ly seeing with old eyes, but working
with old conventions,
for instance,the outworn conventions of realism (to switch

to

novels

for a moment) which virginia woolf characterized as the dreary
business
of getting from'lunch to dinner. By the time he gets to the last
of the quoted paragraph, Neviire is sureìy thinking about
creating as weil as reading poetry. if this rast sentence
is taken to
refer to reading poetry, then it impìies that the reader makes
the poem
by active participation in the creative experience;
through his own
sentence

imagination he completes the poem. But the part
about bringing in
poetry out of what he said or she said indicates

that Neville is

now

thinking more of the poet than of the reader, because what
he said
and she said come from the room, not the book. perhaps
the solution

is that having rearned to make poetry out of what is on the pô9ê,
one
continues to poetize reaì ity. In other words, virginia
r^roor f expects
her reader, having

made

poetry out of the,,he said,s', and ,,she said,s,,
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of

The Þlaues,

SO, then

to

Neville

is equating

should experience both
experience

fall

in the same imaginative way. If this is
'life and art in the sense

see the world

that he sees one

creatively, not merely lettìng the atoms of

upon the mind (aìthough

first step), but jnfusing

them

total

acceptance

Ís the necessary

with beauty through the operatìon of

the

in doing so, creating order out of the flux of the
shower of atoms of experience, for, as we have seen earlier,
beauty and
imagination, and

design are inseparable. The feeling

that by the end of the

paragraph

is talking about more than just reading poetry ís strengthened

Neville

by the way he uses the net image elsewhere. He says, ,,'But to myseìf
I
am immeasurab'le; a net whose fibres pass imperceptibly
beneath the world.

net is almost indistinguìshab'le from that whìch surrounds it.',, (p. 324)
These images of net and fibre occurred particu]ar1y in Mt,s. DaLlouay
and
My

are variations of Virginia Woolf's famous images of
envelope

or luminous halo.

life

as a transparent

obiects that are brought to the surface
can come from outer reality as weìì as the depths of the inner worìd,
and out

thing'

of

The

these one fashions poetry

or rife -- they are much the same

artistic attitude to life therefore expands consciousness
by placing the consciousness in jmmediate relation to its object,
making
the two' in fact, hardìy distinguishable, thus overcoming the confinement of indivjdual personarity. The artjstic attìtude is,
therefore,
the answer to solipsism. Neville lives in a state of tension held
The

objectivìty and subjectiv'ity, in the oxymoron-ic condition of
passionate detachnrent and detached identification.
between

l68
J

j nny

Jinny, like Neville, bridges the divisjon between inner

and

outer, but her method is djfferent because, as she says, her imaginatìon
is of the body' Yet she ís, rike ilevire, a rationaristic and unsentimental character.
J'inny also provides contrasts and comparisons

other characters Ín the

most

of

the

novel. In her love of the day she is Rhoda,s

opposite' Her desire for novelty
stodgy, even covi'ardly

to

and challenge

in comparison.

ìn love makes

susan

seem

ís a passionate leech whereas
Jinny never commits herself to only one person. She is never
sentimental

in love: "

Susan

to ashes, leavÍng no relics, no sunburnt
bones, no wisps of hair to be kept in closets such as your
intimacies
leave behjnd them." (p. 330) Ìdith djsdain for whatever might
become
we have sunk

maudlin, she remains romantic and intense. Her ìightness
and beauty are
foils to susan's plodding earthiness. she lives in the froth of the

city

whereas susan

setiles into the timeress rounds of country 'rife.

Both

of life, but they are different rhythms. Susan
accepts the rhythm of nature, Jinny the rhythm of her
oìiln sexuaì ity.
Jinny is attracted not to the rhythms of the country but
to gaiety and
women

accept rhythms

glitter. Also, she rabers Louis's chimney pots a,,,scranner

beauty,,,.

Like Neville, she wants the companionship of one person, but whereas
his relationships are serious to the point of being sombre, hers are

deìightful seductions
merely frivolous.

--

so much so

that

one questions whether she is
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0n the other hand, Jinny

is aware of the dark side of life"

Perceiving the dualitìes of existence, she chooses very early
to be
creature of sun and blood. Her awareness of opposites is suggested

ear'ly in the novel where she says, ,"The back of my hand burns
the palm is clammy and damp with dew.",(p. lgl) Elsewhere she

a

but

says,

"'I

I shiver
out of this sun, into this shadow.',, (p. ',BZ)
Her choice is indicated soon after this when she wants yeì-low
a
(sun_
burn,

coloured) dress

for parties. This is to be expected since

goìd and

related colours have always attracted

its

her. Her first recorded moment
of consciousness is: "'I see a crimson tassel
twisted with goìd
threads. "' (p. rB0) whereas crimson is the corour of brood
and
suggests her love of the body's preasures, gord is the
corour of beauty
and civilization. Her attraction to go'ld fits in with
her love of the
day. "'I hate darkness and sleep at night
" and lie longing for the
day to come. I 'long that the week should be all one
without divisions" "'
(p. 212) Here she is in comprete contrast to the night-loving
Rhoda"
Jinny seems to carry day into night. She sees herself attracting
lovers while sitting on a "'girt chair"'. she wants to be signaììed
out by men at parties in "'brilliant rooms"'. For her, gold is
also
,',Ripp]-ing
the colour of love:
with gold, I say to him ,Come. . . .,,,
(p. 272) She conrnents,','Now the fruit is swollen beneath
the leaf.
The room is goìden, and I say to him'come ,,, (p. 273)
and later adds,
"'For now my body, my companion which is aiways sending its signa.ls,
the rough black, 'No', the goìden'come,in rapid running arrows
of
sensation, beckons.," (1. ZSA¡
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Throughout her

life

Jinny

is primariìy

interestecl in her

body.

At school she doesn't ljke the small looking glass which shov¡s only
head and so goes up

to the next

lancling where there

is a full

her

-length

mirror. It is her awareness of her physica'l being that propels her
toward her lovers rather than a desire

stability,

for

emotional attachment

and

is the case with Susan:

as

"My blood must. be
against my

bright and whipped up, slapping

ribs.
All is'rippliñg, aii i;
danci,rg; all is quickness and triumþn.

to feel the wish to be singled out; to be
to be called away by oñe Iperson
-'--" who comes
to find me" . " (p. Z06i
begin

summoned,

In contrast, for

Susan love

is a dependent relationship.

reaches out with her'body and

self'

in this

hray overcomes

Jiirn¡z

alr,vays

the isolation of

at her reflection in the traín as they pass through
a tunnel (i ntenti onal 1y phai i c? ) and i nstant'ly her body ,, , puts forth a
A man smiles

1

frill

under

his gaze.'.,' (p.

l,Jhen we

2lB)

consider the generaì scheme of three sets

of

Lwo

characters exp'lained above, Jinny seems

to function as a physical
counterpart to Neville. The combination of similarity and difference
jn these 'urvo charactei s is seen in the following passage:
"Yes", said Jinny, "our senses have widened. Membranes,
of nerves that lay white and limp, have filled and
spread themselves and float round us iike filaments

webs

. ." (p. 269)

of the web of nerves clear'ly recalls the passage lvhere Neville
speaks of letting down one's net and brínging to the surface whatever
The image

ì

he said

or she said and thus creating poetry, but the stress on the
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physicaì

js alì Jìnny.

As she says elsev¡here:

jnation i s the bodies Isìc].
The
torments, the divis'ions of your lives have be en sol ved
for me n'ight after night, sometìmes onìy by t he touch
of a fjnger under the table cloth as we sat ¿ ìning -Eo_ fluid has my body become, forming even at the touch
of a finger ìnto one full drop, whiðh fills i tsel f,
which qu'ivers, which flashes, wh.ich fal I s in ecstacy.
"f'{y

imag

(

she bridges the

p.

division of inner and outer through the body,

achjevement being here symbolized, as such moments
where

in vjrgin'ia woolf's novels, by the rather

slowly secreted

32e)

full

her

of bejng are else-

Keats1an image

drop which hangs pendant like a ripe

of

fruit.

the
Through

her body she escapes the ravage of time and of growìng o1d: ',,Tjme,s
fangs have ceased their devouring. We have triumphed over the abysses

of

space, wìth rouge, with powder,

with flimsy pocket-handkerchiefs.,,,

(p'334) Thjs is a 1ìfe based on sybarite and sophisticated pleasures.
If Jinny reminds the reader of any other character, it is clarissa
Dal'loway, aìthough the differences are pronounced. However,

clarissa, J'inny is a creature of the

city.

like

The country highroad is

dull to her. She misses there the shop windows and the "'bleared
of blue glass let into the pavement.,,, (p. lg0) Her habitat is

eyes

Picadiì1y and the west End, the tube and the br.ighily lighted room.
Her world is indeed one-sided, never far from Mayfair and never close

to

.

to her it i s the real one. she wants to stand
aìways at the centre of the cjvjlized world, and that is how she sees
I,Jhi

techapel

But

the pìaces she inhabits.
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The most appealing
many

thing about Jinny

of Virginia l^loolf's characters,

she

is her courage.

refuses

Like

to setile into a

"comfortabìe dogmati sm" :

"I cannot tell you life is this that. I am going
to push out into the heterogenousorcrowd.
I am going
to be_buffeted; to be flung up, and flunq down
among
mgrì, like a ship on the seã.,,'(p. ãgej-'
will recall how Rhoda saw her life as a white petal f'loating
in a brown bowr. sinking was aìways imminent. Jinny has no
such
fear' In middle age she may be slightly ridiculous as she continues
The reader

to pursue the young men who pause at her doorstep to straighten
their
white ties, but if she is ever tempted to indulge in
self_pity she sees
movement out of the corner of her eye and
is again in pursuit of lÍfe.
Bernard sums her
she rode

opens.

up:

,,Without

illusions,

hard and clear as crystaì,

at the day with her breast bared.

Who

is

coming

in?

she

But

still

the door

asks. . .,, (p. 368)

Susan

to the last of our three pairs, Susan and Bernard.
They are the onìy characters in the nover
who marry. This fact suggests
something borne out by many details, that they
are the closest
to the common person in life style, emotions, and psychology.
l^le

pass now

Bernard's easy compassion makes him more appealing
than either the bitter
and divided Louis or the critical and rationalistic
Neviìle. susan,s

clutching, Passionate love

is

undoubtedìy more conûnon than the

free

love
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of Jinny or the conspiratoriar attachment that Rhoda forms.
Whereas Bernard

novel, Susan

is the most fully developed

character

in the

is, with the one exception of that wjll_0,_the_wisp

Percival, the least developed and to

my mind

the least interesting.

It is difficult to say why Vìrgìnja

Woolf rather neglected her but

does seem that susan

engage

did not reaììy

it

her imagination. This is

peculiar since she fits into a group of characters, ranging from
salìy
Seton in Mrs. DaLlouag to Mrs. Swithin (Mitcheìl Leaska points out
her
name

is "S-within") in aetueen the Act.s who are híghly intu'itive,

perhaps

to virginia woolf the femare quaì'ity. But they frequentiy find
their seìf-expression in motherhood, a role Virginia Woolf herself
nothing to do with. Perhaps

of

motherhood

in Susan's case Virginia Woolf's
overcame her adoration of intuition.l9

Susan characterÍzes

herself as one who

wanted

repugnance

js "'not afraid of heat,

nor of the frozen winter."'(p.192) These images suggest how she differs
from Jinny. when Jinny thinks of heat and cold, it is in terms of
her

-- the burning back, the cìammy palm. In comparison to susan, her
ìmages are restrained and rather of the indoor variety. In
contrast,
hand

Susan here

typicaì1y rerates herself to natural cycles. The images of
hands raises another contrast. when they are children, Jinny
spins her

fingers on the table cioth as
9To

if

they are,',dancing

in the sunshine,

colìins, Susan is "an emotional abstract, resembling
times, a South Countjes Earth-mother.,, He sees her ai a-iigr"e of at
mindlessness and as such loved by percival, -the societal ideal. He
also notes that the yeìlow slab ihe r.et oñ tnÀ rirst page-oi ir,. novel
serves as a synboì of sunlight, harvest, and domestjcitV" (Coliins,
p.
24).
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pirouetting,

"' (p" 192) susan's fingers are usually seen twisting

screwing her pocket-handkerchief
envisage from what she says

and

frustration.

that in later.life Jinny,s

lovers; Susan's, in contrast,
handkerchiefs distinguish

in anger

become

them.

and

l.le can

hands beckon

red from housework. Even their

l,rhereas Jinny speaks

of

conquering

time "'with rouge, with powder, with flimsy pocket-handkerchiefs,,,,

(p' 334)

we can hardìy imagine the worried

thing susan screws up into

a ball as being of the flimsy variety"
whereas Jinny wants

of civilizatioh,

to feel that she is at the physica.l

centre

disrikes the city. she wourd rather not spend
the night in London; to her the railway station echoes
and booms holìowly.
l{hile Jinny wants shop windows along the country highroad,
susan

susan complains

that the people in
whereas

at nothing but shop windows.
Jinny is a romantic in the popu'rar sense of
London rook

who pursues romantic

rove, Susan

being one

is a romantic in the phiiosophical

of being one who achieves a deep identification with

nature:

"At this hour, this stilì early hour, I think I am the
field, I am_the barn, I am ilré irðeõ;-*in. are the
flocks of birds, and this young hare'who ìeaps, at
the moment when I step armost on him. Mine
is the
heron that stretches ìts vast wtngs iurìiv; and
the
cow that creaks, as
pushes one ioot befóre another,
iI
munching; and the wild, swoopinõ ,*ãiiã,ril and
faint red of the sky, ánd ü¡ä greãn-*r,ãn'ir,. redrhefades;
the silence and the bell; tfre ðaii oi if,. man fetching
cart-horses from the fields __ all u". *.,.n".
Now the day stirs. corour returns.
Jay wuves
yellow witlr ail its ."opi. The earthThe
hangs heavy
beneath

As

me.

" (p. Z4Z)

with Jinny, the

of greatest joy is associated with yellow,
but the difference is significant. Jinny associates gold
with the
moment of sexual triumph whereas susan's
eye fastens upon the yelìow
moment

sense
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field durìng her moment of romantic identification with nature. whereas
the first thing Jinny sees is a scarret tasser w.ith gord threads,
the

first thing susan notices is "a srab of pare yeilow
spreading away
until it meets a purpie strip. "' (p. rg0) The purple strip suggests
her sombre, passionate nature and yellow and purp.le together
suggest
her partìcular forms of joy and passion in the same way goìd
and

scarlet suggest Jinny's

qual

ities.
of

such

Later in

life

As one might suspect

a romantic as Susan, she dislikes
school. Longing instead for the farm, her pets, and her father, she
hates the antiseptic smelì of pine and linoleum, the wind
bitten shrubs
and the sanitany

tiìes.

she

recalls that there

was the

of chairs on the linoleum"', but from the attjc there was
a view of rrra field unstained by the corruption of this regimented,
unreal existence. "' (p. 262) As in Mz,s. DaLLouaa, in which
clarissa
"'drawing out

mentions with disfavour the green linoleum
uses

this

in her room, virginia

woolf

material to indicate repulsion. susan encounters
linoleum again in her finishing schooì in Switzerland"
Tiles are also
repuìsive to her. In the first school she associates them
with Jinny,

of

mean

is jearous because of Louis. 'rJinny always dances in
hall on the red encaustic tíles.
.,,, (p. z0z) susan dislikes
whom she

the

everything about Jinny, including her physica'l gaiety which wins
the
affection of both boys and teachers. Susan sums up her school
time

as "'crippled days, like moths with shrivelled wings unable to fly"',,
(p. 211) In contrast, Jinny's go'lden signal is I ike ',,a dragon-f-ly

fìying taut. ", (p"

ZgB)
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But Susan

of

school

envious

of

is I'rtied
ure

i

she

against the meanness and regimentation

is sincerery anti-inteilectuar.

she might seem to

down

to single words"', (p. rg5) but on a croser

can't help notice her pride in her simpricity.
Bernard

be

Bernard because he rises with words and phrases whereas
she

Bernard comes

of

is not merely

lde

examination

aìso see that

to long for her simpticity in language. (see the discussion

that

follows.)

Susan's

anti-intellectualism is present in

as, "'The on'ry sayings I understand are cries of rove,
hate, rage and pain, "' (p. 266) and ,,,þJhen you are siient you are
again
beautiful""' (p. 266) or "'I do not understand phrases.,,, (p. 267)
such statements

Against intellectualism Susan poses her animalism: ,,,l,lhen

I

came

into

the room tonight', said Susan, 'I stopped, I peered about like
an animal
with its eyes near to the ground. The smell of carpets and furniture
disgusts me."' (p. 266)
dream

of

It wiil

be remembered

that in contrast, Louis,s

success included Turkísh carpets and mahogany. susan,s passion

ídentification with the forces of nature are perhaps admirable
but
they also give her all the virtues of a she bear" Her cry
is aìways,
"'I love "
and hate. "' (p. rg5) Above ail erse she desires
and

emotional intensity, and intimacy:

¡"I

grasp,

I

hord

fast,, said Susan,

"I

hold firm'ly to this hand, any one's, with love with hatred; it
not matter which."' (p. 334) (gut it is appropriate that it is

does

Bernard,s

finds; she has always loved this man who ís her partiaì doubie.)
she sees cìearly the difference between herself and Jinny: ,,,I
do
hand she

not want, as Jinny wants, to be admired.
come

ino to ìook up with admiration.

(p. 2ll)

She imagines

I

I

do not want peopìe, when I

want

to give, to

be

given.

herserf talking to a'rover at a bail and again

.r,,
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her grnelje¡¿l intensity contrasts with

us. I

am

admitted

Jinny:

,',The

veir drops between

to the warmth and privacy of another soul.", (p. z4l)

But once admitted there, operating under a

the emotions, she wants to dominate:

territorial imperative

,,,f rove with

such

of

ferocity that

it kills me when the object of my love shows by a phrase that he can
escape."' (p. 267) she is uncomfortabìy rike Doris Kirman. Bernard
sees this egoism in her creariy' "'|To be roved by susan
wourd be to
be impaìed by a

(p. 258)

bird's sharp beak, to

The beak image

to a barnyard door.,,,
recalls the tyranny of Ramsay.
be nailed

Jinny characterizes herself as a buffeted ship breasting the
seas unafraid' Susan's reference to the sea image is
equally character-

istic,a'lthough quite

dífferent'

,'rMy chirdren

wirr carry

me

on; their

teething, their crying, their going to school and coming back wiìl
be
like the waves of the sea under me."' (p. 266) For Jinny, rife is the
antagonist she battles
rhythmical support

joyfully; for

Susan,

life is the natural and

of her existence.

Finaì1y, the impressíon susan creates is summed up by her
own description, which is characteristically given
in terms of natural
forces, and which, by the way, recalls her first utterance,',,r see

a slab of yeìlow
spreading
(p. lB0) She says of herself:

away

untir it

meets

a purp're stripe.,,,

"I shalì.possess more than Jinny, more than Rhoda,
by the time I dÍe. But on tfie óiirer huñãl'where
you are various and dìmpìe a million timeé to the
ideas and laughter of others, I shall be iullen,
storm-tinted, and all one purpìe",' (p. 266)
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Bernard
[.le come now

to

Bernard,who

is

c'lear'ly the most important

in the nover, the storyteìrer who sums up in a bri'rliant.ry
sustained last chapter monorogue the rives of ail the characters.
0f aIì the characters in the novel, including Jinny, Bernard
character

has the greatest

curiosity about life. His early cry

is ,r,let us

explore"'.

t^lith Susan he runs to Elvedon where they see a woman sitting
writing while gardeners sweep the leaves. This experience remains
with him throughout his life, becoming symbolic of a reality that exists
beyond our

control:

'bn the outskirts of every agony sits one observant
fellow who.points, who wirispers, as he whispereà io
, 'The wilJow grows on the turf by the river.
!9.
The gardeners,sweep wiih great broomi, uñä the radt
sits writing.' Thus r¡e ãirected *"-io-lÀut which is
beyond and outside our own predi.ur.ni; io that which
is symbol ic and thus perhaps permanent. . . 'l'ttö."ãigl
Elsewhere he says, "'The 'rady sat

I

'I

thought,

writing.

Transfixed, stopped dead,

cannot interfere wíth a sing'le stroke

of those brooms.,,,,

(p.343)
His desire

the flux of

for

reality.

experience also leads him

l^lhile

at times he is

ís symbolic and thus perhaps

aware

into

of

awareness

of

something ,,,which

permanent,,', on other occasions he stresses

that one should nevertheless avoid absolutes: ','Let a man get up and
SâJ, 'Beho'ld, this ís the truth', and instantìy I perceive a sandy
cat fiìching a piece of fish in the background. Lookr
)ou have forgotten the

cat, I

say.

"' (p. 305)

His skepticism

is also seen in
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of others. ,,,But ret me d-ip again and
bring up in my spoon another of these mÍnute objects rvhich we call
optimisticaììy, 'characters of our friends' --Louis. ,,'(p. 345) These
his attitude to our

things

--

knowledge

belief in a reality behind the flux of
life -- are the cornerstones of Bernard's worldview.
One of the images he fastens upon to express his belief in
objective, unchanging reality is, of course, the wjllow tree where
skepticism and a

the gardeners

sweep and

the lady sits

writing.

There

an

is also the

willow tree by a river where he once sat with friends at co.llege:
"I^

yg: saying there

falling

was

a willow

tree. its

shower

of

branches, its creased and crooked bark had
the effect of what remains outside our illusions yet
cannot stay. them., is changed by them for the moment,
yet shows through stable, stili, and with
a sternness
that our lives rack. Hence the comment it makesi the
standard it supplies, and the reason why, as we flow
and change, it seems to measure.,' (pp."SSO_SIt

But with adult

at

two

life

comes

disillusionment and anxiety, so the

scene

Elvedon takes on new meaning:
"The gardeners swept; the ìady at the table sat writing.
But now I made the contributìon of maturity to childhool's intuitions -- satiety and doom; the sense of
yful is inescapable in our iot; death; tf,. knowledge of
limitations; how life is more obduraté thãn one had

thought

it"" (p" 363)

To express the moment
seen behind the

flux,

two images , the tree

,

of illumination

Bernard uses the image
synrboì i

c of outer

rea I i

where permanence

of a drop of water.

ty,

and the drop,

of the pure moment of being, come together in the follor,¿ing

is
The

symbo'l

passage;

ic
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"But

I

at the tree, and as I looked
at the fiery and yeìlow branchei, some
sediment formed; I formed; ã drop fe1ì ---tr,ut is
sone completed experience I had emerged.,, (p. 3SZ)
in

paused, ìooked

autumn

from

of the water image suggests that one is the summation of
one's moments of pure being. At other times Bernard speaks of,',time
letting faì'l its drop"' (p. 303) or of the drop of time ,,,tapering to
a point"'. (p. 304) Both images again suggest reality being distilled
Here the use

from the flux.

joins these two images of tree and
drop of water so that they symbolíze outer reality and the
moment of
being respectively. Two figures standing wíth their backs
to the window
The folìowing passage arso

appear against the branches

of a spreading tree:

"with a shock of emotion one fee:rs, ,There are figures
without features robed in beauty,-¿oome¿let eternal.,
ttrq pause that fot l ows ,_ wh j lä 't¡¡e iippï es spread,
Il
the girl, to whom one shourd be ta]king'lays to herserf,
'He is oldr. But she is wrong" It is not
it is
that a drop has failen; anothõr drop. iir. age;
ñaé giveñ
the. arrangement another shake. Out *u .rã.p rroñ
arch of the currant leaves, out into a widei^ world.ttrà
The true order of things -- this ir or. pÀ.petuaì
illusion -- is now_appãrent. Thus, in a moment, in a
drawing-room,
.our rifä adjusts itsérr to ihe n,,uj.riið
march of the day
across the sky.,, (p. 365i
This

is

an immensely

skiilfur

piece of

writing. First,

the scene

is

so

clearìy and economically presented. An old man stands in a drawing
room talking to a young woman" It is still light
out. suddenly their
conversation comes to an unexpected halt and the young woman
thjnks that
her aged companion's mind has wandered. It has, but not jn
the way she
thinks. Rather, his attention is riveted on the scene before him.
He

is struck

by the painful beauty

of the couple before him, their

beauty,

lBl

their mutabiìity.
and the yew trees

The

tree recalls the willow tree of outer reality,

of death of

towards the coupìe

--

he

Hampton

court. Bernard,s ambigu.ity

is aware of

both theír abstract (featureless)
and perfect beauty,which makes them jmperishable,and
thejr humanity,
which marks them as doomed
human

knowledge. This

-- is para'lleled

by his ambivalence toward

to revear the shape of reaìity,
but it is, he goes on to say, our perpetual illusion to think
we have
seen reality face to face. The passage suggests
that one goes on
building reality out of the moment but what one buirds constantìy
collapses. Also, the creeping out from under the currant reaves,
an image from the

first

rnoment seems

chapter,suggests entrance into adult

life

as

well as movement from ignorance into illuminatÍon. But then the
next
sentence casts doubt on what has been achÍeved.
Finally, the paragraph
ends with a reference to the "'majestic march of the
day,,,,which not
onìy calls the reader's attention to time but to the interchapters
of
the novel, thus juxtoposing in the reader's consciousness

the timeless

epiphany and the time-centred process

This experience

of the rising and setting sun"
is typicaì of Bernard in that his insights

are usually triggered by peopre rather than by nature or chimney pots.
Unlike Neville or Jinny,he does not react to only one person
at a

time.

Rather, unwíì1ing to rush forward to take up the burden of
individual existence, he wants to risten in wise passiveness to the
almost wordless song of the world around

to

change the metaphor, as

him.

a stream reflecting

He

thinks of himself,

aìl that passes.

Bernard's surroundings aìways help defíne

a

theme

that virgínia woolf has aìready

him. This is
dealt with at length in
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Jaeobtü

Room. Bernard says, ',,But

I? It

peopìe am

now

depends so much upon

let

me

ask

of

which

the room.,,,(p.

230)

these

Later

he

adds, "'Thus my character

is 'in part made of the stimurus [sic] which
other peopìe provide, and is not mine, as yours are.,,, (p.
26l) He
thinks of his personality as partak'ing in the frux of rife:

"I

l.y. Different peop.le
Thus there is not one person
fífty peoore whom
I want to sit besjde tonight." (p.but268)
am made and remade continual

draw

different words from

me.

In contrast, Nevilre, the epitome of singìe-minded craríty, wants
onry
one person.

Bernard i s androgynous. He comments upon

joined to the sensibility of a woman
Bernard possessed the

am here

f

:

,,

,But

quoting my own biographer)

logical sobriety of a man.,', (p.

represents the synthesis
The

(I

h.imseì

zz7) In fact, he

of the emotional and intellectual forces in

Waues"

His wider view of things arso shows up in his abirity to
the generaì pattern of things without ìosing the individual.
It

see

is

the

panorama

from the
even

if

mu rmu

r:

of life that attracts him, ,,,seen not from the roof

third story window

the man is myse'rf."'(p.

but

not what one woman says to one man,

344)

of vision reads into
abstractior, as with the featureless figure robed in beauty. But
for
him the process of abstraction never abandons the human
form. what
he wants in not the reaìity of the single voice but
that of the general
His angre
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I

".

am drawn

irresist.ibìy to the sound

the
chorus chanting irs old, draniiné il; ãírärtof
wordless,
almost senseress song that comer"u."ori courts at
niglrt; which we hear now booming
cars and
omnibuses take people to theatrðs.;-(p.-áqlj
"ornã-ur'u,

This passage reveals Bernard's relationship to
other novels we have discussed.
He

is like

Peter l^lalsh who

characters

some

in

the

is attracted to the unintelligible

of the woman across from the tube station, and this woman in turn
reminds us of the prostitute with the violets in Jaeobts
Room and Mrs.
song

in

Lighthouse. The song Bernard is attuned to is the
almost inarticurate song of outer rearity and of common
humankind.
McNab

fact,

To The

Bernard

is

In

the one character

in the novel who could act as the
repository of the struggles and insights of the other
characters.
unselfconscious and at ease, he moves sureìy through
the worrd. Neviile
describes him entering the dining room at Hampton court:

"That is Bernard-. As. he puììs off
coat he shows,
of course, the blue shirt under ürehis
arm-pìis.
And
then, unlike the rest of us, he comei in'*ìthoui
[ushing-open a door, without knowìng thãi Ë i; in a room
full of strangers. He does not rook in-thã grass.,,
(p. 25e)
0n the

train

matter

how

Bernard

talks to strangers, delights in

short, but

aìways wishes whatever

any camaraderie,

is established

on forever:
"Over us all broods a spìendid unanimity. We are
enlarged and soremnízed and brushed intó unliormrty

.

because we have

at the station.

only one desire _- t; urrìu.
I ão not want the connection

which has bound us rogerher sitrins opôðriiä"ããcr,
other to be broken." (p. ZSZ)

cou.ld

go

no
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He wants people around him becausê,
äS he

puts

it, ìeft by himself

he

"'thin pìaces"'in his own stories. peop.le relieve
him of
endless self-analysis and self-criticism.
He v¡ants, therefore, the
sees the

panorama

of life: "'The private

room bores me,

also the sky.,,,(p.

rejects both the merery particurar and
the non-human absorute of
the speculative thinker.

304)

He

is

first to see the varue of Bernard,s storytelling: "'Let him describe what we have all seenr,,,
he says, ,,,s0 that
it becomes a sequence."' (p. 200) yet he feets
that Bernard misses
much: "'He teils our story with extraordinary
understanding except what
we most feer- "' (p. zz3) þJhat
Neviile does not himserf see is that
Nevir.,e

the

Bernard too questions

his

the storyteiler itserf

, far more deepry than NeviHe ever wiil. First,

Bernard feers

own

abilities,

and, indeed, the very

art of

that he racks creative power. He feers that
the rear
novelist could go on indefìnitely imagining
whereas he needs the
admixture of other personalities
or his stories seem thin. He attributes
his lack of invention arso to his divided
given up whoìry to creativity,

consciousness which, never

is aìways

burnt out grate.
imagination

aware

of,,,grey ashes in

is further aware that he can never get at the
whore truth
his

art:

this

a

"' (p. 230) In the moment of birth in the world of
he is conscious of death in the worrd
of fact. Second,

"But

why

and shape that and

impose my

arbitrary design?

t^rhy

he

through

stress

twist up little figures rike the toys men
seil in
trays in the street?" (p. 306) The reader
might recall that as a
child Bernard roiled pieces of bread into the
shapes of men. He is
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still at it, giving shape to experience, finding sequence in events;
yet he despairs of expressing the whole truth:

"I must tel'l you a story -- and' th..a are so many,
and so mgny -- stories of chjldhood, stories of
school, love, marrìage, death, and io on; and none

of them are true.
How tired I a* ót stories,
how tired I am of phrases that come down beauti_
fulìy with all their feet on the ground. . .
I begin to long for some language such as lovers
use, broken words, inarticulãte words, like the
shuffling of feet on the pavemenr." (óp. j4l_j4Zl
Terence Hewet was s imi

I

arly

di ssati sfí ed

with the novel i st , s inabi'l i ty

to catch the whole reality. He wanted to write about the things people
didn't say. To understand Bernard fulìy as a storyteller we must,
therefore, considen in

some

detail his attitude to

language.

wìth, there is no doubt in his mind that it is his
function to be a storyteiler. In fact, because he depends upon the
stimuli of other people he wi'll, as he sees it, be forgotten when his
To begin

voice

is silent; others will

voice that once wreathed the

not

remember

him,,,save as the echo of

a

fruit into phrases.,', (p. 268) The "image

of wreathing fruit clear'ly distinguishes his art from Louis's neatìy
turned poems characterized as rings

of steel.

Bernard's problem

seems

to lie, therefore, not'in any agony over whether he should be a story_
teller or not, but in the nature of words themseives. They are not
close enough to a cry to reveal what we real]y experience.

At

first

Bernard sees words as the way

of gìving meaning

to an otherwise uninteiligib]e universe, but later he comes to be
dissatisfied with hjs own "'wreathed phrases"' because they don,t convey
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the immediacy of experience.

hJhile

still a child he

says:

"I "y:! make phrases and phrases and so interpose
something
hard between myself and the stare-oîn0usemalds, the stare of clocks, staring faces,
indifferent faces, or I shall ciy.,;-(p.'195)""'
Here I anguage

sees

Í

s not a barrier but

a

buffer. But I ater

he

that he is but "'superficially represented",by what he says.

words

not onìy do not represent

aìì of reality, they mean different things to
speaker and listene' "'!who is to foreteil the fright
of a word? It is
a balloon that sails over tree tops.," (p. zs6) Given
this condition, it
seems to Bernard that the area of'language
that is most sure is that of
rrrmore
ìmages'
and more bubbres [sìc] into my mind as I tark,
images
and images. This, I say to myself , is rvhat I need.,,, (p.
233) Thjs
movement into the particles of ìanguage
takes p'lace not only within
Bernard

but, of course, within virginia ln/oolf herself as over the

she develops her creative

abilities.

The 'image i s the 'r i nguí

or as Virginia Woolf calls

it,

for Bernard, the creation of
at the first school:

stic representati ve of the

the arrow of sensation.

consciousness

sense datum,

For instance,

is centrarized in the bath

"Then Mrs. Constable raised the sponge above
her head,
squeezed it, and out shot, right, ìeft, all
down the
spine, arrows of sensation. And so, long as we draw
breath,,
we are pierced with arrows of sensation
. . (p. 342)

th'is experience as not on'ly the baptìsm .into
beginn'ing of the creation of the sel f :
He sees

years

I

ife but the

,

"Yes, ever since ord Mrs. constabre rifted her sponge
and pouring warm water over me covered me with fieiñI have been sensitive, percipient.
on my brow
is the blow I got when percivar fe'il.HereHere
on the
o!
my
neck
is
the
kiss
gave
Jinny
Louis.
My eyes
lgpg
fill with Susan's tears. ] see tai u*uy, quiverinõ"-like a go'ld thread, the piìrar Rhoda saw, an¿ feer the
rush of the wind of her fright when she íeapi."-(p. sil)

Like Jinny's, Bernard's imagination is of the body, but his

is
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not merery

self-regarding. lt is empathetic; it is creative; it is the poet's
imagination which confers negative capabílity.
As an

artist of

language, Bernard must

find the language with
which to present his version of rearity, a rearity made up of discreet
moments of sensory experience. A pureìy imagistic ranguage,
which would

to

be the appropriate one, wouìd be a'language without rules of
syntax which would record the random atoms of experience. The unordered
seem

sequence goes on

of the disordered

inside as well as outside. At one p'lace Bernard
sequence

of

arrows

of

sensati on ftom

speaks

his spine,

that, triggered by an orange'light or oìive leaves, the memory
gives out its own unordered series of impuìr.r.20 Memory is
as gratuitous
as the world around one: "'I am titillated inordÍnately by some splendor
Arrows of sensation strike from my spine, but without order.,,i
(p" 284) Bernard describes the gratuitous nature of the outer worìd
by
suggesting

speaking

of its

message as a

bare visual impression

20Ri.ht..

fin

is unattached

comments on

in the water: ,,,This
to any line of reason, it springs

suddenly turning

Virginia Ì^loolf's move away from the

spìit and her vision ót tfre human being as á
Ili|
Td.b.ody
Dody -fee
ting gestaì t.
See particu'larly p. xi.

mind-
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up as one might see the

fin of a porpoise on the horizon.,,'(p.

The ìanguage which corresponds accurately

gratuitous and

to

such

307)

a universe --

of arrows of sensation -_ will
be non-linear- In fact¡ such a ranguage
wiil paradoxicarìy try to
escape the boundaries of ìanguage. Thus
Bernard comes to look for something that is armost wordress: ,r,J begin to ìong
for some
composed

ìanguage

such as lovers use, broken words,

ínarticulate words, like the shuffìing
(pp. 341_4Ð21 Near the end of the novel,

of feet on pavement. "'
after a period of depression foilowed by a sense of
renewar, Bernard
records his feeling of walkÍng in a new world
never trodden before,where
he ís unable to speak except "'in a child,s
words of one
syr.rab.re,,,,

(p" 376) and he records

feers when he has finaìry gotten out
from under the sherter of phrases. At
end of the nover he renounces
his function as story-tel'ler, and,as it were, breaks
his magic
how he now

staff;

the story must

end:

21.,.
-'v'rrginia
l'loorf wanted to de-nover ize the nover, as
Chekhov, whom she greailv ãàri..d,
had-¿._ã.urãtized drama,
and T.S. Elior was de-poã,tiiing
OntV,-Chekhov had gone,
n99trq.
and Eliot was ooins,
åìr.ðïiåi,
from ornare
in !f.-oppoiiü
language to ouiwarã'rimpiïãiii"n_vocaburary
and expression

(through there was-p'r.niy òr-Ëompticity
invorved in connotations
?n9 uryÞiguity). Ati thräe *ori¿'prerãi. ;ïi;;;;-- Mallarme,s
'sisnificant sirence' -- ó. ãi r.årt ãrp"åiiiãi .ono.nsed
in
the extreme. They point out irrut th.re'
is
no-ì'unguuge
for
the
deepest human emolions

. virqinia woorf discarded simpricity in expression
and proceeded io the other-.rirår., to
suggestion by word
magic, as it were, in the *ãnn.. oi a rãaË;;-;i'Gerard

Man.ley
Hopkir's, or the symboristi räir,.. than thai ót
un
Eriot.
She
broke the frontiers of t¡re novãì stepping
over
in
the
direction
9f lvric,poetry whire Eríot wai proceeding from poetry

prose" (Irma Rantavarru, p.

ãA).

to

lB9

I need a litile ìanguage such as lovers use, words of
one syìlable such as children speak.
I need a
howl; a cry.
Nothing neat. Nothing that comes
down with alr its feet on the froor. None of these
resonances and lovely echoes that break and ch.ime from
nerve to nerve in our breasts mak'ing wild musìc, false
phrases. I have done with phrases."(p. ieij- -'
Like so

many

twentieth century wrjters __ Conrad, the Blast Group,

Hemìng_

for example -- virginia woolf fears the power of rhetoric. In
Heaz't of Daz,kness, before Marlow meets Kurtz he thinks
of him onìy as a
voice' And Kurtz turns out to be no more than a voice, for his beautiful
wây,

sentences have oniy concealed from himself

at death, Kurtz reverts to

will

complete

his

own moral

gesture. If,

nature" Finally,

as Bernard says,

he

be remembered only as a voice then does he not run the

risk of being
just one more hollow man? The only way out seems to be to find
a new,
more accurate language which escapes from

the beautiful phrases, a ìanguage

tied secureìy to one's immediate reality because.it is a howl or
a

cry.

Bernard
much

Assuming

is

that a character presented as sympathetica.lly as

speakíng

for the author, we can see why the image meant so

to virginia woolf

and why no appreciation

far without taking this fact into

of her work

can get very

account.

As Bernard moves towards the realization that ranguage is
inadequatê, he simultaneousìy moves towards an understanding

of

the

of life itself. rn Mz's. DaLlouag, septimus struggled
to maintain life but found in it such discouragement that his longing
for the unity of death got the better of him. Although both novers
compìete adequacy

are concerned with the struggle against death-in-l.ife, they differ
in
that Bernard, unlike the shell-shocked septimus, does not contempìate
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killing himself, but rather realizes that the choice is his to be, on
the one hand, carried on by the flood, that -is, to be caught up in the
machine (the metaphor varies) or, on the other, to be man alive.
The
whole book moves towards the resolution of this probìem,and
at the end,
Bernard, identifying with the sem.i-mythical perc.ival

riding into batile agajnst

,

env.isages himself

death.

that Bernard rides against is passivity of the
Looking back upon childhood years, he tells us that it was then
The death

spirit.

that he first

of those enemies,',who change, but are arways
there; the forces we fight against."'(p.343) He comments that,,,to
let oneself be carried on passively is unthinkable.',,(p. 343) He asks,
"'.
how can we do batile aga jnst this frood; what has permanence?,,,
(p' 334) Inner reality is equal]y changeable: "'Our Iives too stream
became aware

away' down unlighted avenues."'(p"

334) All of this is again reminis_

of Pater's "concrusion" to The Rena¿ssance: the world is a flux
and habits of perception and conception are death; reality
is a web
cent

constantly forming and reforming on the stream. As Bernard puts it:
"'How fast the stream flows from January to December! l^le are swept
on
by the torrent

of things grown so famjliar that they cast no shadow.,',
(p'355) The eye, seduced into this passive state is an eye that has
lost the "innocence" whjch invests the world with the sense of m.irac1e,
giving reality meaning. To such an eye everything ìs mere repetition;
nothing Ís seen for the first time and reality is replaced by its
own
I

ifeless

husk.

of percival,s death he experiences one
of those moments where he breaks free of the narrower scope of the
usual state of existence, However, such a moment of bejng cannot last,
When

Bernard heans

t9l

to the lourer round of human existence: "'The machine
then works. "' (p. 2Bl) Just what he means by thls is exp'lained jn
and he returns

the

foì ì ow'ing:

"I am now at the zenith of an experience. It wirl
decline. Aìready I no rongei^ cry with conviction,
'þJhat I uck! ' Exar tatíon, ihe riigrrt ôr-ãou., descending ìs over. Chaos, detail, retuin. t am no longer

written over shop windows. I do ñot
feel why hurry? l^lhy catch trains? The sequence
returns; one thing leads to another -- the usual order."
(p. zB3)

amazed by names

In a lifetime of flood, wind,

and machjne, there are

a few

moments

of

light and flowers. But always, after the most beautiful of moments,
for instance, the second dinner to honour percival, there comes a
di ssol ution:

"I could not recover myseìf from that endless throwing
gway' dissipation, flooding forth without one wiì'ling"
it and rushing soundìessry away out there under the
arches of the bridge.
I could not recover myself
from that dissipation. So we parted." (p.-ã7Oj
But things are not entirely b'leak because one can escape the
machine and subjugate for the moment the outer world through the
use of

imagination. As the party to say good-bye to percival breaks up,
Bernard ruminates that they have proved they are not mere slaves of fate
but are masters and creators who have added to','the treasury of
moments'

":

"We too have made somethjng that w.iìl join jn the
innumerabìe congregations ór past timel i,Je too, as
we put on our hats and push open the door, strìde not
jnto chaos but into a world that we.un,úb¡ugate
and make part of the iilumined and everrastìn! road.,'
(p. 276)
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Is thÍs not Bernard's equivalent of
Art

may

help, as

it

burning with a gemlike flame?

does when Bernard, stricken

with the

of Percival's death, turns into the art ga]iery in order to hord
back the world of action for a time, or one may turn to the
beautiful
objects of nature and find in them both inspiration and a symbo.l
of
news

the perfection one can create
ep'itomizing the experience

of

in life,

as when Bernard says by way of
the second dinner party, ,,,The flower,

. the red carnation that stood in the vase on the table of the
restaurant when we díned together with Percival is become a six-sided
flower; made of six lives."' (p. 33s) The use of the image of the
red
in this instance suggests the positive or creative aspect
of time' In the same passage Bernard juxtaposes this image of creative
time with an image of destructive time, the yew tree, tradjtionaì.ly
carnation

associated with death:
"Marriâgê,.

traveì, friendship,

{9ath,
country; children
and ail that; a màny-síded
cut out of this dark; a many_faceted ?lower.substance
Let us
stop for a moment; let us bàhold what w. ñau. made.
Let it blaze against the yew trees." fp. ããSi
A'lthough

Percival's

life

town

and

out, it has been reclaimed from the
darkness by havìng become beautiful in time, and if there
is a note of
has gone

in Bernard's voice, there is also one of joy. Later., ìooking
back upon the experience, he recalls that for a moment
the six of them,
"'out of the measureless abundance of tìme past and time to come, burnt
there triumphant."' (p. 369) The image of the flaming carnation
is
sadness

recalled when Bernard mentions

how

the six of

the bricks, against the branches.," (p. 369)

them
Now

burnt there,,,against

the images suggest the
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opposition

of sp'irìt (the burnjng) and matter (tne nrìcks and branches),

while at the

sanle

time the branches help recal'l the earlìer opposjtjon

of carnation and yew tree. After the moment of.illumination, the spot
of time once aga'in gives way to change, fading before the ineluctable
onslaught

of fact"

the end of the novel Bernard becomes despondent. At
hjs lowest point, before regaining hìs courage, he feels that his self
Towards

has disappearedr

be no assurance

also, that there is no echo. That is, there

of the continuation of outer reality.

seems to

The reader might

recall that short'ly before she committed suicide Virginia l^loolf complained
in her diary of the lack of echo. For Bernard, ljfe has become a grey
sea where no

fín

adds. ,,rThis is
more truly death than the death of fi"jends, than the death
of youth.,,,
(p. 374) As virginÍa woorf said in Jacobts Room, it is not disease
or war that age us but the look in people,s eyes as they run up the
steps

of

breaks the surface

omnibuses,

for there

However, Bernard regains

his

of boredom.

we read

He

the despair of living death.

vitality. Identifying with percival, he

visualizes hímself as a knight charging into battle against death.
Here we leave him:

"It is death against whom I ride with my spear couched and
ha]r flying back r ike a young man's," r i[e perciva|s
when he galloped in India. I sirike r[r^ into my horie"
Aga'inst you I rvi l l fl ing myseì f , unvanäui shed and un_
-383)
yielding, 0
(p.
m¡r

Death.,'
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Perc i va I

l^/e come

at last to percival.

sÍgnificant difference

between him and

S.P.

of, whereas TVte riaues shows

of the six

points out

a

Jacob. Although both characters

are seen from the outside, the earlier novel
conscious

Rosenbaum

how

shows what Jacob was

Percival exists in the

minds

characters:

rf

Jacobts Room is about the probìem of other minds,
is about the problem of our own. The
different aims require different torms-tor
eacrr novel,
but not different epistemoìogies. Ari oi this can
be
illustrat.g il the preoccupaiion of the six characteis
with apprehending their deveroping rãeñtities. 22
The t^laues

identity is defined by what one identifies wjth,
characters identifies with this societal hero.
One's

and each

of

the

is not, in the ordinary sense of the word, idearized,
aìthough he is a curturar hero of sorts. Louis says of him
that he is
Percíval

heavy, that he walks clumsily, that he,',blunders through grassesl,,
Neville sees him as spirituaìly un'important. 0n the other hand, Louis
sees him as a medieval commander who

will "'certainìy attempt some forlorn enterprise and die in batile. "' (p. 200) The forrorn enterprìse
turns out to be imperialism. And jf, as Nevilìe says, perciva.l
understands nothing when he reads a detective novel,

at the same time
he understands everything because he is directly related to
life.
Intellectual intelligence is not the only kjnd; there is also a l.ife
intelligence. Neville sees him as a bìue-eyed pagan staring with
22^

Rosenbaum,

p.

351
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fixed indifference" His

of his

neck

is

movement when he

flicks his

hand

to the back

so beautiful that Neviìle comments, ,,,For such gestures

falls in love for a rifetime."'(p. r99) percivar is arì gesture;
he is not divided from rearity by language. perhaps that
is why Bernard,
one

is dissatisfied with ranguage cails him ,,,the comprete human being
whom we have failed to be, but at the same
time, cannot forget.',, (p.
who

For Rhoda,

in his presence "'the world that had been shrivelled

369)

rounds

itself,"'(p. 270) and he is symbolized by the six-sided carnation,

thus

repìacing the spirituar idear of Mary, traditionarìy symbo'rized
by the
rose.
l'le can also approach Percival through

of medieval

ìegend was raised

his name. Sir percival

in innocence in the forest by his mother

and given

only "a ìytte'l Scot,s spere" to pìay with. upon arriving at
Arthur's court he was called the flower of chivalry by a strange maiden
who had never smiled, despite

the fact that his behaviour

was very crude.

joined Galahad in the search for the Hory Grair
and in the Engrish
legend caught a gìimpse of it. In the Gårman version he
was whoìly
He

successful. Like his medieval counterpart, the percival of the novel
has some connection with Scoiland. Alsoo he too is innocent,
as his

to the younger children at the school suggests. percival becomes
a flower iust as Sir Percival is called the flower of chivaìry. percival
is clumsy; Sir percival is crude.23
appeal

23Ri.ht..
carries the symbolic identity of percival
.'Runiuuuuru
further
identifvins hím wirh Atris-Adonis". (Richte;; ñ." 126-zj).
-'"

sees him as an Antinous

figure. (narìtavuãi., pl'rsi.

by
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In

then, what a strange hero percival

summary,

ciumsy, unintellectual man who
v'Jays

a

common man who

makes!

falls off his horse and dÍes.

Joves the most common

A

In

many

of women, Susan, but is

rejected by her" An idear man constanily undercut
by irony.

The imagery

in

The tlaues functions both as a method

for uniting

the six characters and for delineating the differences
among them.
Although the same images dwell in every consciousness,
the way each
character relates to them marks his individua'rity.
The effect

is

iuxtapose the genera'l and the

índividual.

Thus the handling

of

to

character

parallels the handring of time where the moment
and the sweep of
are held up to the reader's view simultaneousìy.

time

l'le can see The 1laues as an answer

to the question of other minds
posed back in Jacobts Room. It would
seem that one is linked to others
not by learning about other minds but by sharing with
them certain
images

"

Just as there

is within the human community both the universal

and

the individual, so we have within the individual both

and

growth'

changelessness

identities of the characters are established on
the first page, and the later imagery modifies the personaìity
within
The basic

the parameters estabrished at the outset. A short survey
of the rives
of the six characters will show how this is so.
The

first

utterances are:
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"I see a ringr,, said Bernard, ,,hanging above me. It
quivers and hangs-in a loop of Iigh¡..,"''
"I see a slab of paìe yejlow," said Susan, ,,spreading
away unti 1 i t meets a purpl e stri pe.
'i
hear
"I
a sound,,' said Rhoda, "Cheep, chirp; cheep,
chirp; going up and down.
"I

see

a sìope," said_Nevil

of

these utterances are more enigmatic than others,
they

le,

,,Hanging

in a
drop against the enormous franks oi rön'ä'r,ir r down
.,,
"I see a crimson tassel," said Jinny, ,,twisted with
gol d threads. ,'
" I hear somethi ng stampi ng, ,, sai d Loui s
, ,'A great
beast's foot is chainõd. rt iiámpsl'unã"rtumps.',-(pl-reo)
Although some

alÏ

contain, as Freedman notes, the future of the characters.24
Bernard,s
'loop of
líght is symboìically related to both his stories composed of
interlocking wreaths of words and his need for human
communion. susan,s

paìe yellow slab and the purpre suggest both
the way of rife she roves
best and her dominant passions. Neviile's unmoving grobe
suggests a
known reality and thus indicates his clear-sightedness.
In contrast,
Bernard's shimmering
Rhoda's hearing

ring,

a'lthough more

exciting, is

of the bird sounds the warning

seen less clearly.

of her'later anxiety,
particuìarly her sexuar fears symboìized by her dread
of being pierced
by the bírd's beak. Jinny's sensuous perceptions
of gold and crimson
indicate her

beast.

nature.

lde noti.ce

Rhoda and

Louis,s fear

note

is symbolized by the stamping

arso that on'ry the two destined to become rovers,

Louis, heari the others see. In both cases their fear
is
24Freed*un,

p.

z4B.
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conveyed not only through the 'imagery
devi

but through repetition,25

ce that I ends i tsel f to aural more than to vi sual

a

-imagery.

look at the memories of the characters ìn chapter
Eight, we see the continuity of their personalities.26 Bernard,s
when we

memories centre on sense

impressíons: water running

the gardeners and the lady

writing.

impressionist, and he remains a

His

first

down

the spine,

utterance was very

of the senses. susan recalls
passion: the boot-boy making love to the scul'lery-maid. Rhoda recalls
terror: the tiger panting. Neville remembers feelings of anxiety:
man

the dead man, the unmitigab'le

tree. He always saw most clearly, and
so was the first to comprehend death. Jinny recalls joy: a dancing

'leaf, and Louis

remembers

the isolation of a lonely corner in the

garden.

If

at the characters in middìe-age we see both change
and continuity in their lives. For a while, Bernard loses his
sense of
joy in the physicaì world. However, travel'ling in Itaìy he begins
to
we look

move from

stupor back

has found

life's

she

will

to 1ite.27

meaning

Susan, dedicated

to nature and biology,

in her children. Jinny braveìy faces the fact

soon no longer be

attract.ive to men, and Neville,s analytic

25Fo"

a discussion of the uses of repetìtion (denotìng
constricting forces) and rhythm (denotìng reconcilation witñ fear
ttre
un'¡ vense ) see McLauri n ' s chapter on The Waues
in
hìs
book Virginia WooLf:
The Eehoes Enslaued, pp. l28-148.
and

26Rantavaara,
27

tbid.., p.

p.

17 ,

32.
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mind has

partia]ly reconciled

him

to life.

Rhoda descends

into fear

ls herself. Loujs, stil I lonely, sits jn his attic room.
Finaì'ly, is this a s jgnìficant novel , and is it a succ es s ?
Rantavaara levels at it, although in a miìd way, the
kind of criticísm
and kíl

it will

probably always receive:

0n closing the book after concentrating on
surface story, the reader is reft with á täõringthe
òt
admiration for the ambitious effort of the noverist.
But some lack of compìete satisfaction ii-urso
the pieces of the puzz're have not yet been put feli;
in their
p'laces to make a satisfactory cohelent wrrore. Thus,
as a nove'l proper, ?he Waues, an extended metaphor, is,
however, naturary not exhausted by the-rn.uu.iling
the pìot, however close the readiré ñt b;. It is, of'
above al'l , as the autobiography or"a mi.nã-inut The waues
maintains the reader's inlerest. ZB
Such

criticism is

by no means

perverse" The prejudices and assumptions

that lie behind it are after all, those of the ma-instream of our
literary culture. But these assumptions should be looked at carefuì1y
and the consequences noted.
The most obvious answer

to

Rantavaara is,

of course, that The

is not "a novel proper,' and so should not be judged as fa1l ing
short of being what it isn't. But Rantavaara,s criticism strikes
a
little deeper than that; it denjes that what vjrginia woorf set out to
lùaues

do can be done,

by

its

in other words, that the play_poem she envisaged is

nature unsatisfactory. This

is the reason for Rantavaara,s

desire to draw the reader's attention to the jnadequacy of the
surface

zgtbid.,

p.

zz.
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story"

The llaues marks the end

of more than a decade of experimentation

for virginia woolf. During that time she pursued a course which is
to use the phrase coined by Richter, an "inward voyage" . The tlaues marks
the furthest point on this voyage, now to be intemupted by The reaz,s.
Even more than in the previous three novels, Virginia !.loolf
here concen_

trates on the reactions of her characters rather than on the
themselves,

events

until the whole outer world seems to be bracketed. Rantavaara,s

criticism real]y asks whethei^ such subjectivity can carry a novel. In
other words, are we convinced that reality is as it is portrayed in
the
novel, or do we, at least in part, reject the novelist's phenomenoìogical
view

of life.

Although vre

all realize that we know things onìy through

their effect on us, most of us berieve that birth, death, and the joys
and sorrows of our fellows have an importance and a reality independent
of our responses. Although Virginia l^loolf believed in a singìe reaìity
behind

all

stress Ís so much on the mind that the world
tends to disintegrate, and we lose what Virginia lrloolf herself referred
appearances, the

to as Defoe's earthen-ware pot. Ultimately, what lies behind Rantavaara,s
criticism is the belief that after a ìiterary work reaches a certain
bulk"

of traditional namative technique is needed to sustain
it' to give the reader the sense that, as Rantavaara puts it, all the
some form

pieces have fallen into place.

In the last analysis there was no lvay to answer direcily
Rantavaara's criticism because its assumptions are so opposed to the
assumptions of the novelist. Counter arguments must take other tacks
-by pointing out, for instance, the poetic quaìities of the nove'I, or
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noting that

it is sure'ry more than the autiography of a mind; it

to be, and largely

intends

in being, the autobiography of a curture,
and finaìly, that its appeal is not ultimately its autobiographicaì
element at all but its poetry, just as in Shakespeare it is not what
happens

succeeds

but the particular colouration of the poetry that

play different and beautiful.

One remembers CordelÍa

died, but because her voice was low and soft.

makes each

not because

she
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUS ION

This study began with the thesis that there are ph'ilosophical
reasons for virginia woolf's reliance upon imagery-in
her program to
re-form the

virginia
by the

novel. In

l,^loolf reduces

image.

seeking

to record

experience as

it is lived,

it to the atoms of experience which are represented

The image can lead

in

two ways, out

into the ultimate

reality that ìies beyond all appearances or back into the self.
First, the 'image is the literary representation of the particular
through which the one reality lying beh'ind

alì

is reached.
the ,,moment of being,,. Images
appearances

the image the writer encapsulates
such as a match burning in a crocus are the eye of
the needle through
which the character passes to reach the universar.
Through

Second, the characters

relate to objects in the outside world
in such a way that these obiects act as metaphors for their states of
existence. A character feels,,like,'something; the.image is used as
an

objective

correlative.l

Two

expricit

exampìes

of this are crarissa

Dalloway's identification with Big Ben and Mrs. Ramsay,s identification
with the third stroke of the lighthouse. similar, but not quite so

expìicit identificatÍons are those of Clarissa

sun'

and Septimus

0n the other hand,Holmes's relationship with the sun
t

'Richter, p. lBl.

with the

is

such that

?03

the reader sees into

Holmes

while he himself remains blind.

in these novels both a movement towards abstractìon
and what Richter cars virginia woorf's ,'inward voyage',.
John Graham
argues that beginning at the time of the writing of hz,Land.o,
v.irginia
!{e see

woolf became increasingry dissatisfied with the psychoìogical
approach
to fiction and sought ways to present the impersonaìity that appears
in

it is true that abstraction is reaìly notíceable
only after To the Lighthouse (signs of it in The uaues are the
reductjon
of alì speech idiocyncrasies to one pattern and the use of the formalistic "he said"), we have seen indications of what ís to come as far back
The Waues.2

Although

as Jacob's Room. The psycho'rogica'r nover

of the Henry James type

seems

to work best when the point of view is centred in or restricted
to
central character, because such methods ailow for the most dramatic

the

presentatÍon' But in Jacobts Room the centre of consciousness
is already
moving into the impersonal "one". Jacobts Room also
hints at how

virginia woolf wiil rater use imagery to create the impersonarity of
The llaues' Images are used to move the reader from
one character to
another' At this point such an image is related to some object or event

or thought of by both characters, and is a merely mechanicaì device
to link the parts of the novel. The same method ís used in Mz.s. Dallouny
in, for instance, the skywriting scene. However, by the time we come
to the refrain from cymbeline, which runs through Clarissa and septimus,s
seen

2John

l^J. Graham, ,,poi

of_Sty'le," Uninensitg of
?11

"

nt

of

View

in The Waues.. Some Services
39 (April, 1970), l93-

Tononto QuanLenly,
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mind

of

in various forms, the ìmagery indicates not only a common experience

shakespeare but

a shared attitude to

rife.

in this way
signaìs characters who are capable of intuit'ive understanding
of one
another ' In Mns. DaLlouay, this understanding is
apparent jn ClarÍssa,s
comments on Septimus's suicide. In The Wanes,
all the characters share
Inagery used

the central ìmages, which leads to their being subsumed by
Bernard in
the last chapter where he becomes the generalized, abstract human

being.

this point virgÍnia woolf is presenting reality not as the psychoìogical
realist sees it but as Bernard sees it -- from the third story window.
By

hJhile the inngery moves one out
one

in from the world of

hard

of "what happens" as virginia

facts.

to abstractjon, it also

There

is a continu'ing

moves

displacement

l^loolf concentrates more and more

on

reaction jnstead of event" This inward voyage goes, it seems,
as far
as it can in The waues, and thus Virginia Hoolf reverses direction
in
her next novel, The reans" This decentralization of fact
has a phi'losophica'l basis. If one is skeptical of our rational
understanding of
other minds, a coroì'lary of that skepticism will be that actions
are poor
indicators of what other people are rea1ly
organized around a series

like.

The novel was once

of actions that created a p1ot,

and what

to teil the reader significant things about the
character' But when the significance of fact and actìon are called
jnto doubt plot loses its position of
importance and the novelist conhappened was meant

centrates instead on the character's reaction to the outside
worrd.
A]though action cannot be totalìy eìiminated from the
novel, nor totally
discredited as having any truth value, the shift ìn emphasis
from the
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plot oriented novel to the ìntrospective novel is clearly
evident jn
Britain in the early decades of this century. Thus virginia woolf
encapsulates part

of the outside uiorld in the ìmage, then, by showing
us the function of that image in her character's consciousness,
shows
us his reaction to outer rea'lity.
Two

subjects

I

have devoted considerable space

to in this study
are the relationship of imagery to structure and of imagery
to character.
While, ín comparison to Jaeobts Room, the characterization
has become
abstract in ?he waues, the structure has become more noticeable.
A
considerable amount, though by no means all

result of the

ways

virginia woqlf

developed

The most obvious way imagery
when

Ít is used to create leitmotifs.

of'this new structure-is the
to handle her imagery.

functions jn aid of structure is
rn Jacob,s Room, leitmotifs,

particularìy those built around the primary colours, are
used to tie
the parts of the narrative together and present the theme of doubreconsciousness

joy

of life

and horror

and

death.

These images, which suggest both the

of existence, are used most frequenily in the ear-ly

chapters but make a noticeable reappearance near the end

giving

of the novel,

it a roundedness.
In

Mz's- DaLLouay, elements

time and p'lace. The sun image

setting as the reader

is

of structure are the unities of

is particularly important to the temporal

kept conscious

throughout the sing]e day

of the progress of the sun

in which the action is set.

The sun image is

also central to the paradigmatic moral structure of the novel because
it divides the characters into two groups. Another structural device
dependent upon imagery

is

the formaì arrangement of scenes. The sound
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of Big Ben, for instance, is impontant, as Schaefer,s anaìysìs
shows.
Also' the similarity of the wjndow scenes jn which septimus
kills hjmself and clarissa sees her ord neighbour going to bed helps

the reader

see the relationship between the two central

characters.

devjces used in Mz,s. Dalloaay include leitmot.ifs,
unitjes

place, the natural

cyc'l

'icaì

scheme

of time and

of the progress of the sun, the

division of characters on moraì grounds, and the formaì

of

The structural

arrangement

scenes.

In ro the Lighthouse,

most

of

these structural devices are

repeated, with the exception

of the use of the cycre of the day, wh.ire
the use of a theoretical scheme borrowed from music
is new. Le.itmotifs
abound -- the blue eyes and the lighthouse
itself, for instance. parts
One and Three maintain unity of time and
the whole novel maÍntains
unity of p'lace. The symbolic structure relating to
the quest theme
of

the novel

is

in terms of the formar arrangement of the
scenes in the first and third parts. The three parts
of the nover
seem to imitate musical form. There
are two long movements joined by
handled mainly

a short, quiet
Beethoven's

second movement,

Empez,oz,

In

in the pattern of, for

instance,

Concento, (¡to. 5).

The waues, the novel which most concentrates on

the inner

life,

the unities of time and pìace are no ronger present, but
this
remains a highìy structured novel. The leitmotifs
are more numerous
than ever before. There
and implied

is a symbolic structure of birth, life,

rebirth in the'image-1aden interchapters.

death,

l^Jhile the main

of the novel follows the natural course of the lives of the
characters, the interchapters follow the naturaì cycìe
of the day.
body

the

first four chapters

In

the characters grow and the sun climbs in the

sky" In chapter
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is a turning point with percivails death
and the sun moves into the western sky.
In the rast four chapters the
Five there

characters decrine; so does the sun. A formar
arrangement of scenes
is apparent in the two dinner parties at Hampton court
which occur in
Chapters Four and Eight.

characterization and the way character is created
through
imagery evolve considerably fron Jaeobts
Room to rhe Flaues. In Jacob,s
Room the images depict Jacob as
a boy and young man -- almost any educated
middle class boy and young man. The red,
Jellow, and bìue imagery both
presents his youth and intimates
his death, but Jacob,s mind is not
revealed as having any idiosyncratic rerationship

to the images. The

images associated

as the images

with his youth do not, for instance, reveai his
feelings
of scimitar, yeilow veil, and crushed foot reveaì young

James's relationships

to his parents in

To the Lighthouse. The restricted

role of the imagery in Jaeob,s Room is the resurt
of the author,s
decision to imitate our knowledge of others
minds by showing

the character

almost whoìly from the outside onìy.

In Mz's. DaLlouay, two changes are noticeable.
The Ímages often
come from the character rather than
from the narrator, and
some

as moral touchstones. The

first

change

function

results from a shift ín point

of'view which allows the characters to speak
directìy to the reader. The
second results from developing the social
lives of the characters. Interactions with sociar forces and society as a
whore create antagonísms
wher:e the author takes sides. This
deveropment is not pursued.
In

neither To the Lighthouse or The I,laues does
virginia woorf so crearìy
divide the good from the bad.
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The images

in ?o the Lighthouse reveal both the nature of

various characters and the rerationships that
deverop between them.
Images of isoÏation depict Ramsay's
essence while his wife,s nature
conveyed by images such as

the

,,wedge-shaped

core of darkness,,.

the

is

Images

such as

knife and scimitar capture James's feeìings toward
his father.
A single image may reveal different things
about different characters.
The image of blue eyes not onìy reveals
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay,s intellectual

intuitive natures respectively, but is tied in with
James,s evolving
relationship to his parents.
and

ïn

The waues, imagery revear

and shows how one human being

is

s the nature of the characters
linked to others. Neither is entirely

in virginia ldoorf's writing, but the imagery is exp.roited
in these
areas to a greater extent than before. Often
the characters are shown
to differ by the way they rerate to the same Ímage.
new

Doors and rings

are good examples. To a
shared

identity of

this novel

much

minds and

and then taken

greater degree than ever before, both the

intuitive

understanding are developed in

to their rimits in Bernard,s summing up.

Finaily, whire the structure of the novers becomes
more
apparent and the methods of creating character
through imagery become
more complex' the themes remain much

?he

the

same from Jacobts Room

to

Waues.

These novers combine an eJegy

call to courage
that bleeds

needed

away

for youth

and beauty

with

a

to outface the ravages of time and the dullness

rife. Ail four novers have young men who die, a,

directly or indirect'ry as a resurt of furfi'rìing
the demands of
empire, as if virginia woolf were saying
that rife and the po.ritical
them

of
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reaÏities of Britain are incompatible. It is reasonable
to
that there is a biographicaì basis for these young
men

although he did not die serving
There
Thoby took

--

speculate

Thoby Stephen_-

British imperiarism.

is a partiaì paraileì between Jacob Andrews and Thoby.

sick while in

Greece and died

England" Jacob gets back from Greece

shorily after his return to
safeìy but later dies in the war.

In the next novel, septimus returns from the war on
the continent

and

suicide. rn ?o the Lí.ghthouse, Andrew is blown up while
fighting
in France" In ?he waues, the idealized Percival dies

cor¡nits

while helping

the empire

in India.

The recurring

figure of the

run

young man who dies is

to the ord women who survive -- the street singers,
the
hawkers' and the chars. The first represents
the flower of civiìization;
the second the fish-rike unconscious force that
keeps humanity going.
contrasted

The recurrence

of

these young men, along wíth the death
of Rhoda,
suggests the fascination death held for
virginia l^loolf. l,lhen clarissa
Dalloway hears about septimus's death she
approves because he prevented
what is important from dropping into the

corruption of the

Holmes-

world' In Rhoda we again encounter a figure who cannot
resist
the solace of death. It is once again inviting
to venture into bio_
Bradshaw

graphical speculation.
the barrier between

with characters

It

that virginia woorf wants to remove
the living and the dead. Her novels are filled
seems

based on her own dead

--

Thoby, her parents, and her

half-sister Steila in the case of prue Ramsay.

Thus septimus not onry
represents Thoby but becomes a mask for
the author herseJf. it is
easy' as J. Hi'l'lis Miller has said, to see
in Septimus,s suicide a

prefiguring of virginia l{oorf's

"Mittêr, pp. lzz_23.

own

death.3 The same, of course,

can
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be said about Rhoda,s.
These novels express an almost mystic embrace of

death.

0n

the other hand, they show the courage exemp'lified by Bernard
which
combats the drift towards death. One must take note
of the difference
between

the

embnace and

the

drift

because, as we have seen

in

Mrs,

Dalloaay, the embrace of death may be seen as the very opposite
of
the drift.

rore of the imagery in presenting the themes of freeting
youth and beauty is related to virginia l.loolf,s pater-like
view of
existence' Always conscíous of how one must hold on as ìong
possÍble
The

as

to the beautiful
world

that

moment,

v'irginia l..loolf uses her

images

to present

a

of intense beauty about to die -- like the colourful butterflies

peìting across the orchard in Jacob,s Room. The images
flash
into the reader's consciousness, leav-ing an aura of beauty. Because
come

die, the note of elegy is struck, and these novels seem
to be attempts to grasp what will not stay. They express a ìonging
for
such beauty must

beauty

that drifts

beyond one's grasp

like a disembodied

voice.
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